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INTRODUCTION
The intent of this directory is to list all those companies
(other than oil and gas operators) that are involved in mining,
processing and manufacturing mineral products (see table 1,
Mineral Product Codes) in Illinois. Detailed information on crude
oil and natural gas producers in Illinois can be found in the
Illinois Oil and Gas Association's "Tri -State Oil Men's Directory
(Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky)," (13 Main Street, Mount Vernon,
IL 62864) and the Illinois State Geological Survey's Monthly
Report of Oil and Gas Drilling in Illinois.
Information about operations listed has been gathered from
the U.S. Bureau of Mines; Illinois Manufacturers Directory;
Illinois Department of Transportation (IDOT); and from staff
members of the Illinois State Geological Survey, including Richard
D. Harvey, Jonathan H. Goodwin, Donald G. Mikulic, Russell J.
Jacobson, James W. Baxter, Dennis R. Kolata, and Patricia Helm.
The directory is divided into sections by mineral product,
then alphabetically by county, then by company within each county.
For each entry in the directory:
• The "remarks" line contains information on the types of mineral
products that may be available.
• The "rock units" line identifies the geologic materials mined
in Illinois (see Strati graphic Units Mined). It does not
apply to mineral processing or manufacturing plants.
In the sand and gravel and stone sections the six digit
numbers below the county name are derived from the IDOT, Division
of Highways, Bulletin No. 23, "Sources and Producers of Aggregates
for Highway Construction in Illinois" (revised February 13,
1986). The Producer/Supplier code numbers are defined as
follows: a) the first three numbers are the unique county
numbers, b) the fourth number identifies the aggregate sources as
sand and gravel pits (0), or crushed stone quarries (2), and c)
the last two numbers relate operations within each county to pit
locations (figure 1), or to quarry locations (figure 2).
For example:
a) 201 - 023
b) 201 - 223
Identifies the pit in the county
Sand and gravel pit (fig. 1)
Winnebago County
Identifies the quarry in the county
Stone quarry (fig. 2)
Winnebago County
The term "quarry" is used in the stone section to designate
those aggregate sources where bedrock formations consisting of
limestone, dolomite and one each of chert and sandstone must be
drilled and blasted before the rock can be crushed and sized into
various products. The term "pit" is used in the sand and gravel
section to designate those aggregate sources where essentially
unconsolidated deposits of sand and gravel with lesser amounts of
silt and clay-size material can be excavated, crushed, and sized
into various products without drilling and blasting. Due to the
large number of quarry and pit sites in Illinois, all information
in the respective lists and maps must be considered subject to
change and frequent revision. Some sites are active only sporadi-
cally or may be operated with portable equipment. Quarries and
pits operated by county highway departments or township road
commissions do not sell aggregate to the general public, but they
may submit samples to IDOT laboratories for physical testing.
In the sand and gravel and stone sections, the remarks line
contains information on various construction aggregate products
that may be available (IDOT, Bulletin 23, 1986). In the sand and
gravel section, the remarks line contains a brief description of
these products. In the stone section, the remarks line contains a
series of letters summarizing these and other products (see table
2, Limestone and Dolomite Products). The terms "gravel" and
"coarse aggregate" refer to materials that are too large to pass
through a No. 4 mesh sieve (4.75-mm or 0.187-inch square
openings). The terms "sand" and "fine aggregate" refer to
materials that are small enough to pass through a No. 4 mesh
sieve, but are too large to pass through a No. 200 mesh sieve
(0.075-mm or 0.0029-inch square openings). Various coarse (CA)
and fine (FA) construction aggregate products are defined
according to their respective size graduations in "Standard
Specifications for Road and Bridge Construction," by IDOT
(Springfield, Illinois) adopted October 1, 1983. This book also
defines four coarse and fine aggregate product groups according to
their physical properties as follows:
1) Class A aggregate products are suitable for use in Portland
cement concrete,
2) Class 8 aggregate products are suitable for use in Class I
interstate highway quality bituminous concrete paving and
base courses,
3) Class C aggregate products are suitable for use in lower
quality bituminous concrete paving and base courses, and
seal and cover, and
4) Class D aggregate products are suitable for use in water-
bound macadam surface materials, base courses, shoulder
fill and other low-grade uses.
Table 1. Mineral Product Codes
Product Code number
Barite 1
Bismuth (only plant now closed) 2
Cadmium 3
Cement 4
Clay Products (brick, tile and other) 5








Glass/Silica Sand Mines 14
Gypsum, calcined 15
Iron Oxide Piyments 16
Iron/Raw Steel 17
Lead, Zinc, Silver 18
Lime 19
Natural Gas Liquids 20












Vermi cul ite, expanded 31
Zinc, primary 32
Zinc, secondary 33
Table 2. Limestone and Dolomite Products
A) Class A - Coarse-grain concrete aggregate
B) Class A - Fine-grain concrete aggregate
C) Class B - Coarse-grain bituminous aggregate
D) Class B - Fine-grain bituminous aggregate
E) Class B - Blend sand
F) Class B - Mineral fillers
G) Class C - Coarse and fine bituminous aggregate
H) Class C - Seal and cover
I) Class D - Base materials (type A)






P) Dolomitic lime (dead burned dolomite, high magnesium lime)






W) Finely ground limestone or dolomite. Products may include
agstone, stone sand, rock dust, feeding calcium, dairy barn
powder, lawn and garden lime, limestock, and poulty grit.
Stratigraphic Units Mined
Stratigraphic units are listed in order of increasing age except for units in the Quaternary System,
where the vertical listing of stratigraphic names may be misleading because several of the named
deposits were probably being deposited at the same time, but in different places. For more
information, refer to Bulletin 95, "Handbook of Illinois Stratigraphy," Illinois State Geological





Cahokia Alluvium (maybe partly Holocene)




























Mi 1 1 ersvi lie Limestone Member (central and southern Illinois),
known as Livingston Limestone Member in eastern Illinois,
known as La Salle Limestone Member in northern Illinois





Danville (No. 7) Coal Member
Herrin (No. 6) Coal Member
Briar Hill (No. 5A) Coal Member
Springfield (No. 5) Coal Member















































































Figure 2b. Enlarged inset of stone quarries in the






HARDIN INVERNESS MINING CO.
069 - SUB. OF SEAFORTH MINERAL & ORE






069 - SUB. OF PENNWALT CORP.





ST CLAIR PFIZER INC.
163 - MINERAL PIGMENTS & METALS DIV.
2001 LYNCH AVE.









163 - RT. 3 SOUTH
SAUGET, IL 62201
PRODUCT: 03




LA SALLE ILLINOIS CEMENT CO.
099 - SUBSIDIARY OF CENTEX CORP.
P. 0. BOX 442




LA SALLE LONE STAR INDUSTRIES, INC.
099 - NORTH-CENTRAL REGION
ONE PARAGON DR.





LEE MARQUETTE-DIXON CEMENT, INC.





PHONE: ( 618 ) 289-3213
PHONE: ( 618 ) 285-6232
PHONE: ( 618 ) 271-4600
PHONE: ( 618 ) 274-5000
LA SALLE PLANT




PHONE: ( 818 ) 883-8431
DIXON PLANT
DIXON, IL





MASSAC MISSOURI PORTLAND CEMEMT CO
127 - 7711 CARONDELET AVE.






Oil - MILL ST.





COOK C. E. REFRACTORIES
031 - P. 0. BOX 828
VALLEY FORGE, PA 19482
PRODUCT: 05
REMARKS: HIGH ALUMINA PLASTIC REF
ROCK UNITS:
COOK CHICAGO FIRE BRICK CO.







031 - 1800 KINGSBURY ST.
CHICAGO. IL 60614
PRODUCT: 05
REMARKS: FIRE BRICK FOR LININGS
ROCK UNITS:
DU PAGE NO BEL
043 - DIV. OF DICKEY CO.
300 South Gary Avenue
Carol Stream, IL 60188
PRODUCT: 05
REMARKS: FLUE LINERS, SANITARY PIPE
ROCK UNITS:
KANE C. E. REFRACTORIES
089 - P. 0. BOX 828




LA SALLE STREATOR BRICK SYSTEMS, INC
099 - WEST END 9TH. ST.
STREATOR, IL 61364
PRODUCT: 05
REMARKS: BUILDING A FACE BRICK
ROCK UNITS:
JOPPA PLANT
2 MI W. OF JOPPA
P. 0. BOX 147, JOPPA
PHONE: ( 618 ) 543-7541
IN VILLAGE OF BUDA
PHONE: ( 309 ) 895-2311
333 STATE ST.
CHICAGO HEIGHTS, IL
PHONE: ( 312 ) 897-8487
7531 S. ASHLAND AVE.
CHICAGO, II.
PHONE: ( 312 ) 278-8000
CHICAGO, IL
PHONE: ( 312 ) 549-7014
JAMES R. JOHNSON
CAROL STREAM, IL
PHONE: ( 312 ) 653-4300
625 W. ILLINOIS ST.
AURORA, IL
PHONE: ( 312 ) 897-8487
ADJ. TO S W STREATOR





MADISON RICHARDS BRICK CO.
119 - P. 0. BOX 407
EDWARDSVILLE, IL 62025
PRODUCT: 05
REMARKS: COMMON & FACE BRICK
ROCK UNITS:
PULASKI ABSORBENT CLAY PRODUCTS, INC.
153 - 200 N. MAIN ST.
P. 0. BOX 120
ANNA, IL 62906
PRODUCT: 05
REMARKS: ABSORBENT CLAY PRODUCTS
ROCK UNITS:
PULASKI SOUTHERN CLAY INC.
153 - % LOWE'S INC.
348 S. COLUMBIA ST.
SOUTH BEND, IN 46601
PRODUCT: 05
REMARKS: ABSORBENT CLAY PRODUCTS
ROCK UNITS:






WILL GENERAL REFRACTORIES CO.
197 - P. 0. BOX 2398
JOLIET, IL 60434
PRODUCT: 05
REMARKS: FIRE BRICK (REFRACTORY)
ROCK UNITS:
CLAY PRODUCTS ((
KANE THE HAEGER POTTERIES, INC.






095 - A. JIM WALTER CO.
801 N. MAINE ST.
ABINGDON, IL 61410
PRODUCT: 06




097 - 782 CORONA AVE.
ANTIOCH, IL 60002
PRODUCT: 06









PHONE: ( 618 ) 742-6233
HWY. 106
PHONE: ( 217 742-5501
WEST SIDE ROCKDALE
1808 MOEN AVE.
PHONE: ( 815 ) 725-5300
DUNDEE, IL 60118
PHONE: ( 312 ) 426-3441
CITY LIMITS ABINGDON
PHONE: ( 309 ) 462-2331
ANTIOCH





LAKE REGAL CHINA CO.




LAMP BASES, SPEC. BOTTLES
ROCK UNITS:
MC DONOUGH HAEGER POTTERIES OF MACOMB INC
109 - 411 W. CALHOUN ST.





WARREN WESTERN STONEWARE CO.
187 - P. 0. BOX 288






BOND RICHARDS BRICK CO.





KANKAKEE EASTERN ILLINOIS CLAY CO.
091 - 499 S. CHICAGO ST.
ST. ANNE, IL 60964
PRODUCT: 07
REMARKS: TILE (DRAIN, HOLLOW BLDG)
ROCK UNITS:
LA SALLE CENTEX CORP.
099 - ILLINOIS CEMENT CO.
P. 0. BOX 442
LA SALLE, IL 61301
PRODUCT: 07
ROCK UNITS:
LA SALLE LONE STAR INDUSTRIES, INC.
099 - MARQUETTE
ONE PARAGON DR.




LA SALLE MARQUETTE CO.
099 - DIV. LONE STAR INDUSTRIES
ONE PARAGON DR.





PHONE: ( 312 ) 395-1020
MACOMB, IL
PHONE: ( 309 ) 833-2171
MONMOUTH, IL
PHONE: ( 309 ) 734-2161
NEW DOUGLAS PIT
PHONE: ( 618 ) 656-0230
EASTERN IL PIT & MIL
PHONE: ( 815 ) 427-8144
LA SALLE PIT & PLANT
LIBERTY ST.
PHONE: ( 815 ) 224-2112
0GLES8Y CLAY PIT









LIVINGSTON DILLER TILE CO., INC.
105 - CHATSWORTH, IL 60921
PRODUCT: 07
REMARKS: CLAY DRAIN TILE
PLASTIC DRAIN TILE
ROCK UNITS:
LIVINGSTON STREATOR BRICK SYSTEMS, INC.
105 - STREATOR DIV.
WEST END OF 9TH ST.
STREATOR, IL 61364
PRODUCT: 07
REMARKS: BUILDING & FACE BRICK
ROCK UNITS:
LIVINGSTON VALLEY VIEW DIRT & GRAVEL CO
105 - R. F. D. 1
CORNELL, IL 61319
PRODUCT: 07
REMARKS: GRAVEL, SHALE, BRICK
ROCK UNITS:
MC DONOUGH WESTERN STONEWARE CO.
109 - P. 0. BOX 288





PULASKI ABSORBENT CLAY PRODUCTE, INC
153 - P. 0. BOX 120





PULASKI LOWE'S SOUTHERN CLAY INC.
153 - 348 S. COLUMBIA




TAZEWELL PEORIA BRICK & TILE CO.





CHRISTIAN PEABODY COAL CO.
021 - 301 N. MEMORIAL DR.
ST. LOUIS, MO 63102
PRODUCT: 08
REMARKS:
ROCK UNITS: No. 6, slope
CHATSWORTH MINE
PHONE: ( 815 ) 635-3131
COAL
STREATOR CLAY MINE
PHONE: ( 815 ) 672-2106
VALLEY VIEW SHALE
LOCATION: NE 30 27N 05E
PHONE: ( 815 ) 358-2666
WELCH & BOOZ MINES
PHONE: ( 309 ) 734-2161
M MICHEL & A LEFEVRE
OLMSTED, IL
PHONE:
OLMSTED MINE & MILL.
P. 0. BOX 68
OLMSTED, IL
PHONE: ( 618 ) 742-6233
SHALE PIT #2
COLE ST.
PHONE: ( 309 ) 699-1116
#10 MINE
PAWNEE, IL
LOCATION: 10 13N 04W





CLINTON MONTEREY COAL CO.




ROCK UNITS: No. 6, slope
DOUGLAS ZEIGLER COAL CO.





ROCK UNITS: No. 6, slope
DOUGLAS ZEIGLER COAL CO.





ROCK UNITS: No. 6, slope
FRANKLIN OLD BEN COAL CO.




ROCK UNITS: No. 6, shaft
FRANKLIN OLD BEN COAL CO.




ROCK UNITS: No. 6, shaft
FRANKLIN OLD BEN COAL CO.




ROCK UNITS: No. 6, shaft
FRANKLIN OLD BEN COAL CO.




ROCK UNITS: No. 6, shaft
FULTON MIDLAND COAL CO.
057 - 1865 N. HENDERSON




ROCK UNITS: No. 5, strip
#2 MINE
ALBERS, IL 62215
LOCATION: 13 01N 05W
PHONE: ( 217 ) 845-2611
MURDOCK MINE
MURDOCK, IL
LOCATION: 34 16N 10E
PHONE: ( 312 ) 299-1980
#5 MINE
MURDOCK, IL
LOCATION: 28 16N 10E
PHONE: ( 312 ) 299-1980
#25 MINE
WEST FRANKLIN, IL
LOCATION: 26 07S 03E
PHONE: ( 312 ) 332-2360
#26 MINE
SESSER, IL
LOCATION: 20 05S 02E
PHONE: ( 312 ) 332-2360
#21 MINE
SESSER IL
LOCATION: 08 05S 02E
PHONE: ( 312 ) 332-2360
#24 MINE
BENTON, IL 62812
LOCATION: 11 06S 02E
PHONE: ( 312 ) 332-2360
RAPATEE MINE
FARMINGTON, IL
LOCATION: 01 08N 03E





GALLATIN A & F COAL CO.
059 - TEK-BAR INDUSTRIES, INC.




ROCK UNITS: No. 5, drift
GALLATIN JADER FUEL CO., INC.




ROCK UNITS: No. 5, drift
GALLATIN JADER FUEL CO., INC.




ROCK UNITS: Nos. 5, 5A, 6, strip
GALLATIN PEABODY COAL CO.
059 - 301 N. MEMORIAL DR.
ST. LOUIS, MO. 63102
PRODUCT: 08
REMARKS
ROCK UNITS: No. 5, slope
HAMILTON INLAND STEEL COAL CO.




ROCK UNITS: No. 5, shaft
JACKSON CONSOLIDATION COAL CO.
077 - P. 0. BOX 218
PINCKNEYVILLE, IL 62274
PRODUCT: 08
ROCK UNITS: No. 6, strip
JEFFERSON FREEMAN UNITED COAL MINING CO
081 - 300 W. WASHINGTON ST.
CHICAGO, IL 60606
PRODUCT: 08
ROCK UNITS: No. 6, shaft
JEFFERSON INLAND STEEL COAL CO.
081 - P. 0. BOX 566
SESSER, IL 62884
PRODUCT: 08
ROCK UNITS: No. 6, shaft
LOGAN TURRIS COAL CO.




ROCK UNITS: No. 5, shaft
ARCLAR MINE
EQUALITY, IL
LOCATION: 18 10S 08E
PHONE: ( 618 ) 253-4280
LOVILIA MINE
SHAWNEETOWN, IL
LOCATION: 15 10S 08E
PHONE: ( 618 ) 269-3101
JADER #4
SHAWNEETOWN, IL
LOCATION: 15 10S 08E
PHONE: ( 618 ) 269-3101
EAGLE #2 MINE
SHAWNEETOWN, IL
LOCATION: 21 09S 09E
PHONE: ( 314 ) 342-3400
#2 MINE
MC LEANSBORO, IL
LOCATION: 25 05S 06E
PHONE: ( 618 ) 625-2041
BURNING STAR #5 MINE
DE SOTO, IL
LOCATION: 17 085 01W
PHONE: ( 618 ) 357-9311
ORIENT #6
WALTONVILLE, IL
LOCATION: 07 04S 02E
PHONE: ( 312 ) 263-2800
#1 MINE
SESSER IL
LOCATION: 30 04S 02E
PHONE: ( 618 ) 625-2041
ELKHART MINE
ELKHART, IL
LOCATION: 20 18N 03W
PHONE: ( 217 ) 947-2952
COUNTY COMPANY
MC DONOUGH FREEMAN UNITED COAL MINING CO




ROCK UNITS: No. 2, strip
MACOUPIN FREEMAN UNITED COAL MINING CO




ROCK UNITS: No. 6, slope
MACOUPIN FREEMAN UNITED COAL MINING CO




ROCK UNITS: No. 6, slope
MACOUPIN MONTEREY COAL CO.




ROCK UNITS: No. 6, slope
PERRY ARCH OF ILLINOIS
145 - 500 N. BROADWAY
ST. LOUIS, MO 63102
PRODUCT: 08
REMARKS:
ROCK UNITS: Nos. 5 and 6, strip
PERRY CARTER COAL CORP.




ROCK UNITS: No. 6, drift
PERRY CONSOLIDATION COAL CO.




ROCK UNITS: No. 6, strip
PERRY CONSOLIDATION COAL CO.
145 - P. 0. BOX 218
PINCKNEYVILLE, IL 62274
PRODUCT: 08
ROCK UNITS: Nos> 5, 6 and 7, strip
PERRY FREEMAN UNITED COAL MINING CO
145 - 300 W. WASHINGTON ST.
CHICAGO, IL 60606
PRODUCT: 08






LOCATION: 26 04N 03W
PHONE: ( 312 ) 263-2800
CROWN III MINE
FARMERSVILLE, IL
LOCATION: 01 UN 06W
PHONE: ( 312 ) 263-2800
CROWN II
VIRDEN, IL
LOCATION: 23 12N 06W
PHONE: ( 312 ) 263-2800
#1 MINE
CARLINVILLE, IL
LOCATION: 22 09N 07W
PHONE: ( 217 ) 854-2611
CAPTAIN MINE
PERCY IL
LOCATION: 15 06S 04W
PHONE: ( 314 ) 231-1010
KATHLEEN MINE
CUTLER, IL
LOCATION: 08 06S 04W
PHONE: ( 618 ) 439-4700
BURNING STAR #2 MINE
DUQUOIN, IL
LOCATION: 26 05S 02W
PHONE: ( 618 ) 357-9311
BURNING STAR #4 MINE
CUTLER, IL
LOCATION: 03 06S 04W
PHONE: ( 618 ) 357-9311
FIDELITY #11
DU QUOIN, IL
LOCATION: 21 06S 02W





PERRY PIPESTONE CREEK MINING
145 - P. 0. BOX 967




ROCK UNITS: Nos. 5 and 6, strip
RANDOLPH PEABODY COAL CO.
157 - 301 N. MEMORIAL DR.
ST. LOUIS, MO. 63102
PRODUCT: 08
REMARKS:
ROCK UNITS: Nos> 5 and 6, strip
RANDOLPH PEABODY COAL CO.
157 - 301 N. MEMORIAL DR.
ST. LOUIS, MO. 63102
PRODUCT: 08
REMARKS
ROCK UNITS: No. 6, slope
RANDOLPH ZEIGLER COAL CO.





ROCK UNITS: No. 6, slope
RANDOLPH ZEIGLER COAL CO.





ROCK UNITS: No. 6, slope
ST CLAIR PEABODY COAL CO.
163 - 301 N. MEMORIAL DR.
ST. LOUIS, MO 63102
PRODUCT: 08
REMARKS:
ROCK UNITS: No. 6, slope
ST CLAIR PEABODY COAL CO.
163 - 301 N. MEMORIAL DR.
ST. LOUIS, MO. 63102
PRODUCT: 08
REMARKS:
ROCK UNITS: No. 6, strip
SALINE EQUALITY MINING CO.




ROCK UNITS: No. 6, strip
DENMARK MINE
CAMPBELL HILL, IL
LOCATION: 33 06S 04W
PHONE: ( 317 ) 266-2626
RIVER KING #6
MARISSA, IL
LOCATION: 09 04S 06W
PHONE: ( 314 ) 342-3400
BALDWIN MINE
MARISSA, IL
LOCATION: 04 04S 06W
PHONE: ( 314 ) 342-3400
SPARTA MINE
SPARTA IL
LOCATION: 21 04S 05W
PHONE: ( 312 ) 299-1980
#11 MINE
COULTERVILLE, IL
LOCATION: 26 04S 05W
PHONE: ( 312 ) 299-1980
RIVER KING UG#1 MINE
FREEBURG, IL
LOCATION: 15 01S 07W
PHONE: ( 341 ) 342-3400
RIVER KING #3
NEW ATHENS, IL
LOCATION: 26 02S 07W
PHONE: ( 314 ) 342-3400
#1 MINE
HARRISBURG, IL
LOCATION: 10 09S 07E





SALINE J. J. TRACK MINING CO.




ROCK UNITS: Davis & Dekoven, strip
SALINE J. J. TRACK MINING C0>




ROCK UNITS: Davis & Dekoven, strip
SALINE KENELLIS ENERGIES, INC.





ROCK UNITS: No. 6, strip
SALINE KERR-MCGEE COAL CORP.
165 - KERR-MCGEE CENTER
P. 0. BOX 25861
OKLAHOMA CITY, OK 73125
PRODUCT: 08
REMARKS:
ROCK UNITS Nos. 5 4 6, slope
SALINE PEABODY COAL CO.
165 - 301 N. MEMORIAL DR.
ST. LOUIS, MO. 63102
PRODUCT: 08
REMARKS:
ROCK UNITS: Davis S, DeKoven, strip
SALINE SAHARA COAL CO.
165 - THREE 1ST NAT. PLAZA
SUITE 3050
CHICAGO , IL 60602
PRODUCT: 08
REMARKS:
ROCK UNITS: No. 5, slope
SALINE SAHARA COAL CO.







ROCK UNITS: No. 6, drift
SALINE SAHARA COAL CO.





ROCK UNITS: No. 6, strip
BROWN BROS. #2
HARRISBURG, IL
LOCATION: 30 10S 06E




PHONE; ( 618 ) 252-3232
BRUSHY CREEK MINE
GALATIA, IL
LOCATION: 32 08S 05E
PHONE: ( 618 ) 252-8633
GALATIA MINE
HARRISBURG, IL
LOCATION: 07 08S 06E
PHONE: ( 405 ) 270-2551
WILL SCARLET MINE
STONEFORT, IL
LOCATION: 24 10S 04E
PHONE: ( 314 ) 342-3400
#21 MINE
HARRISBURG, IL
LOCATION: 17 09S 05E
PHONE: ( 312 ) 782-2690
#22 MINE
HARRISBURG, IL
LOCATION: 22 09S 05E
PHONE: ( 312 ) 782-2690
#6 MINE
HARRISBURG, IL
LOCATION: 28 09S 05E
PHONE: ( 312 ) 782-2690
COUNTY COMPANY
SALINE SAHARA COAL CO.





ROCK UNITS: No. 6, slope
SCHUYLER BLACK BEAUTY COAL CO.




ROCK UNITS: No. 2, strip
WABASH AMAX COAL CO.
185 - 105 S. MERIDIAN ST.




ROCK UNITS: No. 5, slope
WASHINGTON PEABODY COAL CO.
189 - 301 N. MEMORIAL DR.
ST. LOUIS, MO. 63102
PRODUCT: 08
REMARKS:
ROCK UNITS: No. 6, slope
WHITE WHITE COUNTY COAL CO.




ROCK UNITS: No. 6, shaft
WILLIAMSON ACE DIGGIN, INC.
199 - 300 MAIN ST.




ROCK UNITS: No. 6, strip
WILLIAMSON AMAX COAL CO.
199 - P. 0. BOX 967




ROCK UNITS: Nos. 6 & 7, strip
WILLIAMSON E. & B. COAL CO.











LOCATION: 16 09S 05E







LOCATION: 10 02S 13W
PHONE: ( 317 ) 266-2626
MARISSA MINE
MARISSA, IL
LOCATION: 29 03S 05W









LOCATION: 07 09S 05E
PHONE: ( 317 ) 639-6251
SPILLERTOWN #2
MARION, IL
LOCATION: 07 09S 03E





WILLIAMSON FREEMAN UNITED COAL MINING CO.




ROCK UNITS: No. 6, slope
WILLIAMSON WILLIAMSON COAL CO.




ROCK UNITS: No. 5, strip
COKE
COOK INTERLAKE, INC.





COOK UNION CHEMICALS DIV.
031 - UNION OIL CO. OF CALIFORNIA





CRAWFORD UNION CARBIDE CORP.





DU PAGE INTERLAKE, INC.
043 - COMMERCE PLAZA
2015 SPRING RD.






097 - #1 TANTALUM PL.





HARDIN HASTIE MINING CO.






LOCATION: 28 08S 03E
PHONE: ( 312 ) 263-2800
#2 MINE
ENERGY, IL
LOCATION: 05 09S 01E
PHONE: ( 618 ) 985-4816
PHONE: ( 312 ) 933-5000
PHONE: ( 312 ) 257-7751
PHONE: ( 618 ) 544-2193
PHONE: ( 312 ) 986-6600
PHONE: ( 312 ) 689-4900
3 MI NW CAVE- IN-ROCK




HARDIN INVERNESS MINING CO.
069 - SUB. OF SEAFORTH







069 - SUB. OF PENNWALT







CHRISTIAN AMERICAN FLY ASH CO.
021 - 606 POTTER RD.




COOK AMERICAN FLY ASH CO.
031 - 606 POTTER RD.




COOK AMERICAN FLY ASH CO.
031 - 606 POTTER RD.




COOK AMERICAN FLY ASH CO.
031 - 351 606 POTTER RD.




CRAWFORD CENTRAL IL PUBLIC SERVICE CO.
033 - GENERAL OFFICES





FULTON CENTRAL ILLINOIS LIGHT CO.
057 - 300 LIBERTY ST.
CANTON, IL




PHONE: ( 618 ) 289-3213
VARIOUS MINES
















PHONE: ( 312 ) 297-8811
HUTSONVILLE POWER PT
HUTSONVILLE, IL
PHONE: ( 217 ) 523-3600
DUCK CREEK STATION





JACKSON CENTRAL IL PUBLIC SERVICE CO
077 - GENERAL OFFICES





LAKE AMERICAN FLY ASH CO.
097 - 316 606 POTTER RD.




MONTGOMERY CENTRAL IL PUBLIC SERVICE CO
135 - GENERAL OFFICES





MORGAN CENTRAL IL PUBLIC SERVICE CO
137 - GENERAL OFFICES











PEORIA CENTRAL ILLINOIS LIGHT CO.





RANDOLPH AMERICAN FLY ASH CO.
157 - 301 606 POTTER RD.




TAZEWELL AMERICAN FLY ASH CO.
179 - 303 606 POTTER RD.




GRAND TOWER POWER PT
GRAND TOWER, IL




PHONE: ( 312 ) 297-8811
COFFEEN POWER PLANT
COFFEEN, IL
PHONE: ( 217 ) 523-3600
MEREDOSIA POWER PLT
MEREDOSIA, IL








LOCATION: SW 04 04S 07W









WILL AMERICAN FLY ASH CO. WILL COUNTY PLANT
197 - 318 606 POTTER RD. COMMONWEALTH EDISON
DES PLAINES, IL 60016 ROMEOVILLE, IL
PRODUCT: 12 PHONE: ( 312 ) 297-8811
REMARKS:
ROCK UNITS:
WILL AMERICAN FLY ASH CO. JOLIET PLANT
197 - 364 606 POTTER RD. COMMONWEALTH EDISON
DES PLAINES, IL 60016 1910 S. BIGGS, PEORIA




COOK BALL GLASS CONTAINERS
031 - 345 S. HIGH ST. 13850 COTTAGE GROVE
MUNCIE, IN 47302 DOLTON, IL
PRODUCT: 13 PHONE: ( 312 ) 849-1500
REMARKS: GLASS CONTAINERS
COOK ERIE GLASS MFG. CO., INC.
031 - 826 BUSSE HWY.
PARK RIDGE, IL 60068 PHONE: ( 312 ) 696-4424
PRODUCT: 13
REMARKS: GLASS LIGHTING FIXTURES
COOK GLOBE-AMERADA GLASS CO.
031 - 2001 GREENLEAF AVE.
ELK GROVE VILLAGE, IL 60007 PHONE: ( 800 ) 323-8776
PRODUCT: 13
REMARKS: FLAT GLASS WARE
COOK JOHNSON GLASS & PLASTICS CORP.
031 - 5248 ELSTON AVE.
CHICAGO, IL 60630 PHONE: ( 312 ) 736-6700
PRODUCT: 13
REMARKS: PRESSED WARE
COOK MARSCO MFG. CO.
031 - 2916 S. HALSTED ST.




031 - KIMBLE DIV. 12TH & ARNOLD STS.
P. 0. BOX 1035 CHICAGO HEIGHTS, IL
TOLEDO, OH 43601 PHONE: ( 312 ) 757-5555
PRODUCT: 13
REMARKS: GLASS CONTAINERS
LAKE ANCHOR HOCKING CORP.
097 - 109 N. BROAD ST. 1955 DELANEY RD.
LANCASTER, OH 43130 GURNEE, IL






097 - 345 S. HIGH ST. 1200 E. TOWNLINE RD.
MUNCIE, IN 47302 MUNDELEIN, IL
PRODUCT: 13 PHONE: ( 312 ) 566-0600
REMARKS: GLASS HOLLOW WARE, BOTTLES & CONTAINERS
LAKE JOHNS-MANVILLE CORP.
097 - FIBER GLASS INSULATION DIV. GREENWOOD AVE.
GREENWOOD PLAZA WAUKEGAN, IL
P. 0. BOX 5108
DENVER, CO 80217 PHONE: ( 312 ) 623-2900
PRODUCT: 13
REMARKS: FIBERGLASS INSULATION
LA SALLE LIBBY-OWENS-FORD CO.
099 - LOF GLASS DIV. CENTER & 18TH ST.
P. 0. BOX 799 OTTAWA, IL 61350
811 MADISON AVE.
TOLEDO, OH 43695 PHONE: ( 815 ) 433-0932
PRODUCT: 13
REMARKS: GLASS PRODUCTS
LA SALLE OWENS-ILLINOIS, INC.
099 - GLASS CONTAINERS DIV. 901 SHABBONA ST.
P. 0. BOX 1035 STREATOR, IL
TOLEDO, OH 43601 PHONE: ( 815 ) 672-3141
PRODUCT: 13
REMARKS: GLASS CONTAINERS
LA SALLE PELTIER GLASS CO., THE
099 - 518 DE LEON ST.
OTTAWA, IL 61350 PHONE: ( 815 ) 433-0026
PRODUCT: 13
REMARKS: GENERAL GLASSWARE, PRESSED WARE
LA SALLE THATCHER GLASS CORP.
099 - ELMIRA, NY 14900 END OF WALNUT ST.
STREATOR, IL
PRODUCT: 13 PHONE: ( 815 ) 672-2951
REMARKS: GLASS HOLLOW WARE, BOTTLES & CONTAINERS
LOGAN LAURENS-PIERCE
107 - DIV. OF INDIAN HEAD, INC. 1200 N. LOGAN ST.
P. 0. BOX 9 LINCOLN, IL
LAURENS, SC 29360 PHONE: ( 217 ) 735-1511
PRODUCT: 13
REMARKS: GLASS CONTAINERS
LOGAN PPG INDUSTRIES, INC. WORKS NO. 21
107 - GLASS DIVISION 1119 N. KICKAPOO ST.
1 GATEWAY CENTER LINCOLN, IL
PITTSBURGH, PA 15222 PHONE: ( 217 ) 732-2173
PRODUCT: 13
REMARKS: GLASS-INDSULATING
MACON PPG INDUSTRIES, INC.
115 - GLASS DIVISION P. 0. BOX R
1 GATEWAY CENTER MT. ZION, IL






MADISON GRANITE CITY GLASS CO.
119 - 1746 EDISON AVE.




119 - GLASS CONTAINERS DIV.




MONTGOMERY HILLSBORO GLASS CO.
135 - SUB. OF HIRAM WALKER & SONS




PEORIA ILLINOIS VALLEY GLASS & MIR




PIKE KERR GLASS MFG. CORP.





PI ACC /C Tl
LA SALLE
uLAoo/ML
MANLEY BROTHERS SILICA CO.






LA SALLE OTTAWA SILICA CO.







LA SALLE OWENS-ILLINOIS, INC.






PHONE: ( 618 ) 877-5400
1625 E. BROADWAY
ALTON, IL
PHONE: ( 618 ) 463-3100
PHONE: ( 217 ) 532-3976
PHONE: ( 309 ) 682-6603
PHONE: ( 815 ) 436-5651
1 MI S TROY GROVE
LOCATION: NE 03 34N 01E
PHONE: ( 815 ) 539-7486
1/2 MI W OTTAWA
LOCATION: SE 09 33N 03E
PHONE: ( 815 ) 434-0190
SHABBONA SILICA PIT














NEW CAANAN, CT 06840
14
BELLROSE QY.
1 MI NE UTICA
LOCATION: NE 09 33N 02E

























515 SEA HORSE DR.
WAUKEGAN, IL





















SMITH COLOR CO., GEORGE B.













MINERALS PIGMENT & METALS DIV.
235 E. 42ND ST.




EAST ST. LOUIS, IL



















13500 S. PERRY AVE.
RIVERDALE, IL 60627
17
STEEL: HOT, COLD ROLLED






















UNITED STATES STEEL CORP,
3426 E. 89TH ST.
CHICAGO, IL 60617
17
IRON & STEEL FURNACES
CHICAGO PLANT











DIV. NATIONAL STEEL CORP.
P. 0. BOX 365
20TH S> STATE STREETS
GRANITE CITY, IL 62040
17
FLAT ROLLED STEEL, PIG IRON, COAL CHEMICALS
LEAD, ZINC AND SILVER
OZARK-MAHONING CO.
SUB. OF PENNWALT CORP.
P. 0. BOX 57
ROSICLARE, IL 62982
18
PHONE: ( 618 ) 451-3456








300 W. WASHINGTON ST.
CHICAGO, IL 60606
19
S. CHICAGO LIME KILN











183RD & STATE STS.
THORNTON, IL












JOLIET RD. & 53RD STREETS
MC COOK, IL 60525
19
NATURAL GAS LIQUIDS
U. S. INDUSTRIAL CHEMICAL CO.
DIV. NAT'L. DISTILLERS & CHEM.
P. 0. BOX 218
TUSCOLA, IL 61953
20
MC COOK LIME KILN
PHONE:
PETROCHEMICAL PLANT
W. TUSCOLA ON RT. 36






COOK FRENZER, HENRY, INC.






LAKE GRENUS, J.W. EXCAV. & TRUCKING
097 - 39346 N. HWY. 83




LAKE ROOTS PEAT FARM
097 - 122 N. BECK RD.
RT. 2, BOX 616





195 - MORRISON, ILLINOIS PLANT
2013 S. ANTHONY BLVD.
FORT WAYNE, IN 46803
PRODUCT: 22
REMARKS: REED-SEDGE AND HUMUS, PACKAGED
ROCK UNITS:
WHITESIDE MARKMAN PEAT CO.
195 - RT.3, 13161 FENTON RD.
MORRISON, IL 61270
PRODUCT: 22









DE KALB STRONG-LITE PRODUCTS CORP. OF
037 - 1120 OAK ST.




WILL MANVILLE PRODUCTS CORP.
197 - BUILDING MATERIALS DIV.













PHONE: ( 815 ) 772-4014
HODGKINS PLANT
HODGKINS, IL
PHONE: ( 312 ) 354-3350
DE KALB PLANT
PHONE: ( 815 ) 756-9525
ROCKDALE PLANT





CLARK MARATHON PETROLEUM CO., EAS
023 - MARATHON PIPE LINE CO.




COOK CLARK OIL & REFINING CORP.




COOK MOTOR OILS REFINING CO.









CRAWFORD MARATHON PETROLEUM CO.




LAWRENCE MARATHON OIL CO.
101 - HOUSTON PRODUCTION DIV.
ALTERNATE RT. 250




LAWRENCE TEXACO REFINING & MARKETING




MADISON CLARK OIL & REFINING CORP.




MADISON MARATHON OIL CO.
119 - MARATHON PIPE LINE DIV.
SOUTH 6TH. ST.
P. 0. BOX 261
WOOD RIVER, IL 62095
PRODUCT: 24
REMARKS:
PHONE: ( 217 ) 382-4911
131ST ST.& KEDZIE AVE
BLUE ISLAND, IL
PHONE: ( 312 ) 385-5000
PHONE: ( 312 ) 442-6166
PHONE: ( 312 ) 257-7761
PHONE: ( 618 ) 544-2121
PHONE: ( 618 ) 945-2011
PHONE: ( 618 ) 943-3381
P. 0. BOX 7
HARTFORD, IL 62048
PHONE: ( 618 ) 254-7301





MADISON SHELL OIL CO.
119 - WOOD RIVER MFG. COMPLEX
P. 0. BOX 262




ADAMS GROSS SAND CO.
001 - 008 FALL CREEK, IL 62360
PRODUCT: 26
REMARKS: TRENCH BACKFILL SAND
ROCK UNITS: CAHOKIA
ADAMS MILLCREEK SAND & GRAVEL
001 - 010 34 BAYSON HEIGHTS
QUINCY, IL 62301
PRODUCT: 26
REMARKS: SAND (ALL CLASSES)
ROCK UNITS: PARKLAND
ADAMS MISSOURI GRAVEL CO.
001 - 004 SUB OF MOLINE CONSUMERS CO.
P. 0. BOX 9
LA GRANGE, MO 63448
PRODUCT: 26
REMARKS: SAND (BLEND SAND ) & GRAVEL (CLASS D)
ROCK UNITS: PARKLAND/PEARL
ADAMS QUINCY SAND CO.
001 - 007 FRONT & BROADWAY
QUINCY, IL 62301
PRODUCT: 26
REMARKS: MISSISSIPPI RIVER DREDGE SAND (ALL CLASSES
ROCK UNITS: CAHOKIA
ADAMS REICHERT TRUCKING
001 - Oil E. STATE ST.
QUINCY, IL 62301
PRODUCT: 26
REMARKS: SAND (CLASS B & C)
ROCK UNITS: PRE-ILLINOIAN OUTWASH




ROCK UNITS: PRE-ILLINOIAN OUTWASH
ALEXANDER HALLIDAY SAND CO.
003 - 001 224 TENTH ST.
CAIRO, IL 62914
PRODUCT: 26
REMARKS: OHIO RIVER SAND DREDGE
ROCK UNITS: CAHOKIA
BOND BUEHNE QUARRY CO., INC.




ROCK UNITS: CAHOKIA/GLASFORD OUTWASH
PHONE: 618 ) 254-7371
1.5 MI NW FALL CREEK




LOCATION: SW 32 02S 08W
PHONE:
2 MI W MARCELLINE
LOCATION: SE 26 02N 09W
PHONE: ( 314 ) 655-4302
QUINCY, FOOT OF BROADWAY
LOCATION: NE 03 02S 09W
PHONE: ( 217 ) 222-3246
4 MI. E. QUINCY
LOCATION: NE 11 01S 08W
PHONE:
3 MI E QUINCY





3.5 MI SE POCAHONTAS
LOCATION: NW 12 04N 04W
PHONE: ( 618 ) 526-7302
QUARRY PAGE 23
COUNTY COMPANY LOCATION
BOND KEYESPORT SAND & GRAVEL
005 - 001 R. R. 1, BOX 1 MI NW KEY




BOND KEYESPORT SAND & GRAVEL PLANT 2
005 - 006 R. R. 1, BOX 4.5 MI W KEYESPORT
KEYESPORT, IL 62253 LOCATION: SE 36 04N 03W
PRODUCT: 26 PHONE:
REMARKS: SAND (ALL CLASSES) AND GRAVEL (CLASS D)
ROCK UNITS: PEARL-HAGARSTOWN
BOND MC CASLAND SAND CO. OLD BOND CO. NO. 2
005 - 003 R. R. 4, BOX 7 1.5 MI N GREENVILLE
GREENVILLE, IL 62246 LOCATION: SE 35 06N 03W
PRODUCT: 26 PHONE:
REMARKS: TRENCH BACKFILL AND SAND (ALL CLASSES)
ROCK UNITS: PEARL-HAGARSTOWN
BOND MC CASLAND SAND CO. OLD BOND CO.
005 - 004 R. R. 4, BOX 7 1.5 MI E GREENVILLE




BOND MUNIE SAND & GRAVEL MUNIE PIT
005 - 005 P. 0. BOX 253 3 MI W KEYESPORT
POCAHONTAS, IL 62275 LOCATION: SE 32 04N 02W
PRODUCT: 26 PHONE: ( 618 ) 654-3342
REMARKS: SAND (ALL CLASSES)
ROCK UNITS: PEARL-HAGARSTOWN
BOND PRUITT SAND & GRAVEL OLD BOND CO. PIT
005 - 002 R. R. 2, BOX 1 MI N GREENVILLE
GREENVILLE, IL 62246 LOCATION: NW 02 05N 03W
PRODUCT: 26 PHONE: ( 618 ) 664-3603
ROCK UNITS: PEARL-HAGARSTOWN
BOONE BELVIDERE SAND & STONE CO.
007 - 010 6498 SQUAW PRAIRIE RD.
2 MI E BELVIDERE
BELVIDERE, IL 61008 LOCATION: NW 18 44N 04E
PRODUCT: 26 PHONE: ( 815 ) 547-5764
ROCK UNITS: HENRY-MACKINAW
BOONE CONRAD, H. W. EXCAVATING CO. TIPPS PIT
007 - 9979 BELOIT RD.
BELVIDERE, IL 61008 PHONE:
PRODUCT: 26
ROCK UNITS: HENRY
BOONE CORDRAY BROTHERS SPOTS PIT
007 - 004 7823 APPLETON AVE. 3.25 MI E BELVIDERE
BELVIDERE, IL 61008 LOCATION: SE 28 44N 04E
PRODUCT: 26 PHONE:






BOONE LAWRENCEVILLE QUARRY CO.
007 - 003 P. 0. BOX 5671
ROCKFORD, IL 61125
PRODUCT: 26
REMARKS: SAND AND GRAVEL (CLASS D)
ROCK UNITS: HENRY-MACKINAW
BOONE LEE, CHARLES & SON
007 - on R. R. 1, BOX 63
KIRKLAND, IL 60146
PRODUCT: 26
REMARKS: SAND AND GRAVEL (CLASS D)
ROCK UNITS: HENRY-MACKINAW
BOONE MCHENRY SAND & GRAVEL
007 - 001 1819 DOT ST., P. 0. BOX 511
MCHENRY, IL 60050
PRODUCT: 26
REMARKS: SAND AND GRAVEL (ALL CLASSES)
ROCK UNITS: HENRY-MACKINAW
BOONE ROCKFORD SAND & GRAVEL





BOONE SEWICK, MAX, TRUCKING




BROWN BROWN COUNTY HIGHWAY DEPT.
009 - 001 MT. STERLING, IL 62353
PRODUCT: 26
REMARKS:
ROCK UNITS: GLASFORD OUTWASH
BROWN BROWN COUNTY STONE
009 - 003 701 S. W. CROSS
MT. STERLING, IL 62353
PRODUCT: 26
REMARKS:
ROCK UNITS: GLASFORD OUTWASH
BUREAU BUREAU COUNTY HWY. DEPT.





BUREAU BUREAU COUNTY HWY. DEPT.






2.5 MI E BELVIDERE
LOCATION: SW 29 44N 04E
PHONE: ( 815 ) 877-9561
VOWLES PIT
1 MI S IRENE
LOCATION: SE 32 43N 03E
PHONE: ( 815 ) 547-7141
DAVIS PIT
1 MI W BELVIDERE
LOCATION: SE 22 44N 03E
PHONE: ( 815 ) 385-4920
SPENCER PIT
1 MI W BELVIDERE
LOCATION: NE 27 44N 03E
PHONE: ( 815 ) 654-4700
MCHENRY CO. LINE PIT
5 MI NE CAPRON
LOCATION: NE 24 46N 04E
PHONE:
.5 MI E BENVILLE
LOCATION: SW 27 02S 04W
PHONE:
7 MI S MT. STERLING
LOCATION: NE 20 02S 03W
PHONE:
CECIL PIT
1 MI NE LANGLEY
LOCATION: SW 10 16.N 07E
PHONE:
HUSEMAN PIT
1 MI W WALNUT











CATTANI & SON GRAVEL CO.





1 MI S SEATONVILLE







CATTANI & SON GRAVEL CO.






.5 MI NE DUPUE







HANSEN, GEORGE, SAND & GRAVEL






















1.5 MI NW BUDA














1 MI N TISKILWA
LOCATION: NE 01 15N 08E






LA SALLE COUNTY PORTABLE
SUB. MOLINE CONSUMER CO.





3.5 MI W DEPUE
LOCATION: NW 31 16N 10E






LA SALLE COUNTY PORTABLE
SUB. MOLINE CONSUMER CO.





1.5 MI NW BUREAU JCT
LOCATION: NW 07 15N 10E






MIDWEST SAND & GRAVEL CO,
P. 0. BOX 218
101 S. MAIN ST.
LA ROSE, IL 61541
26
SAND AND GRAVEL (CLASS D]
WEDRON OUTWASH
NORTH PIT
3.5 MI N BUDA















SAND AND GRAVEL (ALL CLASSES)
CAHOKIA/HENRY-MACKINAW
C. RAWSON PIT
1 MI W BUREAU JUNC.
LOCATION: SE 07 15N 10E












1.5 MI. SW MANLIUS
LOCATION: NE 28 17N 07E












2 MI E TISKILWA
LOCATION: NW 16 15N 09E












2.5 MI NW ARLINGTON
LOCATION: NW 34 18N 10E












2 MI S TISKILWA
LOCATION: SW 24 15N 08E











2 MI W SEATONVILLE
LOCATION: SW 22 16N 10E







P. 0. BOX 308
TISKILWA, IL 61368
26
SAND AND GRAVEL (CLASS D)
HENRY-MACKINAW
SANDELBACK PIT
3 MI W BUREAU JUNCTN
LOCATION: NW 15 15N 09E











2.5 MI NW DOVER
LOCATION: SW 11 17N 09E







P. 0. BOX 308
TISKILWA, IL 61368
26




LOCATION: NW 08 15N 10E















3.5 MI N PRINCETON
LOCATION: SW 29 17N 09E






P. 0. BOX 308





LOCATION: SE 20 16N 10E







P. 0. BOX 308
TISKILWA, IL 61368
26
SAND AND GRAVEL (CLASS D)
WEDRON OUTWASH
CORPUS PIT
4.5 MI E PRINCETON
LOCATION: NW 20 16N 10E










SAND AND GRAVEL (CLASS C & D)
WEDRON OUTWASH
FINK PIT
2 MI. SW MANLIUS
LOCATION: NW 28 17N 07E










SAND AND GRAVEL (CLASS D)
WEDRON OUTWASH
SCHAFER PIT
2 MI NW DOVER
LOCATION: NW 14 17N 09E










SAND AND GRAVEL (ALL CLASSES]
HENRY-BATAVIA
DICK NELSON PIT
1 MI NW WALNUT
LOCATION: NW 08 18N 08E










SAND AND GRAVEL (CLASS D)
WEDRON OUTWASH
DUNN PIT
3 MI NW DOVER
LOCATION: NW 22 17N 09E













3 MI SW OHIO
LOCATION: NW 30 18N 09E










SAND AND GRAVEL (CLASS D)
WEDRON OUTWASH
SCHAFFER PIT
3 MI NE BUDA
LOCATION: SE 23 16N 07E





BUREAU WESTERN SAND & GRAVEL
Oil - 063 P. 0. BOX 128
R. R. #1




BUREAU WHIPPLE, MERLE CO.





BUREAU WHIPPLE, MERLE CO.






015 - 003 115 CRESTLANE
MAQUOKETA, I A 52060
PRODUCT: 26
REMARKS: SAND (ALL CLASSES)
ROCK UNITS: CAHOKIA/HENRY-MACKINAW
CARROLL HEISLER SAND & GRAVEL CO.
015 - 073 R. R. 2
MT. CARROLL, IL 61053
PRODUCT: 26
ROCK UNITS: GLASFORD OUTWASH
CARROLL REIN, SCHULTZ & DAHL




CARROLL REIN, SCHULTZ & DAHL





CARROLL REIN, SCHULTZ & DAHL





CASS ILLINOIS VALLEY ASPHALT CO






1 MI N SPRING VALLEY
LOCATION: SW 25 16N HE
PHONE: ( 815 ) 664-2341
C. MADSEN PIT
2 MI SW MANLIUS
LOCATION: SW 29 17N 07E
PHONE:
G. MC CABLE PIT
4 MI N MINERAL
LOCATION: SE 20 17N 06E
PHONE:
3 MI. N THOMSON
LOCATION: SE 02 24N 03E
PHONE: ( 319 ) 652-6705
0. HEISLER PIT
2 MI E MT. CARROLL
LOCATION: NW 09 24N 05E
PHONE:
G. D. CAMPBEL
1.5 MI S MT. CARROLL
LOCATION: NW 24 24N 04E
PHONE: (608 ) 845-6421
5 MI. SW MT. CARROLL
LOCATION: SW 17 24N 04E
PHONE: ( 608 ) 845-6421
5 M. S SAVANNA
LOCATION: SE 11 24N 03E
PHONE: ( 608 ) 845-6421
3/4 MI SE BEARDSTOWN
LOCATION: SW 24 18N 12W





CASS ILLINOIS VALLEY ASPHALT CO.




CASS ILLINOIS VALLEY ASPHALT CO.





CASS ILLINOIS VALLEY ASPHALT CO.





CASS VAS, K. E.







019 - 015 R. R. 2
PAXTON, IL 60957
PRODUCT: 26
REMARKS: SAND AND GRAVEL (CLASS C & D)
ROCK UNITS: WEDRON OUTWASH
CHAMPAIGN GILBERT, NICK




CHAMPAIGN LEHIGH PAVING CO.




ROCK UNITS: WEDRON OUTWASH
CHAMPAIGN MID-AMERICA SAND & GRAVEL
019 - 012 P. 0. BOX 290
MAHOMET, IL 61853
PRODUCT: 26
REMARKS: SAND (ALL CLASSES)
ROCK UNITS: HENRY-MACKINAW
CHAMPAIGN MID-AMERICA SAND & GRAVEL
019 - 014 P. 0. BOX 290
MAHOMET, IL 61853
PRODUCT: 26
REMARKS: SAND (ALL CLASSES)
ROCK UNITS: HENRY-MACKINAW
1/2 MI N ARENZVILLE
LOCATION: NE 30 17N 11W
PHONE: ( 217 ) 389-2848
.75 MI SE BEARDSTOWN
LOCATION: SW 24 18N 12W
PHONE: ( 217 ) 389-2848
1/4 MI N ARENZVILLE
LOCATION: SE 30 17N 11W
PHONE: ( 217 ) 389-2848
1 MI N ARENZVILLE
LOCATION: NE 29 17N 11W
PHONE:
ADKINS PIT
4 MI SW PAXTON
LOCATION: NW 1 22N 10E
PHONE:
TAYLOR PIT
1 MI SW MAHOMET
LOCATION: SE 16 20N 07E
PHONE: ( 217 ) 489-4751
FRANEEN PIT
3 MI E RANTOUL
LOCATION: SW 05 22N 10E
PHONE: ( 217 ) 379-3831
DALE PIT
1.5 MI. SW
LOCATION: NE 21 20N 07E
PHONE: ( 217 ) 586-2921
TRUST 262 PIT
2 MI SW MAHOMET
LOCATION: SE 20 20N 07E










THOMAS, HOWARD GRAVEL CO.
P. 0. BOX 211





2.5 MI NE FLATVILLE
LOCATION: NW 23 21N 10E






THOMAS, HOWARD GRAVEL CO.
P. 0. BOX 211
316 N. MARKET ST.
PAXTON, IL 60957
26
SAND AND GRAVEL (CLASS C & D)
HENRY-MAKCINAW
CLARENCE PIT
4.5 MI S CLARENCE
LOCATION: NE 06 22N 14W







P. 0. BOX 3193
CHAMPAIGN, IL 61821
26
SAND (ALL CLASSES) AND FINE GRAVEL (CLASS A)
HENRY-BATAVIA
PLANT NO. 3
4 MI E RANTOUL
LOCATION: NW 04 21N 10E













1 MI SW MAHOMET
LOCATION: SE 16 20N 07E











2.5 MI SW MAHOMET
LOCATION: SW 20 20N 07E







MAHOMET SAND & GRAVEL DIV.






1.5 MI SW MAHOMET
LOCATION: NW 21 20N 07E













2.5 MI N TAYLORVILLE







ELLER SAND & GRAVEL





1.5 MI SW ROSAMOND







021 - 007 TAYLORVILLE, IL 62568
PRODUCT: 26
REMARKS: TRENCH BACKFILL SAND
ROCK UNITS: PEARL-HAGARSTOWN
CLARK CLARK COUNTY, CO. SUPT. OF HIGHWAYS
023 - 001 P BOX 126
MARSHALL, IL 62441
PRODUCT: 26
REMARKS: SAND AND GRAVEL (CLASS D)
ROCK UNITS: HENRY-MACKINAW
CLARK CONNELLY & SON GRAVEL CO.





CLARK LAWRENCE GRAVEL CO.
023 - 002 R. R. 2




CLARK LAWRENCE GRAVEL CO.
023 - 004 R. R. 2
WEST UNION, IL 62477
PRODUCT: 26
REMARKS: SAND AND GRAVEL (ALL CLASSES)
ROCK UNITS: HENRY-MACKINAW
CLARK LAWRENCE GRAVEL CO.
023 - 006 R. R. 2




CLARK LAWRENCE GRAVEL CO.
023 - 007 R. R. 1
WEST UNION, IL 62477
PRODUCT: 26
REMARKS: SAND AND GRAVEL (ALL CLASSES)
ROCK UNITS: HENRY-MACKINAW
CLARK STANDARD PAVING





CLINTON BOND CO. MATERIALS
027 - 002 SUB. HOEFFKEN BROTHERS





LOCATION: SW 33 13N 02W
PHONE:
PIT #1
1 MI N DARWIN
LOCATION: NE 22 ION 11W
PHONE:
RENNELS PIT
2 MI E WESTFIELD
LOCATION: NE 34 12N 14W
PHONE: ( 217 ) 967-5212
LAWRENCE PIT
1.25 MI W DARWIN
LOCATION: SE 28 ION 11W
PHONE: ( 217 ) 826-2800
STANFIELD PIT
1 MI W DARWIN
LOCATION: NW 27 ION 11W
PHONE: ( 217 ) 826-2800
KUYKENDALL PI
6 MI SE MARSHALL
LOCATION: NE 29 UN 10W
PHONE: ( 217 ) 826-2800
EAST PIT
1/2 MI W DARWIN
LOCATION: E2 27 ION 11W
PHONE: ( 217 ) 826-2800
MARSHALL PIT
2 MI E MARSHALL
LOCATION: NE 17 UN 11W
NEW MEMPHIS SAND
2 MI S NEW MEMPHIS
LOCATION: SW 08 01S 05W





CLINTON HOFFMAN SAND & GRAVEL




CLINTON LAWS GRAVEL CO.





027 - 001 R. R. 3
CARLYLE, IL 62231
PRODUCT: 26
REMARKS: TRENCH BACKFILL SAND
ROCK UNITS: PEARL-HAGARSTOWN
COLES CHARLESTON STONE CO.




COLES CHARLESTON STONE CO.
029 - 002 P. 0. BOX 280
CHARLESTON, IL 61920
PRODUCT: 26
REMARKS: SAND (ALL CLASSES) AND GRAVEL (CLASS D)
ROCK UNITS: WEDRON OUTWASH
COLES DIEPHOLZ GRAVEL PIT




COLES MATTOON SAND & GRAVEL
029 - 001 DIV. JOHNSTON RD BUILDERS, INC
P. 0. BOX 197
SULLIVAN, IL 61951
PRODUCT: 26
REMARKS: SAND (ALL CLASSES) AND GRAVEL (CLASS D)
ROCK UNITS: HENRY-BATAVIA
COLES MATTOON SAND & GRAVEL
029 - 004 DIV. JOHNSTON RD BUILDERS, INC
P. 0. BOX 197
SULLIVAN, IL 61951
PRODUCT: 26
REMARKS: SAND (ALL CLASSES)
ROCK UNITS: HENRY-BATAVIA
COOK ELGIN AGGREGATE
031 - 001 P. 0. BOX 364




1.5 MI NNW HOFFMAN
LOCATION: N2 02 01N 02W
PHONE: ( 618 ) 495-2644
LAWS PIT
PHONE:
1.5 MI SE CARLYLE
LOCATION: SW 20 02N 02W
PHONE: ( 618 ) 594-2323
PINNELL PIT
PHONE: ( 217 ) 345-6292
CHARLESTON PIT
2.5 MI NE CHARLESTON
LOCATION: SE 32 13N 10E
PHONE: ( 217 ) 345-6292
3 MI W AETNA
LOCATION: SW 19 UN 07E
PHONE:
3 MI W AETNA
LOCATION: SW 19 UN 07E
PHONE: ( 217 ) 728-4349
NORTH PIT
3 MI W AETNA
LOCATION: SW 19 UN 07E










031 - 003 P. 0. BOX 364
1 MI E ELGIN





COOK ELMHURST CHICAGO STONE
031 - 004 400 W. 1ST ST., P. 0. BOX 57
ELMHURST, IL 60126
PRODUCT: 26
REMARKS: TRENCH BACKFILL SAND AND GRAV
ROCK UNITS: HENRY-BATAVIA
COOK LOBUE SAND CO.
031 - 005 344 E. SIXTEENTH ST.
CHICAGO HEIGHTS, IL 60411
PRODUCT: 26
REMARKS: BLEND SAND
ROCK UNITS: EQUALITY, DALTON
CRAWFORD CRAWFORD SAND & GRAVEL CO.
033 - 002 DANVILLE SHALE CO., INC.





CRAWFORD CRAWFORD SAND & GRAVEL CO.
033 - 004 DANVILLE SHALE CO., INC.





CRAWFORD LAWRENCE SAND & GRAVEL CO.
033 - 003 DANVILLE SHALE CO., INC.
P. 0. BOX 284, R. R. 2
WEST UNION, IL 62477
PRODUCT: 26
REMARKS: SAND AND GRAVEL (ALL CLASSES)
ROCK UNITS: HENRY-MACKINAW
CRAWFORD NOBLITT SAND & GRAVEL CO.
033 - 005 R. R. 1
HUTSONVILLE, IL 62433
PRODUCT: 26
REMARKS: SAND AND GRAVEL (CLASS C & C)
ROCK UNITS: HENRY-MACKINAW
CRAWFORD TURNER SAND & GRAVEL CO.
033 - 001 R. R. 2
PALESTINE, IL 62451
PRODUCT: 26




SW 20 41N 09E
2 MI W BARTLETT
LOCATION: NW 32 41N 09E
PHONE: ( 312 ) 832-4000
TRENCH BACKFILL
1.5 MI E SAUK VILLAGE
LOCATION: NE 29 35N 15E
PHONE:
BLACK PIT
1.5 MI SE HUTSONVILE
LOCATION: NW 33 08N 11W
PHONE: ( 618 ) 563-4400
EAST PIT
2.5 MI SE HUTSONVILE
LOCATION: SW 34 08N 11W
PHONE: ( 618 ) 563-4400
DEES PIT
3.5 MI N PALESTINE
LOCATION: SW 10 07N 11W
PHONE: ( 618 ) 563-4400
1 MI S HUTSONVILLE
LOCATION: SE 32 08N 11W
PHONE:
TURNER DREDGE
4.5 MI N PALESTINE
LOCATION: SW 03 07N 11W





CUMBERLAND C. & H. GRAVEL CO. URBAN NO. 2
035 - 002 R. R. 2 7 MI N GREENUP
GREENUP, IL 62428 LOCATION: SE 36 UN 09E
PRODUCT: 26 PHONE:
REMARKS: SAND AND GRAVEL (ALL CLASSES)
ROCK UNITS: HENRY-BATAVIA
CUMBERLAND C. & H. GRAVEL CO. CUTRIGHT PIT
035 - 003 R. R. 2 2 MI W UNION CENTER




CUMBERLAND C. & H. GRAVEL PIT GREENUP PIT
035 - 004 R. R. 2 7 MI N GREENUP
GREENUP, IL 62428 LOCATION: NW 01 ION 09E
PRODUCT: 26 PHONE:
REMARKS: SAND (ALL CLASSES) AND GRAVEL (CLASS D)
ROCK UNITS: HENRY-BATAVIA
CUMBERLAND ERWIN SAND & GRAVEL ERVIN PIT
035 - BOX 306
TOLEDO, IL 62468 PHONE:
PRODUCT: 26
ROCK UNITS:
CUMBERLAND SWEARINGEN SAND & GRAVEL CO. PIT # 1
035 - 005 2401 PRAIRIE AVE. 5 MI N GREENUP
MATTOON, IL 61938 LOCATION: NE 11 ION 09E
PRODUCT: 26 PHONE:
REMARKS: SAND (ALL CLASSES) AND GRAVEL (CLASS D)
ROCK UNITS: HENRY-MACKINAW
CUMBERLAND SWEARINGEN SAND & GRAVEL CO. GREENUP GRAVEL PIT
035 - 006 2401 PRAIRIE AVE. 7 MI N GREENUP
MATTOON, IL 61938 LOCATION: NW 02 ION 09E
PRODUCT: 26 PHONE:
REMARKS: SAND AND GRAVEL (CLASS D)
ROCK UNITS: HENRY-MACKINAW -
DE KALB FLOIT SAND & GRAVEL FLOIT PIT
037 - 001 R. R. 1 3 MI N SYCAMORE
SYCAMORE, IL 60178 LOCATION: NE 12 41N 04E
PRODUCT: 26 PHONE:
REMARKS: SAND AND GRAVEL (ALL CLASSES)
ROCK UNITS: HENRY-MACKINAW
DE KALB LARSON, E., INC. SEARS PIT
037 - 002 P. 0. BOX 585 2.5 MI NE CORTLAND
DE KALB, IL 60115 LOCATION: NE 15 40N 05E
PRODUCT: 26 PHONE: ( 815 ) 895-4837
REMARKS: SAND (ALL CLASSES) AND GRAVEL (CLASS C & D)
ROCK UNITS: HENRY-BATAVIA &/0R MACKINAW
DE KALB LARSON, E., INC. THURLBY PIT
037 - 003 P. 0. BOX 585 1.5 MI E KINGSTON
DE KALB, IL 60115 LOCATION: NW 23 42N 04E






DE KALB LARSON, E., INC.
037 - 004 P. 0. BOX 585




DE KALB LELAND SAND & GRAVEL
037 - 007 R. R. 3
EARLVILLE, IL 60518
PRODUCT: 26
REMARKS: TRENCH BACKFILL SAND
ROCK UNITS: EQUALITY/WEDRON OUTWASH
DE KALB REIN, SCHULTZ & DAHL
037 - 006 6217 NESBITT RD.
MADISON, WI 53711
PRODUCT: 26
ROCK UNITS: HENRY-BATAVIA &/0R WASCO
DE WITT RICKGAUER, H. M.




DE WITT RICKGAUER, H. M.





DE WITT ROWE CONSTRUCTION CO.
039 - 002 1523 N. COTTAGE ST.





DE WITT ROWE CONSTRUCTION CO.
039 - 006 1523 N. COTTAGE ST.





DU PAGE AJAX SAND & GRAVEL




DU PAGE CURTISS EXCAVATING & LEASING





3 MI NE HINCKLEY
LOCATION: SE 36 39N 05E
PHONE: ( 815 ) 895-4837
WIDNER PIT
1.5 MI. SE ROLLO
LOCATION: SW 23 37N 03E
PHONE:
2.5 MI. W CORTLAND
LOCATION: SE 32 40N 05E
PHONE: ( 608 ) 845-6421
KECK PIT
2.5 MI W KENNY
LOCATION: SW 18 19N 01E
PHONE:
NIXON PIT
3 MI SE CLINTON




LOCATION: SW 15 19N 01E
PHONE: ( 309 ) 874-2303
1 MI W KENNY
LOCATION: NW 16 19N 01E
PHONE: ( 309 ) 874-2303
AJAX PIT
BLOOMINGDALE
LOCATION: NE 14 40N 10E




DU PAGE EAST RIVERDALE GRAVEL CO. MALLARD LAKE PIT
043 - R. R. 4, P. 0. BOX 144




DU PAGE EAST RIVERDALE GRAVEL CO. EAST RIVERDALE PIT
043 - 010 R. R. 4. P. 0. BOX 144 2.5 MI W CLOVERDALE
ELGIN, IL 60120 LOCATION: NW 23 40N 09E
PRODUCT: 26 PHONE: ( 312 ) 695-8900
ROCK UNITS: HENRY-BATAVIA
DU PAGE ELMHURST CHICAGO STONE
043 - 001 400 W. 1ST. ST., BOX 57 W WARRENSVILLE
ELMHURST, IL 60126 LOCATION: SE 35 39N 09E
PRODUCT: 26 PHONE: ( 312 ) 832-4000
REMARKS: SAND AND GRAVEL (ALL CLASSES)
ROCK UNITS: HENRY-BATAVIA
DU PAGE ELMHURST CHICAGO STONE REESE PIT
043 - 002 400 W. 1ST. ST., BOX 57 2 MI SW BARTLETT
ELMHURST, IL 60126 LOCATION: NE 05 40N 09E
PRODUCT: 26 PHONE: ( 312 ) 832-4000
REMARKS: SAND AND GRAVEL (ALL CLASSES)
ROCK UNITS: HENRY-BATAVIA
DU PAGE ELMHURST CHICAGO STONE
043 - 003 400 W. 1ST. ST., BOX 57 2 MI S WINFIELD
ELMHURST, IL 60126 LOCATION: SE 01 39N 09E
PRODUCT: 26 PHONE: ( 312 ) 832-4000
ROCK UNITS: HENRY-BATAVIA
DU PAGE ERB'S ERB PIT
043 - 009 27 W 355 BAUER RD. 1/2 MI N NAPERVILLE
NAPERVILLE, IL 60540 LOCATION: NE 11 38N 09E
PRODUCT: 26 PHONE:
REMARKS: SAND AND GRAVEL (POROUS GRANULAR MATERIALS)
ROCK UNITS: HENRY-BATAVIA
DU PAGE PLOTE, INC. YD. 39
043 - 008 2400 S. ROSELLE RD. 2 MI W BLOOMINGDALE
PALATINE, IL 60067 LOCATION: SE 07 40N 10E
PRODUCT: 26 PHONE:
REMARKS: SAND AND GRAVEL (ALL CLASSES)
ROCK UNITS: HENRY-BATAVIA
DU PAGE RIVER DELL GRAVEL
043 - 005 ARMY TRAIL RD. 3 MI. W CLOVERDALE




EFFINGHAM EFFINGHAM ASPHALT, INC.
049 - 001 1601 W. WABASH AVE. 1.5 MI SW EFFINGHAM
EFFINGHAM, IL 62401 LOCATION: 36 08N 05E
PRODUCT: 26 PHONE: ( 217 ) 342-4380

















1.5 MI S HAGARSTOWN












1.5 MI SW VANDALIA












2 MI SE HAGARSTOWN











2 MI SE HAGARSTOWN














1.5 MI SW VANDALIA











7 MI E RAMSEY












.5 MI NW VANDALIA














.5 MI NW VANDALIA













2 MI. SE HAGARTOWN




FORD GIBSON MATERIALS CO. TUCKER PIT
053 - 004 P. 0. BOX 507 .5 MI. W GIBSON CITY
GIBSON CITY, IL 60936 LOCATION: NE 10 23N 07E
PRODUCT: 26 PHONE: ( 217 ) 784-5511
REMARKS: SAND (CLASS A, B, & C)
ROCK UNITS: HENRY-BATAVIA
FORD GIBSON MATERIALS CO. MCCALL PIT
053 - 010 P. 0. BOX 507 2 MI SW GIBSON CITY
GIBSON CITY, IL 60936 LOCATION: SE 24 23N 07E
PRODUCT: 26 PHONE: ( 217 ) 784-5511
REMARKS: SAND (CLASS A, B, & C) GRAVEL (CLASS D)
ROCK UNITS: HENRY-BATAVIA
FORD MERLE, ROY GRAVEL, INC. LUDLOW PIT
053 - 012 P. 0. BOX 3 5 MI. SE PAXTON
PAXTON, IL 60957 LOCATION: SE 36 23N 10E
PRODUCT: 26 PHONE:
REMARKS: SAND (CLASS A,B,« C) GRAVEL (CLASS D)
ROCK UNITS: HENRY-MACKINAW
FORD SMITH SAND & GRAVEL REINER PIT
053 - 006 BOX 527 2 MI SE GIBSON CITY
GIBSON CITY, IL 60936 LOCATION: SE 13 23N 07E
PRODUCT: 26 PHONE: ( 217 ) 749-2311
ROCK UNITS: HENRY-BATAVIA
FORD SMITH SAND & GRAVEL UTTERBACK PIT
053 - Oil BOX 527 5 MI SW ELLIOT
GIBSON CITY, IL 60936 LOCATION: SW 33 23N 08E
PRODUCT: 26 PHONE: ( 217 ) 749-2311
ROCK UNITS: HENRY-BATAVIA
FORD SMITH, M. C. CONSTRUCTION CO. LOUISE SMITH PIT
053 - 007 BOX 51 3 MI SW SIBLEY
GIBSON CITY, IL 60936 LOCATION: NE 05 24N 07E
PRODUCT: 26 PHONE:
ROCK UNITS: HENRY-BATAVIA
FORD SMITH, M. C. CONSTRUCTION CO. REYNOLDS PIT
053 - 008 BOX 51 3 MI SE GIBSON CITY
GIBSON CITY, IL 60936 LOCATION: NE 24 23N 07E
PRODUCT: 26 PHONE:
ROCK UNITS: HENRY-BATAVIA
FORD THOMAS, HOWARD GRAVEL CO. WEST PIT
053 - 001 P. 0. BOX 211 3 MI W PAXTON
316 N. MARKET ST. LOCATION: SW 14 23N 09E




FORD THOMAS, HOWARD GRAVEL CO. YOUNG-GREEN PIT
053 - 002 P. 0. BOX 211 6.5 MI SE PAXTON
316 N. MARKET ST. LOCATION: NE 35 23N 10E
PAXTON, IL 60957 PHONE: ( 217 ) 379-3606
PRODUCT: 26
REMARKS: SAND (CLASS A.B.4 C) GRAVEL (CLASS B & D)
ROCK UNITS: HENRY-MACK&OR/BATAV/GLASF OUT
QUARRY PAGE 39
COUNTY COMPANY LOCATION
FORD THOMAS, HOWARD GRAVEL CO. CORBLY PIT
053 - 009 P. 0. BOX 211 6 MI SE PAXTON
316 N. MARKET ST. LOCATION: SE 26 23N 10E
PAXTON, IL 60957 PHONE: ( 217 ) 379-3606
PRODUCT: 26
REMARKS:
ROCK UNITS: HENRY-MACKINAW 4/OR BATAVIA
FORD WILLIAMS, W. V. JORDAN PIT
053 - 005 P. 0. BOX 187 2 MI SE GIBSON CITY




FRANKLIN BUCKNER SAND PIT
055 - 001 TRI-CITY READY MIX 1 MI E BUCKNER
BUCKNER, IL 62819 LOCATION: NW 21 06S 02E
PRODUCT: 26 PHONE:
REMARKS:
ROCK UNITS: GLASFORD OUTWASH
FULTON CULLINAN, R. A. & SONS BLACK PIT
057 - 007 121 W. PARK ST. 2 MI. N. SEVILLE
TREMONT, IL 61568 LOCATION: 23 06N 01E
PRODUCT: 26 PHONE:
REMARKS: SAND (CLASS A & B) & GRAVEL (CLASS C & D)
ROCK UNITS: CAHOKIA/HENRY-MACKINAW
FULTON DOWNING, L. GRAVEL PIT
057 - 001 P. 0. BOX 10 3 MI SW LONDON MILLS
LONDON MILLS, IL 61544 LOCATION: NW 11 08N 01E
PRODUCT: 26 PHONE:
ROCK UNITS: GLASFORD OUTWASH
FULTON DUCK ISLAND SAND AND GRAVEL CO DUCK ISLAND PIT
057 - 002 P. 0. BOX 159 5 MI SW BANNER
CANTON, IL 61520 LOCATION: SW 08 05N 05E
PRODUCT: 26 PHONE: ( 309 ) 668-2278
REMARKS: SAND (ALL CLASSES) AND GRAVEL (CLASS C & D)
ROCK UNITS: CAHOKIA/HENRY-MAC/GLASFRD OUT
FULTON GLASSER GRAVEL CO. GLASSER PIT
057 - 003 LONDON MILLS, IL 61544 3 MI S LONDON MILLS
PRODUCT: 26 LOCATION: SW 22 08N 02E
ROCK UNITS: PARKLAND/GLASFORD OUTWASH PHONE:
FULTON HOLLE BUILDING SERVICE HEFFREN FARM PIT
057 - 004 R. R. 2 1.5 MI SE ENION
HAVANA, IL 62644 LOCATION: SW 10 03N 03E
PRODUCT: 26 PHONE: ( 309 ) 759-4293
REMARKS: SAND AND GRAVEL (ALL CLASSES)
ROCK UNITS: HENRY-MACKINAW/GLASFORD OUTWA
FULTON MARTIN-MARIETTA SPOON RIVER PIT
057 - 006 CENTRAL DIV.
BOX 789
1.5 MI W BLYTON
CEDAR RAPIDS, IA 52406 LOCATION: NE 30 07N 02E











OTTER CREEK SAND & GRAVEL




1.5 MI SE ENION











OHIO RIVER DREDGE-SAND ALL CLASSES, GRAVEL CLS D
CAHOKIA
SHAWNEETOWN
LOCATION: 28 09S 10E













LOCATION: SW 23 09S 09E











3 MI SW NEW HAVEN













1.5 MI S JUNCTION










5 MI NE HARDIN














2 MI W MORRIS








DIV. GENERAL DYNAMICS CORP.






1 MI SW MORRIS
4226 S LAWNDALE.LYON
LOCATION: S2 09 33N 07E








2 MI W MORRIS














3 MI. NE SENECA

























3 MI S WARSAW











9.5 MI E CARTHAGE










2 MI NE CARTHAGE











2 MI NE CAVE-IN-ROCK
LOCATION: SW 08 12S 10E













1/2 MI SW BALD BLUFF








SUBS OF MEDUSA AGGREGATE CO.
217 FARMERS&MERCHANTS BNK. BL.






LOCATION: NW 22 ION 05W






SUBS OF MEDUSA AGGREGATE CO.
217 FARMERS&MERCHANTS BNK. BL.





4.5 MI. S GLADSTONE
LOCATION: N2 04 09N 05W





HENRY COLONA SAND & EXCAVATING INC























HENRY MALMSTROM TRUCKING & EXCAV.




HENRY MALMSTROM TRUCKING & EXCAV.




HENRY OBERLANDER SAND CO.





HENRY RING CONSTRUCTION CO.





HENRY VAN HERZEELE, P. G.
073 - 020 R. R. 2








4 MI N ATKINSON
LOCATION: SW 03 17N 04E
PHONE:
JOHNSON PIT
6 MI NE GENESEO
LOCATION: SW 15 18N 04E
PHONE:
2 MI SE COLONA
LOCATION: NE 13 17N 01E
PHONE:
THOMPSON PIT
1/2 MI NW HOOPPOLE
LOCATION: SW 21 18N 05E
PHONE:
A. DECAUSEMAKER
4 MI N ATKINSON
LOCATION: SW 03 17N 04E
PHONE:
MC DOWELL PIT
1 MI NE COLONA
LOCATION: SW 01 17N 01E
PHONE:
1.5 MI. S HOOPPOLE
LOCATION: W2 34 18N 05E
PHONE:
MOENS PIT
4 MI N ATKINSON







073 - R. R. 1




IROQUOIS CONRAD TRUCKING INC.

















IROQUOIS IROQUOIS PAVING CORP.
075 - 003 LYNCH, D.E., CONSTRUCTION CORP





IROQUOIS IROQUOIS PAVING CORP.
075 - 006 LYNCH, D.E., CONSTRUCTION CORP






IROQUOIS IROQUOIS PAVING CORP.
075 - 007 LYNCH, D.E., CONSTRUCTION CORP






IROQUOIS MORRISON & BEANOIT
075 - 008 P. 0. BOX 100







1.5 MI SW WATSEKA
LOCATION: SW 12 26N 13W
PHONE:
GRAY PIT
3.5 MI SW WATSEKA
LOCATION: NE 10 26N 13W
PHONE:
HOCUTT PIT
5 MI SE WATSEKA
LOCATION: SW 13 26N 12W
PHONE:
4 MI E WATSEKA
LOCATION: SE 01 26N 12W
PHONE:
KENDALL PIT
1 MI W DONOVAN
LOCATION:
PHONE:
SE 19 28N 11W
PETERS PIT
3 MI N WATSEKA
LOCATION:
PHONE:
SW 17 27N 12W
1.5 MI SE CRESCENT

















3 MI N WATSEKA













1 MI S MARTINTON














3.5 MI. N WATSEKA











3 M SW WATSEKA







GORDON AND PRICE, INC.





1.5 MI N GRAND TOWER
LOCATION: NW 13 10S 04W












1/4 MI W GRIMSBY WYE










4.5 MI N NEWTON







MT. VERNON SAND CO.
3105 JAMISON





5 MI. NE MT. VERNON







TWIN RIVERS SAND NO. 2





3 MI W GRAFTON
LOCATION: NE 15 06N 13W
PHONE: ( 618 ) 462-2265
COUNTY COMPANY
JO DAVIESS DUBUQUE SAND & GRAVEL CO.





JO DAVIESS DUBUQUE SAND & GRAVEL CO.




JO DAVIESS WIENEN, E. G. & SONS
085 - 007 308 S. STREET
GALENA, IL 61036
PRODUCT: 26
REMARKS: TRENCH BACKFILL SAND
ROCK UNITS: CAHOKIA/HENRY-MACKINAW
KANE CHICAGO GRAVEL CO.
089 - 008 343 S. DEARBORN ST.
CHICAGO, IL 60604
PRODUCT: 26
REMARKS: SAND AND GRAVEL (ALL CLASSES)
ROCK UNITS: HENRY-BATAVIA
KANE E. & E. HAULING
089 - 028 26 W. SHICK RD.
BLOOMINGDALE, IL 60108
PRODUCT: 26
REMARKS: SAND (ALL CLASSES) & GRAVEL (CLASS B, C, & D)
ROCK UNITS: HENRY-WASCO
KANE ELMHURST CHICAGO STONE
089 - 029 400 W. 1ST. ST., BOX 57
ELMHURST, IL 60126
PRODUCT: 26
REMARKS: SAND & GRAVEL (ALL CLASSES)
ROCK UNITS: HENRY-BATAVIA
KANE ELMHURST CHICAGO STONE
089 - 030 400 W. 1ST. ST., BOX 57
ELMHURST, IL 60126
PRODUCT: 26
REMARKS: SAND AND GRAVEL (ALL CLASSES)
ROCK UNITS: HENRY-BATAVIA
KANE FELTES SAND & GRAVEL
089 - 013 RT. 25, BOX 159
NORTH AURORA, IL 60542
PRODUCT: 26
ROCK UNITS: HENRY-WASCO/BATAVIA
KANE FELTES SAND & GRAVEL
089 - 014 RT. 25, BOX 159
NORTH AURORA, IL 60542
PRODUCT: 26





.5 ME SE E DUBUQUE
LOCATION: SE 33 29N 02W
PHONE:
COYLES
3 MI SE E DUBUQUE
LOCATION: NE 03 28N 02W
PHONE:
CASPER QY
4 MI S GALENA
LOCATION: SW 09 27N 01E
PHONE: ( 815 ) 777-2487
1 MI S ELGIN
LOCATION: NE 25 41N 08E
PHONE: ( 312 ) 436-2531
BALDMOUND SITE 5
4.5 MI W GENEVA
LOCATION: NE 23 39N 07E
PHONE:
2.5 MI W KANEVILLE
LOCATION: NE 27 39N 06E
PHONE: ( 312 ) 832-4000
SCHEUTZ PIT
.25 MI SE SLPY HOLOW
LOCATION: SE 28 42N 08E
PHONE: ( 312 ) 832-4000
DIVICKI PIT
2 MI N SUGAR GROVE
LOCATION: NE 08 38N 07E
PHONE: ( 312 ) 896-9647
JERICO ROAD PIT
SW AURORA
LOCATION: SE 29 38N 08E





KANE FELTES SAND & GRAVEL
089 - 015 RT. 25, BOX 159




KANE FELTES SAND & GRAVEL
089 - 016 RT. 25, BOX 159




KANE FELTES SAND & GRAVEL
089 - 023 RT. 25, BOX 159




KANE FELTES SAND & GRAVEL
089 - 024 RT. 25, BOX 159
NORTH AURORA, IL 60542
PRODUCT: 26
ROCK UNITS: HENRY-WASCO/BATAVIA
KANE FELTES SAND & GRAVEL
089 - 027 RT. 25, BOX 159
NORTH AURORA, IL 60542
PRODUCT: 26
REMARKS: SAND AND GRAVEL (ALL CLASSES)
ROCK UNITS: HENRY-WASCO/BATAVIA
KANE FOX RIVER STONE
089 - 025 R. R. 1
SOUTH ELGIN, IL 60177
PRODUCT: 26
ROCK UNITS: HENRY-MACKINAW
KANE KANE COUNTY CONCRETE, INC.
089 - 005 R. R. 2, BOX 172D
142 N. LINCOLN AVE.
AURORA, IL 60504
PRODUCT: 26
REMARKS: SAND (CLASS B & C) & GRAVEL (CLASS A)
ROCK UNITS: HENRY-WASCO/BATAVIA
KANE KANE COUNTY CONCRETE, INC.
089 - 036 R. R. 2, BOX 172D




KANE MAIER, TERRY GRAVEL & TRUCKING





3 MI E KANEVILLE
LOCATION: SW 30 39N 07E
PHONE: ( 312 ) 896-9647
FOX VALLEY GRAVEL
1/4 MI SW AURORA
LOCATION: SE 29 38N 08E
PHONE: ( 312 ) 896-9647
HARKER PIT
3.5 MI NW SUGAR GROV
LOCATION: NE 06 38N 07E
PHONE: ( 312 ) 896-9647
PROBST PIT
2 MI NW SUGAR GROVE
LOCATION: SW 05 38N 07E
PHONE: ( 312 ) 896-9647
MEREDITH PIT
2.5 MI S ELBURN
LOCATION: NW 20 39N 07E
PHONE: ( 312 ) 896-9647
2 MI SW S. ELGIN
LOCATION: SE 03 40N 08E
PHONE: ( 312 ) 742-6060
KANE CO. SAND&GRAVEL
2 MI NW SUGAR GROVE
LOCATION: SW 05 38N 07E
PHONE: ( 312 ) 466-4004
2 MI NW SUGAR GROVE
LOCATION: SW 05 38N 07E







KANE MATERIAL SERVICE CORP.
089 - 018 DIV. GENERAL DYNAMICS CORP.
222 N. LASALLE ST.
CHICAGO, IL 60606
PRODUCT: 26
REMARKS: SAND & GRAVEL (ALL CLASSES)
ROCK UNITS: HENRY-BATAVIA
KANE MEYER MATERIAL CO.
089 - 009 P. 0. BOX 129




KANE MEYER MATERIAL CO.
089 - 010 P. 0. BOX 129
DES PLAINES, IL 60017
PRODUCT: 26
REMARKS: SAND & GRAVEL (ALL CLASSES)
ROCK UNITS: HENRY-BATAVIA
KANE MEYER MATERIAL CO.
089 - Oil P. 0. BOX 129
DES PLAINES, IL 60017
PRODUCT: 26
ROCK UNITS: HENRY-WASCO/BATAVIA
KANE MEYER MATERIAL CO.
089 - 012 P. 0. BOX 129
DES PLAINES, IL 60017
PRODUCT: 26
ROCK UNITS: HENRY-WASCO/BATAVIA
KANE MEYER MATERIAL CO.
089 - 031 P. 0. BOX 129
DES PLAINES, IL 60017
PRODUCT: 26
REMARKS: SAND AND GRAVEL (ALL CLASSES)
ROCK UNITS: HENRY-BATAVIA
KANE PLOTE, INC.
089 - 022 2400 S. ROSELLE RD.
PALATINE, IL 60067
PRODUCT: 26
REMARKS: SAND AND GRAVEL (ALL CLASSES)
ROCK UNITS: HENRY-BATAVIA
KANE PLOTE, INC.




KANE ROAD MATERIAL CORP.
089 - 034 P. 0. BOX 209
ALGONQUIN, IL 60102
PRODUCT: 26
REMARKS: SAND AND GRAVEL (CLASS D)
ROCK UNITS: HENRY-BATAVIA
DUNDEE PIT
1 MI E DUNDEE
PO BOX 128, DUNDEE
LOCATION: NW 25 42N 08E
PHONE: ( 312 ) 426-2521
2 MI SE ALGONQUIN
LOCATION: NW 02 42N 08E
PHONE: ( 312 ) 824-4111
DUNDEE PIT
1/4 MI N CARPNTRVILE
LOCATION: SE 02 42N 08E
PHONE: ( 312 ) 824-4111
KUGGLER PIT
3 MI NW SUGAR GROVE
LOCATION: SE 31 39N 07E
PHONE: ( 312 ) 824-4111
LAWSON PIT
4 MI NW SUGAR GROVE
LOCATION: SW 30 39N 07E
PHONE: ( 312 ) 824-4111
MC GRAW PIT
1/4 MI NE ELGIN
LOCATION: SW 36 42N 08E
PHONE: ( 312 ) 824-4111
BEVERLY S & G
.5 MI. NE ELGIN
LOCATION: SE 36 42N 08E
PHONE: ( 312 ) 695-8900
3.5 MI NW CARPNTRVIL
LOCATION: 01 42N 07E
PHONE: ( 312 ) 695-8900
NEAR CARPENTERSVILLE
LOCATION: SE 15 42N 08E
PHONE: ( 312 ) 426-3732
COUNTY COMPANY
KANE ROAD MATERIAL CORP.
089 - 038 P. 0. BOX 209
ALGONQUIN, IL 60102
PRODUCT: 26
REMARKS: SAND AND GRAVEL (ALL CLASSES)
ROCK UNITS: WEDRON OUTWASH
KANE ROAD MATERIALS CORP
089 - 019 P. 0. BOX 209
ALGONQUIN, IL 60102
PRODUCT: 26
REMARKS: SAND AND GRAVEL (ALL CLASSES)
ROCK UNITS: HENRY-BATAVIA
KANE ROAD MATERIALS CORP.
089 - 020 P. 0. BOX 209
ALGONQUIN, IL 60102
PRODUCT: 26
REMARKS: BLEND SAND & GRAVEL (CLASS C & D)
ROCK UNITS: HENRY-WASCO/BATAVIA
KANE ROAD MATERIALS CORP.
089 - 037 P. 0. BOX 209
ALGONQUIN, IL 60102
PRODUCT: 26
REMARKS: SAND AND GRAVEL (ALL CLASSES)
ROCK UNITS: HENRY-BATAVIA
KANE SCHNEIDER, EDWARD























089 - 026 R. R. 3, BOX 72
ELGIN, IL 60120
PRODUCT: 26





LOCATION: NE 27 41N 08E
PHONE:
NAGEL PIT
EAST DUNDEE, RT 68
LOCATION: SE 24 42N 08E
PHONE: ( 312 ) 426-3732
GIERTZ-MELAHN
S ELGIN
LOCATION: NW 35 41N 08E
PHONE: ( 312 ) 426-3732
ELBURN PIT
1 MI NE KANEVILLE
LOCATION: N2 24 39N 06E
PHONE: ( 312 ) 557-2396
HIGHLAND AVE. PIT
2 MI W ELGIN









NW 26 41N 08E
NE ST. CHARLES
LOCATION: SW 26 40N 08E
PHONE:
1 MI NW WASCO


















KANE VAN ACKER SAND & GRAVEL
089 - 006 40 W. 628 COMPTON HILLS RD.




KANE VAN ACKER SAND & GRAVEL
089 - 035 40 W. 628 COMPTON HILLS RD.
ST. CHARLES, IL 60174
PRODUCT: 26
REMARKS: SAND (CLASS A & B) AND GRAVE
ROCK UNITS: HENRY-MACKINAW
KANKAKEE AZZARELLI CONSTRUCTION CO.





KANKAKEE AZZARELLI CONSTRUCTION CO.
091 - 005 P. 0. BOX 767, RT. 4
KANKAKEE, IL 60901
PRODUCT: 26
REMARKS: SAND (CLASS B) & BLEND, SAND
ROCK UNITS: PARKLAND/HENRY-MACKINAW
KANKAKEE AZZARELLI CONSTRUCTION CO.




KANKAKEE AZZARELLI CONSTRUCTION CO.




KANKAKEE AZZARELLI CONSTRUCTION CO.






.5 MI N HAMPSHIRE
LOCATION: SW 15 42N 06E
PHONE:
E OF FOX RIVER
LOCATION: NE 15 42N 08E
PHONE: ( 312 ) 426-4861
2 MI N ST. CHARLES
LOCATION: SW 14 40N 08E
PHONE: ( 312 ) 695-3120
1/2 MI SW S. ELGIN
LOCATION: SE 03 40N 08E
PHONE: ( 312 ) 695-3120
4.5 MI NW KANKAKEE
LOCATION: SE 22 31N HE
PHONE:
TANNER PIT
7 MI W KANKAKEE
LOCATION: SE 05 30N 14W
PHONE:
AZZARELLI PIT
4 MI W KANKAKEE
LOCATION: NE 04 30N 14W
PHONE:
AZZARELLI PIT
4 MI W KANKAKEE
LOCATION: SW 33 31N HE
PHONE:
6 M W KANKAKEE












P. 0. BOX 767, RT. 4
KANKAKEE, IL 60901
26
SAND (CLASS B) & BLEND, SAND
PARKLAND/HENRY-MACKINAW
HILLSIDE PIT
6 M W KANKAKEE












.5 MI NE ESSEX













1 MI SW BONFIELD














2.5 MI. N PEMBROKE














1.5 MI. NE BONFIELD














6 MI W KANKAKEE
LOCATION: NW 29 31N HE










SAND (CLASS B) AND BLEND SAND
PARKLAND/HENRY-MACKINAW
GROSSO PIT
4 MI W KANKAKEE
LOCATION: SE 04 30N 14W










SAND (CLASS B) AND BLEND SAND
PARKLAND/HENRY-MACKINAW
CADDIE PRATT PIT
4 MI W KANKAKEE
LOCATION: NW 04 30N 14W












2 MI. S MOMENCE
















1 MI S MOMENCE








P. 0. BOX 46




.5 MI. NE PEMBROKE












5 MI NW KANKAKEE








P. 0. BOX 85
104 S. PARK RD.
HERSCHER, IL 60941
26
SAND (CLASS B) AND BLEND SAND
PARKLAND/EOUALITY-DALTON
BICE PIT
1 MI N ESSEX
LOCATION: SE 04 31N 09E






FELTES SAND & GRAVEL
RT. 25, BOX 159




2 MI NW BRISTOL
LOCATION: NW 07 37N 07E










SAND (CLASS A & B) AND GRAVEL (CLASS C & D)
HENRY-BATAVIA
OSWEGO PIT
1 MI W OSWEGO













3 MI E OSWEGO








R. R. 1, MILLINGTON RD.
SANDWICH, IL 60548
26
SAND AND GRAVEL (CLASS D)
HENRY-MACKINAW
SCHEIDECKER PIT
.25 MI N MILLINGDALE
LOCATION: NW 30 36N 06E











1 MI E PLANO






KNOX CULLINAN, R. A. & SONS, INC.
095 - 001 121 W. PARK ST.
TREMONT, IL 61568
PRODUCT: 26
ROCK UNITS: GLASFORD OUTWASH




REMARKS: SAND (CLASS A, B & C)
ROCK UNITS: GLASFORD OUTWASH
LAKE AGGREGATE, INC.




ROCK UNITS: HENRY-WASCOT/OR MACKINAW
LAKE APTAKISIC SAND CORP.
097 - 21756 N. HWY. 21




097 - 012 35 PALATINE RD.
PROSPECT HEIGHTS, IL 60070
PRODUCT: 26
REMARKS: SAND (CLASS B & C) AND TRENCH BACKFILL
ROCK UNITS: HENRY-BATAVIA





LAKE GURNEE SAND & GRAVEL




ROCK UNITS: HENRY-WASCO &/0R MACKINAW
LAKE LAKE COUNTY GRADING
097 - 004 P. 0. BOX L
LIBERTYVILLE, IL 60048
PRODUCT: 26
REMARKS: SAND (ALL CLASSES) BLEND SAND & GRAVEL (CLASS D)
ROCK UNITS: HENRY-MACKINAW
LAKE LAKE COUNTY GRADING





2 MI E ABINGDON
LOCATION: NE 02 09N 01E
PHONE: ( 309 ) 925-2721
2 MI W DOUGLAS
LOCATION: NE 01 09N 03E
PHONE:





2 MI S FOX LAKE
LOCATION: SE 22 45N 09E
PHONE:
1 MI SW WADSWORTH
LOCATION: NE 03 45N HE
PHONE:
1/4 MI NW GURNEE
LOCATION: NW 14 45N HE
PHONE:
PETERSON PIT
1 MI N LIBERTYVILLE
LOCATION: NW 09 44N HE
PHONE: ( 312 ) 362-2554
LAKE COUNTY GRAD PIT
2.5 MI SW GURNEE
LOCATION: NE 33 45N HE










LAKE ROBINSON, E&D CONSTRUCTION CO





LAKE THELAN SAND & GRAVEL
097 - 001 28995 W. RT. 173
ANTIOCH, IL 60002
PRODUCT: 26
REMARKS: SAND AND GRAVEL (ALL CLASSES)
ROCK UNITS: HENRY-BATAVIA
LAKE THELAN SAND & GRAVEL
097 - 002 28995 W. RT. 173
ANTIOCH, IL 60002
PRODUCT: 26
REMARKS: SAND AND GRAVEL (ALL CLASSES)
ROCK UNITS: HENRY-BATAVIA
LAKE VULCAN MATERIALS
097 - 003 MIDWEST DIV.
P. 0. BOX 6





LAKE WADSWORTH SAND & GRAVEL




LA SALLE BAKER GRAVEL CO.
099 - 005 P. 0. BOX 60
TROY GROVE, IL 61372
PRODUCT: 26
ROCK UNITS: WEDRON OUTWASH
LA SALLE FEKEN TRUCKING




LA SALLE GARROW, L. S.
099 - 014 P. 0. BOX 179
SERENA, IL 60549
PRODUCT: 26
REMARKS: SAND AND GRAVEL (CLASS D)
ROCK UNITS: HENRY-MACKINAW
BIG PLANT
2 MI S FOX LAKE
LOCATION: NW 22 45N 09E
PHONE:
GERNEE PIT
.5 MI NW GURNEE
LOCATION: NW 14 45N HE
PHONE:
BARTHEL PIT
3.5 MI W ANTIOCH
LOCATION: SW 09 46N 09E
PHONE: ( 312 ) 395-3313
FOX PIT
3.5 MI W ANTIOCH
LOCATION: NW 09 46N 09E
PHONE: ( 312 ) 395-3313
WADSWORTH PIT
NW ROSECRANS
LOCATION: NW 15 46N HE
PHONE: ( 312 ) 428-2638
1/2 MI NW WADSWORTH
LOCATION: NW 03 45N HE
PHONE:
1 MI S TROY GROVE





2 MI S SERENA
LOCATION: SW 36 35N 04E











P. 0. BOX 179
SERENA, IL 60549
26
SAND AND GRAVEL (CLASS D)
HENRY-MACKINAW
V. MEYER PIT
1 MI N SHERIDAN








P. 0. BOX 179
SERENA, IL 60549
26
SAND AND GRAVEL (CLASS D)
WEDRON OUTWASH
MAYNARD PIT
3 MI SE WEDRON











SAND AND GRAVEL (CLASS D)
WEDRON OUTWASH/ST PETER SS
DONOVAN PIT
2 MI NE UTICA













2 MI SE OGLESBY








P. 0. BOX 179
SERENA, IL 60549
26
SAND (ALL CLASSES) AND GRAVEL (CLASS A & D)
CAHOKIA/GLASFORD OUTWASH
LUCEY PIT
2 MI SE MARSEILLES








P. 0. BOX 179
SERENA, IL 60549
26



























1.5 MI NE WEDRON






LA SALLE COUNTY PORTABLE
SUB. MOLINE CONSUMER CO.





3 MI SE WEDRON
LOCATION: SE 16 34N 03E










LA SALLE COUNTY PORTABLE
SUB. MOLINE CONSUMER CO.





2 MI NW LOWELL
LOCATION: SE 06 32N 02E






LA SALLE COUNTY PORTABLE
SUB. MOLINE CONSUMER CO.






LOCATION: SE 15 33N 03E






LA SALLE COUNTY PORTABLE
SUB. MOLINE CONSUMER CO.





3 MI SE MARSEILLES
LOCATION: NE 29 33N 05E






LA SALLE COUNTY PORTABLE
SUB. MOLINE CONSUMER CO.





2 MI NE UTICA
LOCATION: SE 10 33N 02E






LA SALLE COUNTY PORTABLE
SUB. MOLINE CONSUMER CO.





1 MI SW OTTAWA
LOCATION: NW 22 33N 03E












1 MI W STREATOR













1 MI E LA SALLE
LOCATION: SW 11 33N 01E






MIDWEST SAND & GRAVEL
BOX 218, 101 S. MAIN ST.




1 MI W LOWELL
LOCATION: SW 05 32N 02E
PHONE: ( 309 ) 399-8401
COUNTY COMPANY
LA SALLE MIDWEST SAND & GRAVEL
099 - 002 BOX 218, 101 S. MAIN ST.
LA ROSE, IL 61541
PRODUCT: 26
ROCK UNITS: HENRY-MACKINAW
LA SALLE MOLINE CONSUMERS
099 - 007 313 SIXTEENTH ST.
MOLINE, IL 61265
PRODUCT: 26
REMARKS: SAND AND GRAVEL (ALL CLASSES)
ROCK UNITS: HENRY-MACKINAW
LA SALLE OTTO MACHINE CO.
099 - 003 R. R. 1, MILLINGTON RD.
SANDWICH, IL 60548
PRODUCT: 26
ROCK UNITS: WEDRON OUTWASH
LA SALLE OTTO MACHINE CO.
099 - 004 R. R. 1, MILLINGTON RD.
SANDWICH, IL 60548
PRODUCT: 26
REMARKS: SAND AND GRAVEL (CLASS D)
ROCK UNITS: HENRY-MACKINAW
LA SALLE OTTO MACHINE CO.




LA SALLE OWENS-ILLINOIS, INC.





ROCK UNITS: ST. PETERS SS
LA SALLE SPICER GRAVEL CO.





LA SALLE SPICER GRAVEL CO.





LA SALLE SPICER GRAVEL CO.










3.5 MI NE STREATOR
LOCATION: NE 21 31N 04E
PHONE: ( 309 ) 399-8401
2 MI NE SHERIDAN
LOCATION: N2 04 35N 05E
PHONE: ( 815 ) 496-2001
JOHNSON PIT
MI NE BAKER
LOCATION: SW 26 36N 04E
PHONE: ( 815 ) 786-8206
SCHEIDECKER PIT
1 MI NW MILLINGTON
LOCATION: SE 25 36N 05E
PHONE: ( 815 ) 786-8206
OTTO PIT
2 MI SE LOWELL
LOCATION: SE 15 32N 02E
PHONE: ( 815 ) 786-8206
SERENA SAND PIT
MAY BE NEAR SERENA
PHONE:
LUCY PIT 1A
2 MI E MARSEILLES
LOCATION: NW 21 33N 05E
PHONE: ( 815 ) 795-2025
S. G. MATERIALS
6.5 MI S MARSEILLES
LOCATION: NW 32 33N 05E
PHONE: ( 815 ) 795-2025
1 MI SW SENECA
LOCATION: NW 35 33N 05E


















1 MI SW SENECA
LOCATION: NW 36 33N 05E





TRI-COUNTY SAND & GRAVEL





1/2 MI W SHERIDAN
LOCATION: NW 07 35N 05E





TRI-COUNTY SAND & GRAVEL





2 MI S SHERIDAN
LOCATION: SW 17 35N 05E






WESTERN SAND & GRAVEL
P. 0. BOX 128
SPRING VALLEY, IL 61362
26
SAND AND GRAVEL (ALL CLASSES)
HENRY-MACKINAW
SHERIDAN PIT
1 MI N SHERIDAN
LOCATION: N2 05 35N 05E






WESTERN SAND & GRAVEL
P. 0. BOX 128





2 MI N UTICA







WESTERN SAND & GRAVEL
P. 0. BOX 128





2 MI S TROY GROVE
LOCATION: NE 10 34N 01E










SAND (CLASS B & C) AND GRAVEL (CLASS C & D)
HENRY-MACKINAW
5 MI. NE LAWRENCEVIL











3.5 MI NE LAWRENCEVL











SAND (ALL CLASSES) AND GRAVEL (CLASS D)
HENRY-MACKINAW
3.5 MI NE LAWRENCVIL
LOCATION: NE 28 04N 11W
PHONE: ( 618 ) 943-2796
COUNTY COMPANY
LAWRENCE H. & B. GRAVEL CO.
101 - 003 P. 0. BOX 55





LAWRENCE LAWRENCE COUNTY HIGHWAY DEPT.




LAWRENCE MT. CARMEL SAND & GRAVEL
101 - 004 P. 0. BOX 209
MT. CARMEL, IL 62863
PRODUCT: 26
REMARKS: SAND AND GRAVEL (ALL CLASSES)
ROCK UNITS: HENRY-MACKINAW
LEE BUTLER, FRANK N., CO.
103 - 063 P. 0. BOX 295
248 MAPLE ST.
FRANKLIN GROVE, IL 61031
PRODUCT: 26
REMARKS: SAND (ALL CLASSES) AND GRAVEL (CLASS C)
ROCK UNITS: HENRY-BATAVIA
LEE REIN, SCHULTZ & DAHL
103 - 051 6217 NESBITT RD.
MADISON, WI 53711
PRODUCT: 26
ROCK UNITS: HENRY-MACKINAW &/0R BATAVIA
LEE REIN, SCHULTZ & DAHL




LEE ROCKFORD BLACKTOP CONST. CO.
103 - 001 600 BOYLSTON ST.




105 - 012 10 CARTER DR.
FAIRBURY, IL 61739
PRODUCT: 26
REMARKS: SAND AND GRAVEL (CLASS D)
ROCK UNITS: HENRY-MACKINAW
LIVINGSTON HANLEY CONSTRUCTION
105 - 013 10 CHARTER DR.
FAIRBURY, IL 61739
PRODUCT: 26






4.5 MI NE LAWRENCEVILLE
LOCATION: NE 23 04N 11W
PHONE: ( 618 ) 393-2977
BENSON PIT
4 MI NE LAWRENCEVILE
LOCATION: NE 15 04N 11W
PHONE:
4 MI NE LAWRENCEVILE
LOCATION: W2 21 04N 11W
PHONE: ( 618 ) 262-5118
DURIN PIT
.5 MI W SCARBORO
LOCATION: NE 07 38N 02E
PHONE: ( 815 ) 456-2327
HALLQUIST PROP
3 MI. SW DIXON
LOCATION: SE 10 21N 08E
PHONE: ( 618 ) 845-6421
HEMENWAY
S. STEWARD
LOCATION: NW 21 39N 02E
PHONE: ( 618 ) 845-6421
LAMAR PROPERTY
3 MI S STEWARD
LOCATION: SE 313 39N 02E
PHONE:
1/2 MI SE MCDOWELL
LOCATION: NE 07 27N 06E
PHONE:
MEISTER PIT
3.5 MI. N FAIRBURY






LIVINGSTON INDIAN CREEK MATERIALS
105 - 001 R. R. 1, BOX 251A,
FAIRBURY, IL 61739
PRODUCT: 26
REMARKS: SAND (ALL CLASSES)
ROCK UNITS: HENRY-MACKINAW
LIVINGSTON VALLEY VIEW INDUSTRIES
105 - 002 R. R. 1
CORNELL, IL 61319
PRODUCT: 26
REMARKS: SAND AND GRAVEL (CLASSES C & D)
ROCK UNITS: HENRY-MACKINAW
LOGAN ALSOPP, JOHN SAND & GRAVEL
107 - 005 R R 3
LINCOLN, IL 62556
PRODUCT: 26
REMARKS: SAND (ALL CLASSES) AND GRAVEL (CLASS C & D
ROCK UNITS: HENRY-MACKINAW
LOGAN CAPSCO, INC. GRAVEL CO.
107 - 001 HEINZEL DIV.
P. 0. BOX 3221




LOGAN CULLINAN, R. A. & SONS, INC.




LOGAN CULLINAN, R. A. & SONS, INC.
107 - 002 121 W. PARK ST.
TREMONT, IL 61568
PRODUCT: 26
REMARKS: SAND (CLASS B & C) AND GRAVEL (CLASS C & D
ROCK UNITS: HENRY-MACKINAW
LOGAN GENERAL SUPPLY CO.
107 - R. R. 1, BOX 97
MT. PULASKI, IL 62548
PRODUCT: 26
ROCK UNITS:
LOGAN GROVES, S. J. & SONS




LOGAN LINCOLN SAND & GRAVEL




REMARKS: SAND (ALL CLASSES)
ROCK UNITS: HENRY-MACKINAW
H ARNOLD PIT
1/2 MI S FAIRBURY, 1ST. BLKTP
LOCATION: SE 10 26N 06E
PHONE:
SHALE PIT
3 MI W CORNELL
LOCATION: SE 08 29N 04E
PHONE: ( 815 ) 358-2666
2 MI N MT. PULASKI
LOCATION: SE 35 19N 02W
PHONE: ( 217 ) 792-5443
BROADWAY PIT
3.5 MI ESE MIDDLETWN
LOCATION: SE 23 19N 04W
PHONE:
LAUER PIT
PHONE: ( 309 ) 925-2721
TWOMEY PIT
4 MI E LAWNDALE
LOCATION: SE 04 20N 01W
PHONE: ( 309 ) 925-2721
FULK PIT
PHONE:
1 MI. N LINCOLN
LOCATION: SW 13 20N 03W
PHONE:
1 MI S LINCOLN
LOCATION: SE 01 19N 03W











LOGAN LOGAN COUNTY SAND 4 GRAVEL




LOGAN MENGEL, F. F.









ROCK UNITS: GLASFORD OUTWASH
MC HENRY ALGONQUIN READY MIX




MC HENRY BAKLEY, KENNETH





MC HENRY BAKLEY, KENNETH
111 - 028 136 CHURCH ST.
HUNTLEY, IL 60142
PRODUCT: 26
REMARKS: SAND AND GRAVEL (CLASS C & D)
ROCK UNITS: HENRY-BATAVIA
MC HENRY BAKLEY, KENNETH
111 - 029 136 CHURCH ST.
HUNTLEY, IL 60142
PRODUCT: 26
REMARKS: SAND AND GRAVEL (ALL CLASSES)
ROCK UNITS: HENRY-WASCO
MC HENRY CARY GRAVEL
111 - 038 3224 NW HIGHWAY
CARY, IL 60013
PRODUCT: 26
REMARKS: SAND AND GRAVEL (ALL CLASSES)
ROCK UNITS: HENRY-BATAVIA
4 MI W LINCOLN
LOCATION: SE 30 20N 03W
PHONE:
1.5 MI NW LINCOLN
LOCATION: NE 27 20N 03W
PHONE:
1 MI N LINCOLN
LOCATION: SE 13 20N 03W
PHONE:
KITCH BROS. PROPERTY
2 MI S SCIOTA
LOCATION: NE 08 06N 03W
PHONE:
1 MI N ALGONOUIN
LOCATION: SW 22 43N 08E
PHONE:
WOODSTOCK PIT
2.5 MI NW CRYSTAL LK
LOCATION: NW 23 44N 07E
PHONE:
HOFFMAN PIT
3 MI SE HUNTLEY
LOCATION: SW 36 43N 07E
PHONE:
RT. 47 PIT
4 MI N HUNTLEY


















MC HENRY D. & Z. SAND & GRAVEL
111 - 018 D. S. Z. TRANSFER




MC HENRY D. & Z. SAND & GRAVEL
111 - 032 D. & Z. TRANSFER
P. 0. BOX 6
HUNTLEY, IL 60142
PRODUCT: 26
REMARKS: SAND AND GRAVEL (ALL CLASSES)
ROCK UNITS: HENRY-WASCO
MC HENRY D. & Z. SAND & GRAVEL
111 - 033 D. & Z. TRANSFER





MC HENRY DEARLERS READY MIX CO.
111 - 2000 SKOKIE VALLEY HWY.




MC HENRY FRAM MATERIALS
111 - 022 DIV. OF DEALERS READY MIX
2018 LILY LAKE RD.
MC HENRY, IL 60050
PRODUCT: 26
REMARKS: SAND AND GRAVEL (ALL CLASSES)
ROCK UNITS: HENRY-BATAVIA
MC HENRY GRAVER SAND & GRAVEL
111 - 021 1100 BORDEN LN.
WOODSTOCK, IL 60098
PRODUCT: 26
REMARKS: SAND (ALL CLASSES) AND GRAVEL
ROCK UNITS: HENRY-BATAVIA
MC HENRY GRIEBEL SAND & GRAVEL







LOCATION: SE 17 44N 09E
PHONE:
1.5 MI E UNION
LOCATION: SW 35 44N 06E
PHONE
D & Z PIT
4 MI N HUNTLEY
LOCATION: SW 03 43N 07E
PHONE:
1.5 MI E UNION
LOCATION: SW 02 43N 06E
PHONE:
FRAM DREDGE
PHONE: ( 312 ) 432-3556
1.5 MI NW ISLND LAKE
LOCATION: SW 08 44N 09E
PHONE: ( 815 ) 385-0239
GRAVER PIT
1 MI W WOODSTOCK
LOCATION: SE 02 44N 06E
PHONE:
HOME PIT
4 MI S MARENGO











GRIEBEL SAND & GRAVEL





2.5 MI S MARENGO












SAND & GRAVEL (ALL CLASSES]
HENRY-BATAVIA
OLD PETERS PIT
1/2 MI S HARVARD
LOCATION: NE 02 45N 05E











SAND AND GRAVEL (CLASS D)
HENRY-BATAVIA
ANDERSON PIT
1 MI. E HARVARD
LOCATION: NW 31 46N 06E










TRENCH BACKFILL SAND AND GRAVEL (CLASS D)
HENRY-BATAVIA
ROCKY RD PIT
1.5 MI NW ISLND LAKE












1 MI W BURTONS BRIDG








DIV. GENERAL DYNAMICS CORP.
222 N. LASALLE ST.
CHICAGO, IL 60606
26
SAND AND GRAVEL (ALL CLASSES)
HENRY-BATAVIA
1 MI N ALGONQUIN
LOCATION: SW 22 43N 08E






MC HENRY SAND & GRAVEL
BOX 511
1819 W. DOT ST.
MC HENRY, IL 60050
26




LOCATION: SE 31 45N 09E






MC HENRY SAND & GRAVEL
BOX 511
1819 W. DOT ST.
C HENRY, IL 60050
26
SAND AND GRAVEL (ALL CLASSES)
HENRY-BATAVIA
WEST PIT
2.5 MI W MC HENRY
LOCATION: NW 28 45N 08E









MC HENRY SAND & GRAVEL
BOX 511
1819 W. DOT ST.




2 MI E UNION
LOCATION: NE 02 43N 06E







P. 0. BOX 129
DES PLAINES, IL 60017
26




LOCATION: SE 28 43N 08E












LOCATION: NW 24 45N 05E












2 MI S HARVARD
LOCATION: SE 11 45N 05E











1 MI SW ALDEN












2 MI SE WOODSTOCK








P. 0. BOX 349
WOODSTOCK, IL 60098
26
SAND AND GRAVEL (ALL CLASSES)
HENRY-BATAVIA
FOX FARM PIT
1.5 MI W WOODSTOCK







PETERSON SAND & GRAVEL








LOCATION: NE 31 45N 09E





PISTAKEE SAND & GRAVEL
3002 W. MARVILL DR.
MC HENRY, IL 60050
26
HENRY-BATAVIA
2 MI SW FOX LAKE
LOCATION: S2 20 45N 09E










POWELL SAND & GRAVEL
BIG FOOT, IL 60033
26
SAND AND GRAVEL (CLASS D)
HENRY-BATAVIA
NW EDGE BIG FOOT







RELIABLE SAND & GRAVEL
P. 0. BOX 229
ISLAND LAKE, IL 60042
26
SAND AND GRAVEL (ALL CLASSES)
HENRY-BATAVIA
RAVEN PIT
1 MI. NW ISLAND LAKE







P. 0. BOX 209
ALGONQUIN, IL 60102
26
SAND AND GRAVEL (ALL CLASSES)
HENRY-BATAVIA
ISLAND LAKE PIT
.5 MI E PRAIRE GROVE
LOCATION: NE 25 44N 08E







P. 0. BOX 209
ALGONQUIN, IL 60102
26
SAND (ALL CLASSES) AND GRAVEL (CLASS D]
HENRY-BATAVIA
MARENGO PIT
2 MI S MARENGO
LOCATION: NW 14 43N 05E






512 N. BAY RD.




2 MI N LAKEMOOR









P. 0. BOX 6
500 W. PLAINFIELD RD.
COUNTRYSIDE, IL 60525
26
SAND AND GRAVEL (ALL CLASSES)
HENRY-BATAVIA
PLANT # 498
1/2 MI SE CRYSTAL LK
LOCATION: NW 09 43N 08E

























2 MI W BLOOMINGTON











3 MI S BLOOMINGTON













GIBSON CITY, IL 60936
26




LOCATION: NE 20 23N 06E











1 MI W DOWNS














1 MI W HEYWORTH








1523 N. COTTAGE ST.





1 MI W BLOOMINGTON
LOCATION: NW 05 23N 02E







1523 N. COTTAGE ST.





1/4 MI SE CLARKSVILE
LOCATION: NW 11 25N 03E







1523 N. COTTAGE ST.





3 MI SW DANVERS
LOCATION: NE 28 24N 01W







1523 N. COTTAGE ST.





3 MI NW COVELL
LOCATION: NE 07 23N 01E







1523 N. COTTAGE ST.






LOCATION: SW 21 23N 06E











1523 N. COTTAGE ST.
P. 0. BOX 609
BLOOMINGTON, IL 61701
26




LOCATION: NW 32 24N 02E







1523 N. COTTAGE ST.





5 MI SE SAYBROOK
LOCATION: SE 05 22N 05E







1523 N. COTTAGE ST.





2 MI NW SHIRLEY
LOCATION: NE 27 23N 01E







1523 N. COTTAGE ST.





1 MI SW DOWNS
LOCATION: SW 05 22N 03E







1523 N. COTTAGE ST.





1 MI W LEXINGTON
LOCATION: 07 25N 04E






1523 N. COTTAGE ST.





1 MI W DOWNS
LOCATION: SW 33 23N 03E






1523 N. COTTAGE ST.





5 MI S GRIDLEY
LOCATION: SE 31 26N 03E







1523 N. COTTAGE ST.
P. 0. BOX 609
BLOOMINGTON, IL 61701
26
SAND AND GRAVEL (ALL CLASSES)
HENRY-MACKINAW
KEMMERLY PIT
1 MI N HEYWORTH
LOCATION: SE 28 22N 02E
PHONE: ( 309 ) 874-2303
COUNTY COMPANY
MC LEAN ROWE CONSTRUCTION CO.
113 - 071 1523 N. COTTAGE ST.




ROCK UNITS: WEDRON OUTWASH
MC LEAN ROWE CONSTRUCTION CO.
113 - 072 1523 N. COTTAGE ST.
P. 0. BOX 609
BLOOMINGTON, IL 61701
PRODUCT: 26
REMARKS: SAND AND GRAVEL (CLASS D)
ROCK UNITS: HENRY-MACKINAW
MC LEAN ROWE CONSTRUCTION CO.
113 - 073 1523 N. COTTAGE ST.





MC LEAN ROWE CONSTRUCTION CO.
113 - 075 1523 N. COTTAGE ST.




ROCK UNITS: WEDRON OUTWASH
MC LEAN URBAN GRAVEL CO.
113 - 006 P. 0. BOX 3193
CHAMPAIGN, IL 61820
PRODUCT: 26
REMARKS: SAND AND GRAVEL (ALL CLASSES
ROCK UNITS: CAHOKIA/HENRY-MACKINAW
MACON BURGETT CONSTRUCTION CO.




ROCK UNITS: CAHOKIA/WEDRON OUTWASH
MACON BURGETT CONSTRUCTION CO.




ROCK UNITS: WEDRON OUTWASH
MACON CHASTAIN CONSTRUCTION CO.









2 MI NW HUDSON
LOCATION: E2 07 25N 02E
PHONE: ( 309 ) 874-2303
MIKEL PIT
.5 MI S DOWNS
LOCATION: SW 04 22N 03E
PHONE: ( 309 ) 874-2303
PITTS PIT
3 MI W MC LEAN
LOCATION: NW 33 22N 01W
PHONE: ( 309 ) 874-2303
MARTIN PIT
E EDGE NORMAL
LOCATION: SW 25 24N 02E
PHONE:
SELLARDS PIT
2 MI W HEYWORTH
LOCATION: NE 06 21N 02E
PHONE: ( 309 ) 473-2375
BURGETT PIT
4 MI SE DECATUR
LOCATION: N2 02 15N 03E
PHONE:
2.5 MI SE LONG CREEK
LOCATION: NE 01 15N 03E
PHONE:
HARRISTOWN PIT
4 MI SW HARRISTOWN




MACON CHASTAIN CONSTRUCTION CO.
115 - 005 1439 E. OLIVE ST. .4 MI E DECATUR
DECATUR, IL 62526 LOCATION: NW 09 16N 03E
PRODUCT: 26 PHONE
ROCK UNITS: WEDRON OUTWASH
MACON MACON COUNTY MATERIALS
115 - 001 P. 0. BOX 113 3.5 MI SW HARRISTOWN
HARRISTOWN, IL 62531 LOCATION: S2 29 16N 01E
PRODUCT: 26 PHONE: ( 217 ) 963-2221
REMARKS: SAND (ALL CLASSES) AND GRAVEL (CLASSES C & D)
ROCK UNITS: HENRY-MACKINAW/BATAVIA
MACON RICKGAUER, H. M.
115 - 007 600 N. JACKSON 1.5 MI E ARGENTA
CLINTON, IL 61727 LOCATION: NE 30 18N 04E
PRODUCT: 26 PHONE:
ROCK UNITS: WEDRON OUTWASH
MACON VULCAN MATERIALS PLANT # 404
115 - 002 MIDWEST DIV. SW EDGE DECATUR
P. 0. BOX 6 LOCATION: N2 21 16N 02E
500 W. PLAINFIELD RD.
' COUNTRYSIDE, IL 60525 PHONE: ( 217 ) 422-0679
PRODUCT: 26
REMARKS: SAND (ALL CLASSES)
ROCK UNITS: CAHOKIA/HENRY-MACKINAW
MACOUPIN CLEAR LAKE SAND & GRAVEL CO. CLEAR LAKE PIT
117 - P. 0. BOX 2609
SPRINGFIELD, IL 62708 PHONE: ( 217 ) 629-7631
PRODUCT: 26
ROCK UNITS:
MACOUPIN HAGAMAN SAND & GRAVEL CO.
117 - 001 .5 MI W HAGAMAN
CHESTERFIELD, IL 62630 LOCATION: SW 15 ION 09W
PRODUCT: 26 PHONE:
ROCK UNITS: CAHOKIA/GLASFORD OUTWASH (?)
MADISON BARKER SAND CO. JOHNSON PIT
119 - 001 R. R. 1, BOX 124 1 MI SW STALLINGS
GRANITE CITY, IL 62040 LOCATION: NW 14 03N 09W
PRODUCT: 26 PHONE:
ROCK UNITS: CAHOKIA/HENRY-MACKINAW
MADISON MISSISSIPPI LIME CO.
119 - 003 7 ALBY ST. ALTON, NO. 7 ALBY ST.
BOX 247 LOCATION: 14 05N 10W
ALTON, IL 62002 PHONE: ( 618 ) 465-7741
PRODUCT: 26
REMARKS: MISSISSIPPI RIVER DREDGE-SAND (ALL CLASSES)
ROCK UNITS: CAHOKIA
MADISON MUNIE, DENNIS STOCKER PIT
119 - 006 R. R. 1 1 MI N HIGHLAND
HIGHLAND, IL 62249 LOCATION: NW 29 04N 05W
PRODUCT: 26 PHONE:


















1/2 MI E PONTOON BCH














1 MI E GRANITE CITY












FOOT HENRY ST. ALTON
LOCATION: NE 15 05N 10W







800 N. STATE ST.
ROANOKE, IL 61561
26
SAND & GRAVEL (CLASS D)
CAHOKIA/HENRY-MACKINAW
BAUN PIT
1 MI NE WILBERN







LELAND SAND & GRAVEL
P. 0. BOX 406
PERU, IL 61354
26
SAND & GRAVEL (CLASS D)
HENRY-MACKINAW
3 MI. SE MAGNOLIA







DIV. GENERAL DYNAMICS CORP,




.5 MI S HENRY
LOCATION: NW 21 13N 10E






MIDWEST SAND & GRAVEL CO.
BOX 218, 101 S. MAIN ST.
LA ROSE, IL 61541
26
SAND AND GRAVEL (ALL CLASSES)
CAHOKIA/HENRY-MACKINAW
VERN HENRY PIT
2 MI SW LA ROSE
LOCATION: SW 19 29N 01W






MIDWEST SAND & GRAVEL CO.
BOX 218, 101 S. MAIN ST.
LA ROSE, IL 61541
26
SAND & GRAVEL (CLASS D)
CAHOKIA/HENRY-MACKINAW
STEVENS PIT
2 MI SW LA ROSE
LOCATION: NW 19 29N 01W





MIDWEST SAND & GRAVEL CO.
BOX 218, 101 S. MAIN ST.




2 MI SW LA ROSE
LOCATION: NE 19 29N 01W










MIDWEST SAND & GRAVEL CO.
BOX 218, 101 S. MAIN ST.




3 MI SE HENRY
LOCATION: NE 04 30N 02W






MIDWEST SAND & GRAVEL CO.
BOX 218, 101 S. MAIN ST.




1 MI S MAGNOLIA
LOCATION: SW 02 30N 01W






MIDWEST SAND & GRAVEL CO.
BOX 218, 101 S. MAIN ST.




1 MI S MAGNOLIA
LOCATION: SW 02 30N 01W






MIDWEST SAND & GRAVEL CO.
BOX 218, 101 S. MAIN ST.




2 MI NE WILBERN
LOCATION: SW 24 29N 02W





MIDWEST SAND & GRAVEL CO.
BOX 218, 101 S. MAIN ST.




1 MI NE WILBERN
LOCATION: SW 23 29N 02W






MIDWEST SAND & GRAVEL CO.
BOX 218, 101 S. MAIN ST.
LA ROSE, IL 61541
26




LOCATION: NW 25 30N 03W





MIDWEST SAND & GRAVEL CO.
BOX 218, 101 S. MAIN ST.




3 MI SE HENRY
LOCATION: SE 03 30N 02W






MIDWEST SAND & GRAVEL CO.
BOX 218, 101 S. MAIN ST.
LA ROSE, IL 61541
26
SAND AND GRAVEL (ALL CLASSES)
HENRY-MACKINAW
STADEL PIT
2 MI NE HENRY
LOCATION: NW 03 13N 10E






MIDWEST SAND & GRAVEL CO.
BOX 218, 101 S. MAIN ST.
LA ROSE, IL 61541
26




1 MI SW MAGNOLIA
LOCATION: SE 03 30N 01W
PHONE: ( 309 ) 399-8401
COUNTY COMPANY
MARSHALL MIDWEST SAND & GRAVEL CO.
123 - 019 BOX 218, 101 S. MAIN ST.
LA ROSE, IL 61541
PRODUCT: 26
REMARKS: SAND & GRAVEL (CLASS D)
ROCK UNITS: HENRY-MACKINAW
MARSHALL POIGNANT, LEROY
123 - 020 R. R. 1
LACON, IL 61540
PRODUCT: 26
REMARKS: BLEND SAND AND GRAVEL (CLASS D)
ROCK UNITS: CAHOKIA/HENRY-MACKINAW
MARSHALL WALNUT SAND & GRAVEL
123 - 012 1102 W. PUTNAM
PRINCETON, IL 61356
PRODUCT: 26
REMARKS: SAND & GRAVEL (CLASS D)
ROCK UNITS: HENRY-MACKINAW
MARSHALL WILSON, MITCHELL





MASON EAST SIDE SAND CO.
125 - 021 520 W. PINE ST.
MASON CITY, IL 62664
PRODUCT: 26
REMARKS: TRENCH BACKFILL SAND
ROCK UNITS: PARKLAND
MASON NALL TRUCKING SERVICE





MASON NELSON SAND CO.
125 - 013 620 E. ELM ST.
MASON CITY, IL 62664
PRODUCT: 26
ROCK UNITS: PARKLAND
MASON NELSON SAND CO.
125 - 022 620 E. ELM ST.












2 MI. NE HENRY
LOCATION: SE 03 13N 10E
PHONE: ( 309 ) 399-8401
2 MI. NE LACON
LOCATION: NW 17 30N 02W
PHONE:
SENDELBACH PIT
3 MI W HENRY
LOCATION: NE 13 13N 09E
PHONE: ( 815 ) 872-9911
M. WILSON PIT
S EDGE LACON
LOCATION: NE 35 30N 03W
PHONE:
2 MI N MASON CITY
LOCATION: SE 29 21N 05W
PHONE:
S EDGE KILBOURNE
LOCATION: NW 33 20N 08W
PHONE:
3.5 MI NW MASON CITY
LOCATION: NW 34 21N 06W
PHONE: ( 217 ) 482-3433
1 MI N MASON CITY
LOCATION: NE 30 21N 05W
PHONE: ( 217 ) 482-3433
HINNER'S PIT
2 MI E METROPOLIS






MASSAC DELTA MATERIALS CO.
127 - 001 R. R. 1
SHAWNEETOWN, IL 62984
PRODUCT: 26
REMARKS: OHIO RIVER DREDGE-SAND.
ROCK UNITS: CAHOKIA
MASSAC FEDERAL MATERIALS
127 - 004 P. 0. BOX 1098
PADUCAH, KY 42001
PRODUCT: 26
REMARKS: OHIO RIVER DREDGE-SAND
ROCK UNITS: CAHOKIA
MASSAC MASSAC COUNTY HWY DEPT.
127 - 006 SUPT. OF HIGHWAYS
P. 0. BOX 883
METROPOLIS, IL 62960
PRODUCT: 26
REMARKS: SAND & GRAVEL (CLASS D)
ROCK UNITS: MOUNDS GRAVEL
MASSAC MASSAC COUNTY HWY. DEPT.
127 - 005 SUPT. OF HIGHWAYS
P. 0. BOX 883
METROPOLIS, IL 62960
PRODUCT: 26
ROCK UNITS: MOUNDS GRAVEL
MASSAC MASSAC COUNTY HWY. DEPT.
127 - 009 SUPT. OF HIGHWAYS
P. 0. BOX 883
METROPOLIS, IL 62960
PRODUCT: 26
REMARKS: SAND & GRAVEL (CLASS D)
ROCK UNITS: MOUNDS GRAVEL
MASSAC MAY, LINDELL
127 - 012 % LINDELL MAY TRUCKING CO.
METROPOLIS, IL 62960
PRODUCT: 26
REMARKS: OHIO RIVER DREDGE-SAND (ALL CLASSES)
ROCK UNITS: CAHOKIA
MASSAC METROPOLIS READY MIX CONCRETE




MASSAC NUTTY, OTIS SAND PIT
127 - Oil GRANTSBURG, IL 62943
PRODUCT: 26
ROCK UNITS: CAHOKIA/HENRY-MACKINAW
MASSAC SIMONDS, E.T. CONSTRUCTION CO.






PHONE: ( 618 ) 269-3313
METROPOLIS
PHONE: ( 618 ) 524-7726
2 MI. NW HILLERMAN
LOCATION: NW 32 14S 03E
PHONE:
BIGLEY PIT
4.5 MI NW UNIONVILLE
LOCATION: SE 20 15S 06E
PHONE:
RUE DIENCH PIT
8 MI N METROPOLIS
LOCATION: NE 29 14S 05E
PHONE:
COOKE COAL TERMINAL
4 MI NW METROPOLIS
LOCATION: S2 20 15S 04E
PHONE:
PHONE: ( 618 ) 524-8221
1/4 MI S NEW COLMBIA
LOCATION: N2 16 14S 04E
PHONE:
BREMER PIT
1 MI SE BIG BAY











WALTERS, C. GRAVEL PIT
26
MOUNDS GRAVEL
2 MI E BIG BAY STATN













2 MI S MIDDLETOWN














1 MI. S. PETERSBURG












2 MI N JOY







DOUBLE D GRAVEL INC.






5 MI. E. DONNELLSON







ILLINOIS VALLEY ASPHALT CO.




4 MI SW ARENZVILLE
LOCATION: NW 09 16N 12W
































137 - 013 1242 ALLEN AVE.
JACKSONVILLE, IL 62650
PRODUCT: 26
REMARKS: TRENCH BACKFILL SAND
ROCK UNITS: PARKLAND
MOULTRIE WELCHS GRAVEL PIT




OGLE BYRON MATERIALS SERVICE
141 - 002 DIV. OF BAECO, INC.
P. 0. BOX 236
STILLMAN VALLEY, IL 61084
PRODUCT: 26
REMARKS: SAND AND GRAVEL (ALL CLASSES
ROCK UNITS: PEARL
OGLE BYRON MATERIALS SERVICE
141 - 022 DIV. OF BAECO, INC.
P. 0. BOX 236
STILLMAN VALLEY, IL 61084
PRODUCT: 26
REMARKS: SAND AND GRAVEL (ALL CLASSES
ROCK UNITS: HENRY-MACKINAW
OGLE MC KNIGHT SAND & GRAVEL
141 - 098 R. R. 1
MONROE CENTER, IL 61052
PRODUCT: 26
ROCK UNITS: HENRY-WASCO
OGLE RYAN, P. W. & SONS, INC.





141 - 061 R. R. 2, BOX 211-A
FORRESTON, IL 61030
PRODUCT: 26
REMARKS: SAND & GRAVEL (CLASS D)
ROCK UNITS: CAHOKIA/PEARL
PEORIA CANTON CONCRETE
143 - 008 SUB. LIVERPOOL MATERIALS CO.




PEORIA CHIPMAN CONSTRUCTION CO.






2.5 MI SE MEREDOSIA




2.5 MI N FORRESTON
LOCATION: SE 16 25N 08E
PHONE: ( 815 ) 938-2100
ASCHELFORD
N EDGE BYRON
LOCATION: SW 29 25N HE
PHONE: ( 815 ) 234-8044
MC KNIGHT PROP
3 MI NE STILLMAN VAL
LOCATION: NW 08 42N 01E
PHONE:
RAINWATER PIT
5 MI NE ROCHELLE
LOCATION: NW 04 40N 02E
PHONE:
SHEELY PIT
2.5 MI NE FORRESTON
LOCATION: SW 24 25N 08E
PHONE:
CHIPMAN PIT





1 MI E MAPLETON











CULLINAN, R. A. & SON, INC.
121 W. PARK ST.
TREMONT, IL 61568
26
SAND & GRAVEL (CLASS D)
HENRY-BATAVIA
THEODORE SCHAER PIT
1.5 MI N KICKAPOO
LOCATION: NW 32 ION 07E






GALENA ROAD GRAVEL INC.
P. 0. BOX A 88A
CHILLICOTHE, IL 61523
26















SAND (CLASS B) & GRAVEL (CLASS D)
HENRY-BATAVIA
1.5 MI N KICKAPOO












1 MI. W PEORIA
LOCATION: SW 25 09N 07E






KICKAPOO SAND & GRAVEL CO.
4307 N. NELSON DR.
PEORIA, IL 61614
26
SAND (CLASS B) & GRAVEL (CLASS D)
HENRY-BATAVIA
GILLES PROPERTY
1.5 MI N KICKAPOO
LOCATION: SE 30 ION 07E










SAND (TRENCH BACKFILL) & GRAVEL (CLASS D)
GLASFORD OUTWASH
3 MI E ELMWOOD







MC KNIGHT SAND & GRAVEL
R. R. 1, P. 0. BOX 109-W
EDWARDS, IL 61528
26
SAND (ALL CLASSES) AND GRAVEL (CLASS C & D)
HENRY-BATAVIA
DUNLAP PIT
1.5 MI N KICKAPOO











SAND (TRENCH BACKFILL) & GRAVEL (CLASS D)
GLASFORD OUTWASH
3/4 MI W POTTSTOWN








P. 0. BOX 232
CHILLICOTHE, IL 61523
26




2 MI. NE CHILLICOTHE










STEVER SAND & GRAVEL
2423 W. FARMINGTON RD. NE PEORIA
PEORIA, IL 61604 LOCATION: NE 06 08N 08E
26 PHONE:












1.5 MI N PRINCEVILLE








P. 0. BOX 228A
OAK HILL, IL 61614
26
SAND (CLASS B & C) AND GRAVEL (CLASS D)
GLASFORD OUTWASH
1/2 MI E OAK HILLS
LOCATION: N2 05 09N 06E
























5.5 MI NE MONTICELLO






















HORTON CREEK NO. 2
3.5 MI SW EL DARA











1 MI N ATLAS








720 E. WASHINGTON ST.
PITTSFIELD, IL 62363
26
SAND (ALL CLASSES) AND GRAVEL (CLASS
PRE-ILLINOIAN OUTWASH(?)
FRED POOR FARM
3 MI SW NEW HARTFORD






PIKE CURTIS, C. W. SAND AND GRAVEL





PIKE CURTIS, C. W. SAND AND GRAVEL





PIKE CURTIS, C. W. SAND AND GRAVEL




PIKE ILLINOIS VALLEY ASPHALT CO.
149 - 015 P. 0. BOX 333
BLUFFS, IL 62621
PRODUCT: 26
REMARKS: SAND (ALL CLASSES)
ROCK UNITS: GLASFORD OUTWASH
PIKE KELLY, CHARLES
149 - 010 R. R. 1, P. 0. BOX 203
NEBO, IL 62355
PRODUCT: 26
REMARKS: SAND & GRAVEL (CLASS D)
ROCK UNITS: CAHOKIA
PIKE MISSOURI GRAVEL CO.




REMARKS: SAND (ALL CLASSES) AND GRAVEL
ROCK UNITS: CAHOKIA/PRE-ILLINOIAN OUTWASH
PIKE PIKE COUNTY SAND & GRAVEL




PIKE PLEASANT VALE ROAD DISTRICT
149 - Oil R. R. 1




149 - 018 R. R. 1
PLEASANT HILL, IL 62366
PRODUCT: 26






1.5 MI SE BARRY
LOCATION: SE 06 05S 05W
PHONE:
HORTON CREEK
4 MI SW EL DARA
LOCATION: SE 01 06S 06W
PHONE:
MILTON PIT
1 MI SW MONTEZUMA
LOCATION: NW 13 06S 02W
PHONE: ( 217 ) 389-2848
SOUTH BRANCH
2.5 MI. E NEBO
LOCATION: SW 22 07S 03W
PHONE:
BARRY PIT #8
3 MI W BARRY
LOCATION: NE 20 04S 06W
PHONE: ( 217 ) 335-2615
J SWARTZ PROP
1.5 MI S FLORENCE
LOCATION: SW 23 05S 02W
PHONE:
DUTCH CREEK PIT
4.5 MI SW EL DARA
LOCATION: NW 08 06S 05W
PHONE:
SIX MILE CREEK
2.5 MI NW PLSANT HIL







149 - 020 R R 1
PLEASANT HILL, IL 62366
PRODUCT: 26
REMARKS: SAND & GRAVEL (CLASS D)
ROCK UNITS: CAHOKIA
PIKE SCHLIEPER BROTHERS
149 - 021 R. R. 1
PLEASANT HILL, IL 62366
PRODUCT: 26
REMARKS: SAND & GRAVEL (CLASS D)
ROCK UNITS: CAHOKIA
PIKE SMITH, TUNNEY
149 - 002 R. R. 3
PITTSFIELD, IL 62363
PRODUCT: 26
REMARKS: SAND & GRAVEL (CLASS D)
ROCK UNITS: CAHOKIA
PIKE SMITH, TUNNEY
149 - 026 R R 3
PITTSFIELD, IL 62363
PRODUCT: 26
REMARKS: SAND (ALL CLASSES) AND GRAVEL (CLASS B
ROCK UNITS: CAHOKIA
PIKE VARIOUS PRODUCERS
149 - 013 CONTACT DIST. 6 MATERIALS
SPRINGFIELD, IL 62706
PRODUCT: 26
REMARKS: SAND & GRAVEL (CLASS D)
ROCK UNITS: CAHOKIA
PIKE VARIOUS PRODUCERS
149 - 019 CONTACT DIST. 6 MATERIALS
SPRINGFIELD, IL 62706
PRODUCT: 26
REMARKS: SAND & GRAVEL (CLASS D)
ROCK UNITS: CAHOKIA
PIKE VARIOUS PRODUCERS
149 - 022 CONTACT DIST. 6 MATERIALS
SPRINGFIELD, IL 62706
PRODUCT: 26
REMARKS: SAND & GRAVEL (CLASS D)
ROCK UNITS: CAHOKIA
PIKE VARIOUS PRODUCERS
149 - 024 CONTACT DIST. 6 MATERIALS
SPRINGFIELD, IL 62706
PRODUCT: 26
REMARKS: SAND & GRAVEL (CLASS D)
ROCK UNITS: CAHOKIA
SIX MILE CREEK PIT
3 MI NW PLSANT HILL
LOCATION: NE 06 07S 04W
PHONE:
COLD RUN CREEK PIT
3 MI N NEBO
LOCATION: NE 07 07S 04W
PHONE:
3 MI SW PITTSFIELD
LOCATION: NE 07 06S 03W
PHONE:
4 MI SE PITTSFIELD
LOCATION: SW 08 06S 03W
PHONE:
SIX MILE CREEK
1.5 MI N PLEASNT HIL
LOCATION: SW 08 07 S 04W
PHONE
HONEY CRK GRAVEL BAR
5 MI NE NEBO
LOCATION: NW 28 06S 03W
PHONE:
4 MI. NW NEBO
LOCATION: NE 35 06S 04W
3.5 MI E PITTSFIELD





POPE MASSAC CO. HWY. DEPT.
151 - 002 % C. TURNER
P. 0. BOX 883
METROPOLIS, IL 62960
PRODUCT: 26
REMARKS: SAND & GRAVEL (CLASS D)












ROCK UNITS: MOUNDS GRAVEL
PULASKI DELTA MATERIALS CO.
153 - 002 R. R. 1
SHAWNEETOWN, IL 62984
PRODUCT: 26
REMARKS: OHIO RIVER DREDGE-SAND
ROCK UNITS: CAHOKIA
PULASKI MOUND CITY SAND CO.
153 - 005
MOUND CITY, IL 62963
PRODUCT: 26
REMARKS: OHIO R. DREDGE-SAND (ALL CLASSES)
ROCK UNITS: CAHOKIA
PULASKI PULASKI COUNTY HWY. DEPT.
153 - 006 COUNTY SUPT. OF HIGHWAYS
P. 0. BOX 97
VILLA RIDGE, IL 62996
PRODUCT: 26
REMARKS:
ROCK UNITS: MOUNDS GRAVEL
PULASKI PULASKI COUNTY HWY. DEPT.
153 - 007 COUNTY SUPT. OF HIGHWAYS
P. 0. BOX 97
VILLA RIDGE, IL 62996
PRODUCT: 26
REMARKS:
ROCK UNITS: MOUNDS GRAVEL
PULASKI PULASKI COUNTY HWY. DEPT.
153 - 008 COUNTY SUPT. OF HIGHWAYS
P. 0. BOX 97
VILLA RIDGE, IL 62996
PRODUCT: 26
REMARKS:
ROCK UNITS: PEORIA & ROXANA/MOUNDS GRAVEL
MCCARVER PIT
2 MI. SW ROSEBUD
LOCATION: E2 36 14S 05E
PHONE:
MEDEKER PIT
1 MI E ROSEBUD
LOCATION: NE 29 14S 06E
PHONE:
MIZE PIT
3.5 MI N OLMSTED





.5 MI N MOUND CITY
PHONE:
ANDERSON PIT
4.5 MI E GRAND CHAIN
LOCATION: NW 01 15S 02E
PHONE:
SCHNWARE PIT
3.5 MI N OLMSTED
LOCATION: SE 05 15S 01E
PHONE:
G. ENDICOT PIT
2 MI NE VILLA RIDGE











PULASKI COUNTY HWY. DEPT.
COUNTY SUPT. OF HIGHWAYS
P. 0. BOX 97




3 MI N OLMSTED







PULASKI COUNTY HWY. DEPT.
COUNTY SUPT. OF HIGHWAYS
P. 0. BOX 97




5 MI NW MOUNDS







PULASKI COUNTY HWY. DEPT.
COUNTY SUPT. OF HIGHWAYS
P. 0. BOX 97




3 MI N OLMSTED







PULASKI COUNTY HWY. DEPT.
COUNTY SUPT. OF HIGHWAYS
P. 0. BOX 97
VILLA RIDGE, IL 62996
26
MOUNDS GRAVEL
J. D. ANDERSON PIT
5.5 MI E GRAND CHAIN















2 MI S SPRING VALLEY







OSSOLA, J. W. CONSTRUCTION CO,





3 MI W GRANVILLE







OSSOLA, J. W. CONSTRUCTION CO.





2 MI N MARK







OSSOLA, J. W. CONSTRUCTION CO.
P. 0. BOX 346
GRANVILLE, IL 61326
26
SAND & GRAVEL (CLASS D)
HENRY-MACKINAW
NEWBAUM PIT
1 MI SE HENNEPIN












RT. 92 WEST, P. 0. BOX 40
WALNUT, IL 61376
26
SAND AND GRAVEL (CLASS C & D)
HENRY-MACKINAW
2.5 MI NE HENNEPIN








P. 0. BOX 308
TISKILWA, IL 61368
26
SAND (BLEND) AND GRAVEL (CLASS D)
HENRY-MACKINAW
CROWDER PIT
2 MI E PUTNAM
LOCATION: NW 21 14N 10E





WALNUT SAND & GRAVEL





3 MI SW MC NABB








P. 0. BOX 606
GRANVILLE, IL 61326
26
SAND & GRAVEL (CLASS D)
WEDRON OUTWASH
CHIDO GRAVEL PIT
2 MI N GRANVILLE











1.5 MI NW ROOTS







SOUTHERN ILLINOIS SAND CO.
1200 SWANWICK ST.
BUENA VISTA BANK BLDG.
CHESTER, IL 62233
26
MISSISSIPPI RIVER SAND (ALL CLASSES) DREDGE
CAHOKIA
2 MI SE CHESTER
LOCATION: 30 07S 06W













1 MI NW MILAN
RR 2 ROCK ISLAND
LOCATION: N2 16 17N 02W















LOCATION: NE 34 18N 01E













1 MI SW ALBANY
LOCATION: SW 34 21N 02E

















2.5 MI E FREEBURG




















800 N. FRONT ST.












METRO EAST SAND & SUPPLY
P. 0. BOX 1070





E EDGE EAST ST. LOUIS








P. 0. BOX 1608















BOX 461, R. R. 1














4 MI. NW SPRINGFIELD







BUCKHART SAND & GRAVEL
P. 0. BOX 156
MECHANICSBURG, IL 62545
26
SAND (ALL CLASSES) AND GRAVEL (CLASS D)
PARKLAND/HENRY-MACKINAW
1 MI N BUCKHART
LOCATION: NW 16 15N 03W






CLEAR LAKE SAND & GRAVEL







LOCATION: SE 22 16N 04W












P. 0. BOX 277
BLUFFS, IL 62621
26










GROVES, S. J. & SONS




.5 MI S RIVERTON











1.5 MI NE SPRINGFELD












4.5 MI SE MECHNICSBG













1 MI SW SHERMAN
















LOCATION: NW 01 15N 04W





SPRINGFIELD SAND & GRAVEL





5 MI E SPRINGFIELD
LOCATION: SW 36 16N 04W






SPRINGFIELD SAND & GRAVEL

















SAND & GRAVEL (CLASS D)
GLASFORD OUTWASH
PLEASANT VIEW PIT
5 MI SE RUSHVILLE
LOCATION: SE 22 01N 01W









ROCK UNITS: GLASFORD OUTWASH
SCHUYLER LEVERTON COMPANY
169 - 022 c/o SAM LEVERTON
RT. 3
MT. STERLING, IL 62353
PRODUCT: 26
REMARKS: SAND & GRAVEL (CLASS D)
ROCK UNITS: GLASFORD OUTWASH
SCHUYLER SCHUYLER COUNTY HIGHWAY DEPT.




ROCK UNITS: GLASFORD OUTWASH
SCHUYLER SCHUYLER SAND & GRAVEL
169 - 003 1010 EDGE HILL
JACKSONVILLE, IL 62694
PRODUCT: 26






ROCK UNITS: GLASFORD OUTWASH
SCHUYLER VARIOUS PRODUCERS
169 - 021 CONTACT DIST. 6 MATERIALS
SPRINGFIELD, IL 62706
PRODUCT: 26
REMARKS: SAND (ALL CLASSES) AND GRAVEL (CLASS D
ROCK UNITS: GLASFORD OUTWASH
SCOTT FREEMAN, WENDELL






171 - 004 P. 0. BOX 277
BLUFFS, IL 62621
PRODUCT: 26
REMARKS: TRENCH BACKFILL SAND
ROCK UNITS: EQUALITY-DALTON
SCOTT FREESEN, INC.





5.5 MI NW BEARDSTOWN
LOCATION: NW 28 01N 01W
PHONE:
3.5 MI. SE RIPLEY
LOCATION: NE 12 01S 02W
PHONE:
OLD JOHN SMITH PIT
1 MI E SUGAR GROVE
LOCATION: SE 30 01N 01W
PHONE:
5.5 MI W BEARDSTOWN
LOCATION: SE 05 01S 01W
PHONE:
BLEND SAND
1 MI SE SUGAR GROVE
LOCATION: SE 31 01N 01W
PHONE: ( 217 ) 389-2848
BRINEY PROPERTY
6 MI S RUSHVILLE
LOCATION: SW 30 01N 01W
PHONE:
S BLUFFS
LOCATION: SW 15 15N 13W
PHONE: ( 217 ) 389-2848
2 MI SW BLUFFS
LOCATION: SW 20 15N 13W
PHONE:
SMITH FARM PIT
5 MI W WINCHESTER
LOCATION: SE 21 14N 13W
PHONE:
COUNTY COMPANY
SCOTT ILLINOIS VALLEY PAVING CO.




ROCK UNITS: GLASFORD OUTWASH
SCOTT ILLINOIS VALLEY PAVING CO.
171 - 017 P. 0. BOX 333
BLUFFS, IL 62621
PRODUCT: 26
ROCK UNITS: GLASFORD OUTWASH
SCOTT ILLINOIS VALLEY PAVING CO.





SCOTT ILLINOIS VALLEY PAVING CO.





SCOTT ILLINOIS VALLEY PAVING CO.










SCOTT SCOTT COUNTY SAND
171 - 014 % WINCHESTER CONCRETE
WINCHESTER, IL 62694
PRODUCT: 26
REMARKS: SAND (ALL CLASSES) AND GRAVEL (CLASS D
ROCK UNITS: GLASFORD OUTWASH
SCOTT SHAFER, STERLING
171 - 021 RT. 2A
WINCHESTER, IL 62694
PRODUCT: 26
REMARKS: TRENCH BACKFILL SAND
ROCK UNITS: EQUALITY-DALTON
SCOTT SMITH, WAYNE
171 - 019 1010 EDGE HILL
JACKSONVILLE, IL 62650
PRODUCT: 26





1.5 MI SE BLUFFS
LOCATION: NE 23 15N 13W
PHONE: ( 217 ) 389-2848
WHITLER PIT
5 MI NW WNCHESTER
LOCATION: NE 03 14N 13W
PHONE: ( 217 ) 389-2848
3 MI W WINCHESTER
LOCATION: SE 27 14N 13W
PHONE:
3.5 MI W WINCHESTER
LOCATION: SW 27 14N 13W
PHONE:
CLONNIGER FARM
4 MI NE FLORENCE
LOCATION: NE 08 14N 13W
PHONE: ( 217 ) 389-2848
1 MI W GLASGOW
LOCATION: NE 26 13N 13W
PHONE:
LITTLE SANDY CREEK
1 MI. SE GLASGOW
LOCATION: NW 32 13N 12W
PHONE:
2 MI W GLASGOW
LOCATION: NW 23 13N 13W
PHONE:
ILL RIVER SAND BAR
E EDGE FLORENCE




SCOTT VAS, K. E.
171 - 010 R. E. VASCONCELLAS 5 MI W WINCHESTER





SHELBY PROSSER, G. W. CO. HANFLAND PIT
173 - 001 R. R. 3 4 MI SW SHELBYVILLE
SHELBYVILLE, IL 62565 LOCATION: NE 35 UN 03E
PRODUCT: 26 PHONE:
REMARKS: SAND (ALL CLASSES) AND GRAVEL (CLASS C & D)
ROCK UNITS: CAHOKIA/HENRY-MACKINAW
SHELBY REIN, SCHULTZ & DAHL BLEND SAND
173 - 003 6217 NESBITT RD. SHELBYVILLE




SHELBY SHELBY SAND S, GRAVEL
173 - 002 SUB. CENTRAL IL STONE CO., INC. 3.75 MI SW SHELBYVIL
SHELBYVILLE, IL 62565 LOCATION: SE 26 UN 03E
PRODUCT: 26 PHONE: ( 217 ) 563-2213
ROCK UNITS: HENRY-MACKINAW/WASCO
STARK CULLINAN, R. A. & SONS, INC. CASTLETON PIT
175 - 001 121 W. PARK ST. 2 MI NW CASTLETON
TREMONT, IL 61568 LOCATION: SW 32 13N 07E
PRODUCT: 26 PHONE: ( 309 ) 925-2721
REMARKS: SAND AND GRAVEL (CLASS C & D)
ROCK UNITS: GLASFORD OUTWASH
STARK TWIGG'S QUARRY
175 - 002 R. R. 1 1 MI W WYOMING
WYOMING, IL 60419 LOCATION: NE 03 12N 06E
PRODUCT: 26 PHONE:
REMARKS: SAND AND GRAVEL (CLASS C & D)
ROCK UNITS: CAHOKIA/HENRY-MACKINW OR PEAR
STEPHENSON CIVIL CONSTRUCTORS, INC. GEISER PIT
177 - Oil R. R. 1, P. 0. BOX 750 2 MI NE FREEPORT
FREEPORT, IL 61032 LOCATION: SW 03 26N 08E
PRODUCT: 26 PHONE:
ROCK UNITS: PEARL
STEPHENSON COX, R. E. CONSTRUCTION KENT GRAVEL PIT
177 - 002 P. 0. BOX 277 1.5 MI N KENT
LENA, IL 61048 LOCATION: N2 14 27N 05E
PRODUCT: 26 PHONE:
REMARKS: SAND AND GRAVEL (ALL CLASSES)
ROCK UNITS: PEARL
STEPHENSON JENTZ BROTHERS SHIPPE PIT
177 - 018 2.5 MI N LENA







STEPHENSON LOBDELL READY MIX





STEPHENSON REIN, SCHULTZ & DAHL





STEPHENSON REIN, SCHULTZ & DAHL




STEPHENSON ROCKFORD SAND & GRAVEL CO.
177 - 005 600 BOYLESTON ST.
P. 0. BOX 2071
LOVES PARK, IL 61130
PRODUCT: 26
REMARKS: SAND (ALL CLASSES) AND GRAVEL (CLASS
ROCK UNITS: PEARL
TAZEWELL CLOUSE SAND & GRAVEL CC .




TAZEWELL CULLINAN, R. A. & SONS
179 - 030 121 W. PARK ST.
TREMONT, IL 61568
PRODUCT: 26
REMARKS: SAND (ALL CLASSES) AND GRAVEL (CLASS
ROCK UNITS: CAHOKIA/HENRY-MACKINAW
TAZEWELL CULLINAN, R. A. & SONS, INC.
179 - 002 121 W. PARK ST.
TREMONT, IL 61568
PRODUCT: 26
REMARKS: SAND AND GRAVEL (CLASS C & D)
ROCK UNITS: CAHOKIA/HENRY-MACKINAW
TAZEWELL CULLINAN, R. A. & SONS, INC.
179 - 003 121 W. PARK ST.
TREMONT, IL 61568
PRODUCT: 26
REMARKS: SAND AND GRAVEL (CLASS C & D)
ROCK UNITS: HENRY-MACKINAW
TAZEWELL CULLINAN, R. A. & SONS, INC.
179 - 006 121 W. PARK ST.
TREMONT, IL 61568
PRODUCT: 26





2 MI. NW KENT
LOCATION: NW 15 27N 05E
PHONE:
V. H. STICH
2.5 MI. N LENA
LOCATION: SE 16 28N 06E
PHONE:
STEBBENS QY.
3 MI E FREEPORT
LOCATION: SE 34 27N 08E
PHONE:
CLOUSE PIT
PHONE: ( 309 ) 925-3053
ROKEY #2
2 MI S GOODFIELD
LOCATION: NE 25 25N 02W
PHONE: ( 309 ) 925-2721
BOLLIGER PIT
4 MI N HOPEDALE
LOCATION: SW 34 24N 03W
PHONE: ( 309 ) 925-2721
FRANKS PIT
2 MI E GREEN VALLEY
LOCATION: SW 18 23N 04W
PHONE: ( 309 ) 925-2721
STAKERS PIT
2 MI N MACKINAW
LOCATION: NE 05 24N 02W










CULLINAN, R. A. & SONS, INC.





6 MI SW PEKIN
LOCATION: SW 26 24N 06W






CULLINAN, R. A. A SONS, INC,
121 W. PARK ST.
TREMONT, IL 61568
26
SAND & GRAVEL (CLASS D)
CAHOKIA/HENRY-MACKINAW
MACKINAW PLANT
2 MI W MACKINAW
LOCATION: NW 24 24N 03W






CULLINAN, R. A. & SONS, INC.






LOCATION: SW 18 24N 02W






CULLINAN, R. A. & SONS, INC.





4.5 MI S DEER CREEK
LOCATION: SW 35 25N 02W





CULLINAN, R. A. & SONS, INC.





3.5 MI NW HOPEDALE
LOCATION: NW 09 23N 03W






CULLINAN, R. A. & SONS, INC.
121 W. PARK ST.
TREMONT, IL 61568
26
SAND AND GRAVEL (CLASS C & D)
HENRY-MACKINAW
CRABB PIT
4 MI NE GREEN VALLEY
LOCATION: SW 17 23N 04W





CULLINAN, R. A. & SONS, INC.





5 MI N HOPEDALE
LOCATION: NE 34 24N 03W






CULLINAN, R. A. & SONS, INC.
121 W. PARK ST.
TREMONT, IL 61568
26
SAND (CLASS B, C & D) & GRAVEL (CLASS C & D)
HENRY-MACKINAW
MC MULLEN PIT
3 MI NW HOPEDALE
LOCATION: NW 20 23N 03W






CULLINAN, R. A. & SONS, INC.






1 MI. S PEKIN
LOCATION: SW 11 24N 05W
PHONE: ( 309 ) 925-2721
COUNTY COMPANY
TAZEWELL CULLINAN, R. A. & SONS, INC.
179 - 024 121 W. PARK ST.
TREMONT, IL 61568
PRODUCT: 26
REMARKS: SAND AND GRAVEL (ALL CLASSES)
ROCK UNITS: HENRY-MACKINAW
TAZEWELL CULLINAN, R. A. & SONS, INC.
179 - 025 121 W. PARK ST.
TREMONT, IL 61568
PRODUCT: 26
REMARKS: SAND & GRAVEL (CLASS D)
ROCK UNITS: HENRY-MACKINAW
TAZEWELL FARMDALE SAND & GRAVEL CO.
179 - 029 R. R. 5
EAST PEORIA, IL 61611
PRODUCT: 26
REMARKS: SAND & GRAVEL (CLASS D)
ROCK UNITS: CAHOKIA/HENRY-MACKINAW
TAZEWELL KNUPPEL BROTHERS
179 - 028 P. 0. BOX 156
MACKINAW, IL 61755
PRODUCT: 26
REMARKS: SAND & GRAVEL (CLASS D)
ROCK UNITS: HENRY-MACKINAW
TAZEWELL MAHONEY GRAVEL
179 - 008 R R 2
PEKIN, IL 61554
PRODUCT: 26





179 - DIV. GENERAL DYNAMICS CORP.








REMARKS: SAND & GRAVEL (CLASS D)
ROCK UNITS: HENRY-MACKINAW





TAZEWELL PEORIA CONCRETE CONST. CO.
179 - Oil 1515 N. BROADWAY ST.
PEORIA, IL 61606
PRODUCT: 26





4.5 MI SW PEKIN
LOCATION: SE 14 24N 06W
PHONE: ( 309 ) 925-2721
PERCY RAGAR PIT
3 MI SW GOODFIELD
LOCATION: NW 36 25N 02W
PHONE: ( 309 ) 925-2721
SW EDGE WASHINGTON
LOCATION: NE 29 26N 03W
PHONE:
1.5 MI NE MACKINAW
LOCATION: SW 04 24N 02W
PHONE:
2 MI SE PEKIN





2 MI NW HOPEDALE
LOCATION: NE 16 23N 03W
PHONE:
1 MI E E PEORIA
LOCATION: NE 35 26N 04W
PHONE:
1 MI E E. PEORIA
LOCATION: SE 35 26N 04W





TAZEWELL POWLEY, C. A. SAND & GRAVEL CO
179 - 013 3536 E. WASHINGTON ST.




UNION BITTLE CONSTRUCTION CO.





UNION BITTLE CONSTRUCTION CO.
181 - 002 220 APPLE LN.
ANNA, IL 62906
PRODUCT: 26
REMARKS: BL.SD & GRAVEL (CLASS D) TRIJCK
ROCK UNITS:
UNION EMERICK SAND PIT





VERMILION HILLMAR SAND & GRAVEL










VERMILION NATIONAL GRAVEL CO. INC.
183 - 005 WEST ATTICA ST.
ROSSVILLE, IL 60963
PRODUCT: 26
REMARKS: SAND (ALL CLASSES)
ROCK UNITS: WEDRON OUTWASH
VERMILION OBERLAND GRAVEL PIT




VERMILION PERRYSVILLE ROAD SAND & GRAVEL
183 - 006 130 TEXAS AVE.
DANVILLE, IL 61832
PRODUCT: 26
REMARKS: TRENCH BACKFILL SAND
ROCK UNITS: HENRY-MACKINAW
2.5 MI E E PEORIA
LOCATION: SE 25 26N 04W
PHONE:
DUG HILL PIT
2.5 MI E WARE
LOCATION: SE 29 12S 02W
PHONE:
BITTLE GRAVEL PLANT
2.5 MI W JONESBORO
LOCATION: NW 23 12S 02W
PHONE:
1.5 MI SW WARE
LOCATION: NW 34 12S 03W
PHONE:
LONNAS
1.5 MI SW BISMARK
LOCATION: NW 30 21N 11W
PHONE:
BUSH PIT
1.5 MI N ROSSVILLE
LOCATION: NW 02 22N 12W
PHONE:
5 MI E ROSSVILLE
LOCATION: 11 22N 11W
PHONE:
PHONE:






VERMILION SAND VALLEY SAND & GRAVEL
183 - 001 1938 S. BOWMAN
DANVILLE, IL 61832
PRODUCT: 26
REMARKS: TRENCH BACKFILL SAND
ROCK UNITS: HENRY-MACKINAW
VERMILION THOMAS GRAVEL CO.




WABASH ALBION SAND X GRAVEL
185 - 005 BOX 136




WABASH ALLENDALE GRAVEL CO.
185 - 001 R. R. 3
CHERRY HILLS
MT. CARMEL, IL 62863
PRODUCT: 26
ROCK UNITS: CAHOKIA/HENRY-MACKINAW
WABASH ALLENDALE GRAVEL CO.
185 - 002 R. R. 3
CHERRY HILLS




















WABASH MT. CARMEL SAND & GRAVEL
185 - 003 P. 0. BOX 472
MT. CARMEL, IL 62863
PRODUCT: 26





SE 15 19N 11W
1 MI SE DANVILLE
LOCATION: SE 15 19N 11W
PHONE:
AULVIN DREDGE
5 MI E COWLING
LOCATION: E2 32 02S 13W
PHONE:
.5 MI E PATTON
LOCATION: SW 27 01N 12W
PHONE: ( 618 ) 262-7594
NORTH PIT
2 MI S ST.FRNCISVILE
LOCATION: SE 32 02N 11W
PHONE: ( 618 ) 262-7594
# 11 SAND PIT
PHONE: ( 618 ) 382-2847
6.5 MI SE COWLING
LOCATION: S2 07 02S 13W
PHONE:
#11 PIT
1 1/2 MI E COWLING
LOCATION: SW 30 02S 13W
PHONE: ( 618 ) 382-2847
MT. CARMEL
LOCATION: SE 20 01S 12W
PHONE: ( 618 ) 262-5118
COUNTY COMPANY
WABASH MT. CARMEL SAND & GRAVEL
185 - 004 P. 0. BOX 472




WABASH REIN, SCHULTZ & DAHL





WAYNE MT. CARMEL SAND & GRAVEL
191 - 001 P. 0. BOX 472




WHITE ASSOCIATED MATERIALS, INC.





WHITE ASSOCIATED MATERIALS, INC.
193 - 007 P. 0. BOX 262
CARMI, IL 62821
PRODUCT: 26
REMARKS: SAND (ALL CLASSES)
ROCK UNITS: HENRY-MACKINAW















WHITE EASTWOOD SAND & GRAVEL WORKS
193 - 002 P. 0. BOX 219
201 S. WATER ST.
GRAYVILLE, IL 62844
PRODUCT: 26






3 MI N MT. CARMEL
LOCATION: NW 04 01S 12W
PHONE: ( 618 ) 262-5118
WHEATLEY PROP
1 MI. NE MT. CARMEL
LOCATION: SE 08 01S 12W
PHONE:
9 MI SE FAIRFIELD
LOCATION: SW 29 02S 09E
PHONE
PLANT #1
6 MI NE MAUNIE
LOCATION: SE 22 05S 14W
MAUNIE DREDGE
.5 MI NW MAUNIE
LOCATION: NW 36 05S 10E
PHONE: ( 618 ) 382-2847
4 MI S GRAYVILLE
LOCATION: NW 04 04S 14W
PHONE:
2 MI S PHILLIPSTOWN
LOCATION: NE 07 05S HE
PHONE:
2 MI N MAUNIE
LOCATION: NE 25 05S 10E
PHONE:
GRAYVILLE
PHONE: ( 618 ) 375-4271
COUNTY COMPANY






WHITE MT. CARMEL SAND 8, GRAVEL
193 - 004 P. 0. BOX 209




WHITESIDE COLLINSON SAND & GRAVEL
195 - 008 3115 23RD. AVE.
MOLINE, IL 61265
PRODUCT: 26
REMARKS: SAND (ALL CLASSES) AND FINE GRAVEL (CLASS A)
ROCK UNITS: HENRY-BATAVIA
WHITESIDE NELSON SAND & GRAVEL CO.
195 - 022 BOX 108
NELSON, IL 61058
PRODUCT: 26
REMARKS: SAND AND GRAVEL (ALL CLASSES)
ROCK UNITS: HENRY-BATAVIA
WHITESIDE NELSON SAND & GRAVEL CO.
195 - 084 P. 0. BOX 108
NELSON, IL 61058
PRODUCT: 26







ROCK UNITS: PEORIA & ROXANA
WHITESIDE PROPHETER CONST. MATERIAL





WHITESIDE REIN, SCHULTZ & DAHL




WHITESIDE ROCK RIVER READY MIX







5.5 MI E NEW HAVEN
LOCATION: S2 20 07S HE
PHONE:
DIAMOND PLANT
4.5 MI NE PHILIPSTWN




LOCATION: SE 32 20N 05E
PHONE: ( 309 ) 762-1576
H. HOFFMAN PIT
1/2 MI W ROCK FALLS
LOCATION: SW 29 21N 07E
PHONE:
.5 MI W LYNDON
LOCATION: NE 20 20N 05E
PHONE:
J. DYKSTRA PIT
3.5 MI E FULTON
LOCATION: SE 30 22N 04E
PHONE:
.25 MI S GALT





NE 17 21N 07E
V. LAWRENCE
1.5 MI SW ROCK FALLS
LOCATION: NW 31 21N 07E





WHITESIDE ROCK RIVER READY MIX
195 - 082 P. 0. BOX 384
DIXON, IL 61021
PRODUCT: 26
REMARKS: SAND AND GRAVEL (ALL CLASSES)
ROCK UNITS: CAHOKIA/HENRY-MACKINAW
WILL AVERY GRAVEL CO.





WILL AVERY GRAVEL CO.





WILL AVERY GRAVEL CO.
197 - 021 R. R. 2
PLAINFIELD, IL 60544
PRODUCT: 26
REMARKS: SAND (ALL CLASSES) AND GRAVEL
ROCK UNITS: HENRY-MACKINAW
WILL BOHAC, GEORGE, A SON
197 - 002 JOHN F. KENNEDY RD.




WILL BOUGHTON, W. TRUCKING CO.
197 - 029 R. R. 1
PLAINFIELD, IL 60544
PRODUCT: 26
REMARKS: SAND AND GRAVEL (ALL CLASSES)
ROCK UNITS: HENRY-MACKINAW
WILL CHANNAHON MATERIALS CO.
197 - 027 P. 0. BOX 2926
JOLIET, IL 60434
PRODUCT: 26
REMARKS: AND AND GRAVEL (ALL CLASSES)
ROCK UNITS: CAHOKIA/HENRY-MACKINAW
WILL CHICAGO GRAVEL CO.




WILL CHICAGO GRAVEL CO.





3.5 MI SW ROCK FALLS




LOCATION: NE 03 36N 09E
PHONE: ( 815 ) 436-2442
FOUSER PIT
2 MI SE PLAINFIELD
LOCATION: SW 13 36N 09E
PHONE: ( 815 ) 436-2442
#3 PIT
4 MI. N PLAINFIELD
LOCATION: NW 23 37N 09E
PHONE: ( 815 ) 436-2442
.5 MI S BRAIDWOOD
LOCATION: NE 18 32N 09E
PHONE:
111TH ST. .PLAINFIELD
LOCATION: SE 14 37N 09E
PHONE:
CHANNAHON PIT
2.5 MI NE CHANNAHON
LOCATION: SE 33 35N 09E
PHONE:
1 MI SE PLAINFIELD
LOCATION: NE 14 36N 09E
PHONE: ( 312 ) 436-2531
3 MI W ROCKDALE
LOCATION: SW 35 35N 09E
PHONE: ( 312 ) 436-2531
COUNTY COMPANY
WILL CHICAGO GRAVEL CO.





WILL E. & E. HAULING




ROCK UNITS: WEDRON OUTWASH
WILL ELMHURST CHICAGO STONE
197 - 005 P. 0. BOX 57
ELMHURST, IL 60126
PRODUCT: 26
REMARKS: SAND AND GRAVEL (ALL CLASSES)
ROCK UNITS: HENRY-MACKINAW
WILL ELMHURST CHICAGO STONE
197 - 014 400 W. 1ST. ST.
ELMHURST, IL 60126
PRODUCT: 26
REMARKS: SAND AND GRAVEL (ALL CLASSES)
ROCK UNITS: HENRY-MACKINAW
WILL FATLAN TRUCKING CO.





WILL FATLAN TRUCKING CO.





WILL JOLIET SAND & GRAVEL CO.




ROCK UNITS: WEDRON OUTWASH
WILL KOERNER, D., INC.
197 - 009 415 MARGUERITE ST.
COAL CITY, IL 60416
PRODUCT: 26
ROCK UNITS: HENRY-MACKINAW
WILL KOERNER, D., INC.
197 - 022 415 MARGUERITE ST.







1 MI W ROCKDALE
LOCATION: NE 26 35N 09E
PHONE: ( 312 ) 436-2531
3 MI NE PLAINFIELD




LOCATION: SW 03 37N 10E
PHONE:
PLAINFIELD PIT
2 MI NE PLAINFIELD
LOCATION: NW 01 36N 09E
J MACK FARM
1 MI SE BRAIDWOOD
LOCATION: NE 21 32N 09E
PHONE:
BLEND SAND
1 MI S BRAIDWOOD
LOCATION: SW 17 32N 09E
PHONE:
ROCKDALE PIT
2.5 MI W ROCKDALE
LOCATION: NE 24 35N 09E
PHONE:
3 MI SW CHANNAHON
LOCATION: SW 31 34N 09E
PHONE:
SW CHANNAHON




WILL MATERIAL SERVICE CORP. YACKLEY PIT
197 - 008 DIV GENERAL DYNAMICS CORP.
222 N. LASALLE ST.
2 MI NE PLAINFIELD
CHICAGO, IL 60606 LOCATION: SE 35 37N 09E
PRODUCT: 26 PHONE:
ROCK UNITS: HENRY-MACKINAW
WILL NAPERVILLE TRUCKING CO. PATTERSON PIT
197 - 018 BOX 184, R. R. 2 2 MI N PLAINFIELD
NAPERVILLE, IL 60540 LOCATION: SW 23 37N 09E
PRODUCT: 26 PHONE:
ROCK UNITS: HENRY-MACKINAW
WILL PEABODY COAL CO.
197 - Oil 1 MI S BRAIDWOOD
SOUTH WILMINGTON, IL 60474 LOCATION: SW 32 32N 09E
PRODUCT: 26
ROCK UNITS: PARKLAND
WILL PITRUN SAND & GRAVEL TRENCH BACKFILL
197 - 028 RT. 53 & JOLIET RD. NE EDGE BOLINGBROOK
LEMONT, IL 60439 LOCATION: NW 26 37N 10E
PRODUCT: 26 PHONE:
REMARKS: TRENCH BACKFILL SAND
ROCK UNITS: HENRY-MACKINAW
WILL TERMAR INDUSTRIES PIT #1
197 - 010 P. 0. BOX 70 1 MI NW CHANNAHON
MINOOKA, IL 60447 LOCATION: SW 08 34N 09E
PRODUCT: 26 PHONE:
REMARKS: SAND (ALL CLASSES) AND GRAVEL (CLASS B, C & D)
ROCK UNITS: HENRY-MACKINAW
WILL TRI-COUNTY LAND CO.
197 - 020 306 NEW AVE. 2 MI NE ROMEOVILLE
LEMONT, IL 60439 LOCATION: SE 25 37N 10E
PRODUCT: 26 PHONE: ( 312 ) 257-6070
ROCK UNITS: WEDRON OUTWASH
WILL TURNER STONE, INC.
197 - 013 P. 0. BOX 262 1 MI NE ROMEOVILLE
LEMONT, IL 60439 LOCATION: SE 23 37N 10E
PRODUCT: 26 PHONE:
REMARKS:
ROCK UNITS: WEDRON OUTWASH
WILL VRV FARMS, INC.
197 - 030 D. STAFFENBERG 4 MI SE BRAIDWOOD
R. R. 1, BOX 29 LOCATION: NW 34 32N 09E
CUSTER PARK, IL 60418
PRODUCT: 26 PHONE:
REMARKS: TRENCH BACKFILL AND BLEND SAND
ROCK UNITS: PARKLAND
WINNEBAGO BYRON MATERIALS SER. DOCTOR'S PIT
201 - 009 R. R. 1 5 MI SE ROCKFORD
BYRON, IL 61010 LOCATION: NE 22 43N 02E
PRODUCT: 26 PHONE:
REMARKS: SAND (ALL CLASSES)










CHERRY VALLEY SAND&GRAVEL CORP
2105 NEW MILFORD SCHOOL RD.
ROCKFORD, IL 61109
26
SAND AND GRAVEL (ALL CLASSES)
CAHOKIA/HENRY-MACKINAW
CHERRY VALLEY PIT
.5 MI S CHERRY VALEY








400 W. 1ST. ST.
ELMHURST, IL 60126
26
SAND (ALL CLASSES) AND GRAVEL (CLASS A)
HENRY-MACKINAW
ILLINOIS-WISCONSIN
S EDGE OF S. BELOIT
LOCATION: NW 08 46N 02E










SAND & GRAVEL (CLASS C)
HENRY-MACKINAW
KELLEY PIT
1 MI NW ROSCOE
LOCATION: NW 29 46N 02E






LARSON BROTHERS SAND & GRAVEL





2 MI S ROSCOE







LARSON BROTHERS SAND & GRAVEL




1.5 MI N HARLEM












1 MI S ROSCOE
LOCATION: SW 04 45N 02E











1/2 MI. SE ROCKTON























SAND & GRAVEL (CLASS C)
PEARL
2 MI. SE MORRISTOWN













P. 0. BOX 2071
LOVES PARK, IL 61111
26




LOCATION: NW 22 43N 01E








P. 0. BOX 2071




.5 MI N HARLEM
LOCATION: SE 28 45N 02E








P. 0. BOX 2071
LOVES PARK, IL 61111
26
SAND AND GRAVEL (ALL CLASSES)
HENRY-MACKINAW
NORTH SHORES PIT
2 MI. S ROSCOE
LOCATION: NE 08 45N 02E








P. 0. BOX 2071
LOVES PARK, IL 61111
26




LOCATION: SE 04 43N 01E





ROCKFORD SAND & GRAVEL
600 BOYLSTON ST.
P. 0. BOX 2071




1 MI. SE PECATONICA
LOCATION: SE 34 27N 10E






ROCKFORD SAND & GRAVEL
600 BOYLSTON ST.
P. 0. BOX 2071
LOVES PARK, IL 61111
26
SAND AND GRAVEL (ALL CLASSES)
HENRY-MACKINAW
SOUTH MAIN PIT
2 MI. S ROCKFORD
LOCATION: SE 03 43N 01E






ROCKFORD SAND & GRAVEL
600 BOYLSTON ST.
P. 0. BOX 2071
LOVES PARK, IL 61111
26
SAND AND GRAVEL (CLASS B, C & D)
GLASFORD OUTWASH
BAXTER PIT
5 MI S ROCKFORD
LOCATION: NW 32 43N 02E





ROCKFORD SAND & GRAVEL
600 BOYLSTON ST.
P. 0. BOX 2071




2 MI. S BELOIT
LOCATION: SE 17 45N 02E
































2 MI S S. BELOIT













3.5 MI S SECOR








RT. 36, 100 CASS ST.
PEORIA, IL 61604
26
SAND AND GRAVEL (ALL CLASSES)
HENRY-MACKINAW
2.5 MI S SPRING BAY







CULLINAN, R. A. & SONS, INC.
121 W. PARK ST.
TREMONT, IL 61568
26
SAND (ALL CLASSES) AND GRAVEL
CAHOKIA/HENRY-MACKINAW
'CLASS B & CI
TIMBERLINE PIT
2 MI NW CONGERVILLE
LOCATION: SE 08 25N 01W






CULLINAN, R. A. & SONS, INC.
121 W. PARK ST.
TREMONT, IL 61568
26
SAND & GRAVEL (CLASS D)
WEDRON OUTWASH
R. PINKHAM FARM
1 M. NW PANOLA
LOCATION: SW 18 27N 02E






CULLINAN, R. A. & SONS, INC,
121 W. PARK ST.
TREMONT, IL 61568
26
SAND & GRAVEL (CLASS D)
CAHOKIA/HENRY-MACKINAW
ROKEY #1
2 MI SE GOODFIELD
LOCATION: NE 19 25N 01W





CULLINAN, R. A. & SONS, INC,





2 MI E GOODFIELD
LOCATION: 17 25N 01W





CULLINAN, R. A. & SONS, INC.










WOODFORD EUREKA SAND ft GRAVEL
203 - 002 611 STATE ST., P. 0. BOX 223
EUREKA, IL 61530
PRODUCT: 26
REMARKS: SAND (CLASS B & C) AND GRAVEL
ROCK UNITS: WEDRON OUTWASH
WOODFORD EUREKA SAND & GRAVEL
203 - 003 611 E. STATE ST., P.O. BOX 223
EUREKA, IL 61530
PRODUCT: 26
REMARKS: SAND & GRAVEL (CLASS D)
ROCK UNITS: CAHOKIA/HENRY-MACKINAW
WOODFORD EUREKA SAND & GRAVEL
203 - 004 611 E. STATE ST., P.O. BOX 223
EUREKA, IL 61530
PRODUCT: 26
REMARKS: SAND & GRAVEL (CLASS D)
ROCK UNITS: CAHOKIA/HENRY-MACKINAW
WOODFORD KANSAS ROAD DISTRICT





WOODFORD KANSAS ROAD DISTRICT





WOODFORD KANSAS ROAD DISTRICT





WOODFORD KANSAS ROAD DISTRICT




WOODFORD KENNELL & SCHRADER
203 - 019 LAKE ROAD
EUREKA, IL 61530
PRODUCT: 26
REMARKS: SAND & GRAVEL (CLASS D)
ROCK UNITS: WEDRON OUTWASH
WOODFORD MIDWEST SAND & GRAVEL
203 - 101 S. MAIN, BOX 218




3 MI S EUREKA
LOCATION: NE 31 26N 01W
PHONE:
BUILTA PIT
3 MI NE CONGERVILLE
LOCATION: SW 01 25N 01W
PHONE:
SCHROEDER PIT
4 MI S SECOR
LOCATION: SW 30 26N 01E
PHONE
CUSTER PIT
5 MI SE SECOR
LOCATION: NE 02 25N 01E
PHONE:
FOSTER PIT
4 MI NE CONGERVILLE
LOCATION: NE 03 25N 01E
PHONE:
SAM WALLER PIT
4 MI SW KAPPA
LOCATION: NW 01 25N 01E
PHONE:
2.5 MI SW KAPPA
LOCATION: NE 01 25N ME
PHONE:
4 MI SE EUREKA
LOCATION: NE 26 26N 01W













MIDWEST SAND & GRAVEL
101 S. MAIN, BOX 218




5 MI N GERMANTOWN
LOCATION: NE 33 28N 03W






MIDWEST SAND & GRAVEL
101 S. MAIN, BOX 218




6 MI W LOW POINT
LOCATION: SW 23 28N 03W






MIDWEST SAND & GRAVEL
101 S. MAIN, BOX 218




4.5 MI NW METAMORA
LOCATION: NW 25 28N 03W









SAND & GRAVEL (CLASS D)
WEDRON OUTWASH
LAKEVIEW REAL
4 MI SE EUREKA







PEORIA CONCRETE CONST. CO.
1515 N. BROADWAY ST.
PEORIA, IL 61606
26
SAND (ALL CLASSES) AND GRAVEL (CLASS A)
HENRY-MACKINAW
SPRING BAY PIT
2.5 MI S SPRING BAY
LOCATION: SW 23 27N 04W






POWLEY, C. A. SAND & GRAVEL CO
3536 E. WASHINGTON ST.
P. 0. BOX 2158
EAST PEORIA, IL 61606
26
SAND AND GRAVEL (ALL CLASSES)
HENRY-MACKINAW
2 MI S SPRING BAY











2 MI. SE ROANOKE











1 MI. NE SECOR











5 MI NW METAMORA







203 - 021 R. R. 2
METAMORA, IL 61548
PRODUCT: 26
REMARKS: SAND & GRAVEL (CLASS D)
ROCK UNITS: WEDRON OUTWASH












COLES DONNELLY, R. R. CO.




















COOK ILLINOIS SLAG & BALLAST CO.
031 - 2817 E. 99TH ST.
CHICAGO, IL 60617
PRODUCT: 27
REMARKS: SLAG PROCESS SCRAP RECLAMATION
ROCK UNITS:
COOK INTERNATIONAL MILL







3 MI NW METAMORA
LOCATION: SE 02 27N 03W
PHONE:
EICHORN PIT
1 MI S SPRING BAY
LOCATION: SW 11 27N 04W
PHONE:
4 MI. W. KINCAID
LOCATION: NE 11 13N 04W
PHONE:








112 & TORR CHICAGO
PHONE:








LAKE AMERICAN FLY ASH CO.





LAKE NORTH CHICAGO REFINERY
097 - 301 2028 SHERIDAN RD.




MADISON ILLINOIS POWER CO.
119 - 301




MADISON INTERNATIONAL MILL SERVICE CO.
119 - 391 21ST & OMAHA STS.
P. 0. BOX 398




MADISON INTERNATIONAL MILL SERVICE CO.




MADISON ST. LOUIS SLAG PRODUCTS CO. INC
119 - 331 20TH & EDWARDSVILLE RD.
P. 0. BOX 430




MONTGOMERY CENTRAL ILLINOIS POW




PEORIA INTERNATIONAL MILL SERVICE CO.










GREENWOOD & LK. MICH
PHONE:
S. EDGE N. CHICAGO





21 ST & OMAHA
GRANITE CITY
LOCATION: SW 19 03N 09W




LOCATION: SE 19 03N 09W
PHONE: ( 618 ) 452-8120
2 MI. SW COFFEEN
LOCATION: SE 10 07N 03W
PHONE:
PHONE: ( 309 ) 697-6227
W. IL POWER CO.
1 MI. S PEARL
LOCATION: NE 15 07S 02W
PHONE:
COUNTY COMPANY
SANGAMON SPRINGFIELD CWL & P





TAZEWELL CENTRAL ILLINOIS LIGHTS





WILLIAMSON S. ILLINOIS POWER COOP





ADAMS ADAMS STONE & MATERIALS CO












ADAMS CALCIUM CARBONATE CO.






ADAMS CALCIUM CARBONATE CO.






ADAMS CALCIUM CARBONATE CO.

















6 MI S MARION
LOCATION: NE 26 10S 02E
PHONE:
NE EDGE MARBLEHEAD
LOCATION: NE 06 03S 08W
PHONE:
7 MI. N QUINCY
LOCATION: SW 25 01N 09W
PHONE:
PLANT #1
2 MI. S QUINCY
LOCATION: SE 14 02S 09W
PHONE: ( 217 ) 224-1100
PLANT #2
2 MI. S QUINCY
LOCATION: NE 23 02S 09W
PHONE: ( 217 ) 224-1100
1.5 MI. S QUINCY
LOCATION: NE 23 02S 09W
PHONE: ( 217 ) 224-1100
COUNTY COMPANY
ADAMS CALCIUM CARBONATE CO.






ADAMS CALCIUM CARBONATE CO.






ADAMS MISSOURI GRAVEL CO.
001 - 220 SUB. OF MOLINE CONSUMERS
P. 0. BOX 9




ADAMS MISSOURI GRAVEL CO.
001 - 222 SUB. OF MOLINE CONSUMERS
P. 0. BOX 9




ROCK UNITS: ST. LOUIS/SALEM
ADAMS WESTERN ILLINOIS STONE CC1.
001 - 203 SUB. OF MOLINE CONSUMERS
P. 0. BOX 9




ADAMS WESTERN ILLINOIS STONE CC1.
001 - 204 SUB. OF MOLINE CONSUMERS
P. 0. BOX 9





ADAMS WESTERN ILLINOIS STONE CC1.
001 - 205 SUB. OF MOLINE CONSUMERS
P. 0. BOX 9





ADAMS WESTERN ILLINOIS STONE CC1.
001 - 206 SUB. OF MOLINE CONSUMERS
P. 0. BOX 9









3 M. S. QUINCY
LOCATION: SE 23 02S 09W
PHONE: ( 217 ) 224-1100
MARBLEHEAD QUARRY
NW EDGE MARBLEHEAD




LOCATION: SW 09 03S 07W
PHONE: ( 314 ) 655-4302
PLANT #12
1 MI SE RICHFIELD
LOCATION: NW 21 03S 06W
PHONE: ( 314 ) 655-4302
ADWELL PROP NO. 11
2.5 MI SW LIMA
LOCATION: SW 23 02N 09W
PHONE: ( 314 ) 655-4302
WEITHOLDER FARM #10
2 MI S LORAINE
LOCATION: NE 33 02N 07W
PHONE: ( 314 ) 655-4302
2 MI W MARCELLINE
LOCATION: SE 26 02N 09W
PHONE ( 314 ) 655-4302
#8 MEYERS QUARRY
5 MI E QUINCY
LOCATION: SW 01 02S 08W





ADAMS WESTERN ILLINOIS STONE CO.
001 - 207 SUB. OF MOLINE CONSUMERS CO.
P. 0. BOX 9




ALEXANDER MARKGRAF MATERIALS CO.
003 - 201 P. 0. BOX 89
ANNA, II. 62906
PRODUCT: 28
REMARKS: SKID RESISTANT, C,H,I,J
ROCK UNITS: CLEAR CREEK CHERT
BOONE KISHWAUKEE SAND & GRAVEL
007 - 203 5610 PIKE RD.
P. 0. BOX 2054




BOONE LEE, CHARLES & SON





BOONE ROCKFORD SAND & GRAVEL
007 - 201 SUB.ROCKFORD BLKTOP CONSTR.CO
600 BOYLSTON ST.




BOONE SCHLICHTING & SONS






009 - 219 R. R. 1
NEW SALEM, IL 62357
PRODUCT: 28
REMARKS:
ROCK UNITS: ST. LOUIS/SALEM
BROWN WESTERN ILLINOIS STONE CO.
009 - 201 SUB. OF MOLINE CONSUMERS CORP
P. 0. BOX 9
LA GRANGE, MO 63448
PRODUCT: 28
REMARKS: I.J.K
ROCK UNITS: ST. LOUIS/SALEM
VINSON, GEORGE PROP.
2 MI SW LIMA
LOCATION: SW 14 02N 09W
PHONE: ( 314 ) 655-4302
JORDAN NOVACULITE
1 MI NW TAMMS
LOCATION: NE 30 14S 01W
PHONE: ( 618 ) 747-2257
KISHWAUKEE QUARRY
3 MI SW BELVIDERE
LOCATION: NE 09 43N 03E
PHONE: ( 815 ) 543-0356
LEE QUARRY
1 MI S IRENE
LOCATION: SE 32 43N 03E
PHONE: ( 815 ) 547-7141
IRENE QUARRY
3 MI. SW BELVIDERE
LOCATION: NW 09 43N 03E
PHONE: ( 815 ) 654-4700
STATE STREET QUARRY
4 MI. W BELVIDERE




LOCATION: NE 34 02S 04W
PHONE:
WALLNER PROPERTY
7 MI SW MT. STERLING
LOCATION: NE 13 02S 04W


















2 MI. SE DEERPLAIN
LOCATION: SW 22 13S 01W














LOCATION: SE 07 12S 02W











C ,H , I jJjK
PROBABLY KANKAKEE
5 MI S HARDIN
LOCATION: NW 35 US 02W










2 MI NE BELLEVIEW







WEST LAKE STONE & MATERIAL





.5 MI W GOLDEN EAGLE














2 MI W MT. CARROLL
LOCATION: SW 10 24N 04E















5 MI. NE SAVANNA














LOCATION: NW 01 25N 04E

















2 MI E THOMSON
LOCATION: NW 28 23N 04E













3.5 MI N SAVANNA













1.5 MI NE MILLEDGVIL













1/2 MI S MILLEDGVILL







HEISLER SAND & GRAVEL CO.
R. R. 2





1 MI NE CHADWICK






HEISLER SAND & GRAVEL CO.
R. R. 2




1.5 MI E MT. CARROLL







HEISLER SAND & GRAVEL CO.
R. R. 2




4 MI SE MT. CARROLL







HEISLER SAND & GRAVEL CO.
R. R. 2




7.5 MI NW MT CARROLL












1.5 MI NW MILLEDGEVL
LOCATION: SW 16 23N 06E
















1/2 MI NW LANARK
LOCATION: SW 31 25N 06E












2 MI NE ELKHORN GROV
LOCATION: NE 33 24N 07E












3 MI NE SAVANNA













2.5 MI N WACKER














.5 MI NW LANARK













2.5 MI E LANARK













3.5 MI N MT. CARROLL












2 MI NW WACKER












.5 MI SW PALSGROVE






CARROLL OREGON STONE QUARRIES





CARROLL REIN, SCHULTZ & DAHL




ROCK UNITS: PROBABLY RACINE
CARROLL REIN, SCHULTZ & DAHL











CARROLL STURTZ QUARRY CO.




CARROLL STURTZ QUARRY CO.




CARROLL WOOSUNG QUARRY PRODS.





CHRISTIAN STANDARD SLAG CO.






CLARK QUALITY LIME CO.
023 - 203 DIV. VAN TARBLE & SONS





1 MI N GEORGETOWN
LOCATION: SE 17 25N 06E
PHONE: ( 815 ) 732-2154
A. GRAHARING QUARRY
1 MI E THOMSON
LOCATION: NE 20 23N 04E
PHONE: ( 608 ) 845-6421
C. MESSMER QUARRY
4 MI NW MT. CARROLL
LOCATION: SW 16 25N 04E
PHONE: ( 608 ) 845-6421
ELLER QUARRY
2.5 MI NE MILLEDGVIL
LOCATION: NW 17 23N 07E
PHONE:
ARTMAN QUARRY
3 MI SE SHANNON
LOCATION: SE 32 25N 07E
PHONE:
V. MC KENNA
3.5 MI NW LANARK
LOCATION: SW 14 25N 05E
PHONE:
BROOKVILLE QUARRY
1 MI NW BROOKVILLE
LOCATION: NE 21 24N 07E
PHONE: ( 815 ) 732-2154
PANA QUARRY
7 MI W PANA
LOCATION: SE 18 UN 01W
PHONE: ( 216 ) 743-3151
MONTGOMERY QUARRY
1.5 MI NE MARSHALL
LOCATION: SE 07 UN 11W
PHONE: ( 217 ) 826-2343
COUNTY COMPANY
CLARK QUALITY LIME CO.
023 - 205 DIV. VAN TARBLE & SONS











CLARK WESTERN MATERIALS CO.
023 - 201 DIV. MEDUSA AGGREGATE CO.





CLARK WESTERN MATERIALS CO.
023 - 204 DIV. MEDUSA AGGREGATE C.





CLAY IOLA QUARRIES, INC.





CLAY SHOOTS STONE QUARRY NO. 2





COLES CHARLESTON STONE CO.
029 - 201 DIV. VAN TARBLE & SONS
P. 0. BOX 280, E. RT. 16
CHARLESTON, IL 61920
PRODUCT: 28
REMARKS: C ,n , I j J »K
ROCK UNITS: LIVINGSTON
COLES CHARLESTON STONE CO.
029 - 202 DIV. VAN TARBLE & SONS








1.5 MI SE MARSHALL
LOCATION: NW 29 UN 11W
PHONE: ( 217 ) 826-2343
NORTH QUARRY, #305
2 MI SE CASEY
LOCATION: S2 28 ION 14W
PHONE: ( 217 ) 932-2611
SOUTH QUARRY
5 MI S CASEY
LOCATION: E2 08 09N 14W
PHONE: ( 217 ) 932-2611
MENGEL QUARRY
2.5 MI S CASEY
LOCATION: SE 06 09N 14W
PHONE: ( 217 ) 932-2611
IOLA QUARRY
3 MI SE IOLA
LOCATION: E2 11 04N 05E
PHONE:
INGRAHAM
LOCATION: SE 33 04N 08E
PHONE: ( 618 ) 547-3128
HUMPHRES QUARRY
2.5 MI NE CHARLESTON
LOCATION: SE 32 13N 10E
PHONE: ( 217 ) 345-6292
LANG QUARRY
2.5 MI NE CHARLESTON
LOCATION: NW 32 13N 10E






ROCK UNITS: SUGAR RUN
COOK MARBLEHEAD LIME CO.
031 - -20B DIV. GENERAL DYNAMICS CORP.





COOK MATERIAL SERVICE CORP.
031 - 202 DIV. GENERAL DYNAMICS CORP.





COOK MATERIAL SERVICE CORP.
031 - 204 DIV. GENERAL DYNAMICS CORP.





COOK MATERIAL SERVICE CORP.
031 - 218 DIV. GENERAL DYNAMICS CORP.






031 - 278 MIDWEST DIV.










DE KALB LARSON, E., INC.
037 - 202 P. 0. BOX 585







1 MI W LEMONT
LOCATION: NW 30 37N HE
PHONE:
ADJ. TO THORNTON QY.
LOCATION: SE 33 36N 14E
PHONE: ( 312 ) 372-3600
FEDERAL QUARRY
LA GRANGE
LOCATION: NW 10 38N 12E
PHONE: ( 312 ) 372-3600
THORNTON QUARRY
LOCATION: NE 33 36N 14E
PHONE: ( 312 ) 372-3600
LYONS QUARRY
LOCATION: SE 02 38N 12E
PHONE: ( 312 ) 372-3600
JOLIET RD & 55TH ST
MC COOK #378
LOCATION: 15 38N 12E
PHONE: ( 312 ) 485-6602
TRILLA QUARRY
3/4 MI S TRILLA
LOCATION: SE 30 UN 08E
PHONE:
SEARS QUARRY
2.5 MI. NE CORTLAND
LOCATION: NE 15 40N 05E

















1 MI S FAIRDALE
LOCATION: NW 30 42N 03E













1.5 MI SE TUSCOLA
LOCATION: NW 06 15N 09E













1.75 MI NW ELMHURST
LOCATION: NW 02 39N HE









1 MI S RAMSEY














6 MI N ST. ELMO











3.25 MI SW GLASGOW














1.5 MI S HILLVIEW
LOCATION: NE 04 UN 13W







R. R. 3, BOX 22
CARROLLTON, IL 62016
28


















1.5 MI E HILLVIEW



















LOCATION: SE 13 05N 06W













1.5 MI. NW PLYMOUTH
LOCATION: NE 27 04N 05W













W CTY LTS HAMILTON
LOCATION: NW 31 05N 08W






O'NEAL, R. L. A SONS
CARTHAGE, IL 62321
28
C ,H , I , J , K
KEOKUK/BURLINGTON
E. MC DANIEL QUARRY
3 MI NW PLYMOUTH












C , H , I ,J S K
ST. LOUIS/SALEM
MOMAC QUARRY
1.5 MI S BASCO
LOCATION: SW 35 04N 07W













LOCATION: SW 27 12S 08E













2 MI N CAVE-IN-ROCK
LOCATION: SW 01 12S 09E













.5 MI N SHETLERVILLE


















3 MI NW CAVE-IN-ROCK
LOCATION: SW 34 IIS 09E







SUB. SEAFORTH MINERAL & ORE






5 MI. N CAVE-IN-ROCK
LOCATION: SE 24 US 09E






MISSOURI PORTLAND CEMENT CO.
7751 CARONDELET AVE.




LOCATION: 17 12S 10E











3.5 MI N CAVE-IN-RCK
LOCATION: NW 35 IIS 09E










3 MI NW CAVE-IN-ROCK
LOCATION: 34 IIS 09E






RIGSBY & BARNARD QUARRY






LOCATION: SE 01 12S 09E













1 MI. N SHELTERVILLE








SUBS OF MEDUSA AGGREGATE CO.
217 FARMERS&MERCHANTS BNK. BL.






.5 MI N DALLAS CITY
LOCATION: SW 36 08N 07W





HENDERSON CESSFORD CONSTRUCTION CO.
071 - 203 SUB. OF MEDUSA AGGREGATE CO.
217 FARMERS&MERCHANTS BNK. BID





HENDERSON GOLDEN NUGGET QUAR.











HENRY CLEVELAND QUARRY CO.







075 - 201 P. 0. BOX 6





JACKSON ILLINOIS QUARRY CO.






JACKSON KINKAID STONE CO.












1 MI. W. BIGGSVILLE
LOCATION: SW 17 ION 04W
PHONE: ( 319 ) 752-6388
1 MI. W MEDIA
LOCATION: NE 24 09N 04W
PHONE:
GALBRAITH ROCK PROD.
3 MI E MEDIA
LOCATION: NE 11 09N 04W
PHONE:
E CLEVELAND
LOCATION: SE 31 18N 02E
PHONE: ( 309 ) 762-5541
8 MI W ASHKUM
LOCATION: NW 16 28N 10E
PHONE: ( 312 ) 482-7000
CAMPBELL HILL QUARRY
6 MI SW CAMPBELL HIL
LOCATION: NW 06 08S 04W
PHONE:
KINKAID #1 QUARRY
5 MI SW AVA
LOCATION: SW 06 08S 04W
PHONE:
SIEVERS QUARRY
4 MI E HARDIN


















2 MI S FIELDON














LOCATION: NW 04 26N 03E













LOCATION: 15 28N 01E













3 MI S HANOVER
LOCATION: SW 28 26N 02E










C H I J K
RACINE/MARCUS/SWEENEY
PIERCE QUARRY
4 MI S STOCKTON
LOCATION: SE 25 27N 04E










1.5 MI. NE E DUBUQUE














2.5 MI E PLEASANT VY














1.5 MI E WARREN














4 M N STOCKTON



















3.5 MI N GALENA













1.5 MI SW WARREN
LOCATION: NW 27 29N 04E












2.5 MI N STOCKTON
LOCATION: NE 27 28N 04E












2.5 MI SW NORA
LOCATION: NW 17 28N 05E












2 MI SW MASSBACH
LOCATION: NE 27 26N 03E












2 MI NW STOCKTON
LOCATION: SW 33 28N 04E











4 MI NW GALENA
LOCATION: NE 04 28N 01W












LOCATION: SE 15 27N 03E











2 MI E E.DUBUQUE
LOCATION: NE 34 29N 02W
PHONE: ( 608 ) 845-6421
COUNTY COMPANY





JO DAVIESS VARIOUS PRODUCERS





JO DAVIESS VARIOUS PRODUCERS





JO DAVIESS VARIOUS PRODUCERS





ROCK UNITS: WISE LAKE
JO DAVIESS VARIOUS PRODUCERS




ROCK UNITS: WISE LAKE
JO DAVIESS VARIOUS PRODUCERS





JO DAVIESS VARIOUS PRODUCERS





JO DAVIESS VARIOUS PRODUCERS





JO DAVIESS VARIOUS PRODUCERS








1/2 MI N RICE
LOCATION: SW 10 27N 01E
P. MARK
3.5 MI SW NORA
LOCATION: SE 18 28N 05E
PHONE:
MILLERSHONE QUARRY
2.5 MI SW STOCKTON
LOCATION: NW 20 27N 04E
PHONE: ( 608 ) 752-3633
2 MI E GALENA
LOCATION: NW 15 28N 01E
PHONE:
MC CARTHY
2 MI SE E.DUBUQUE
LOCATION: NW 34 29N 02W
PHONE:
GOODMILLER QUARRY
.5 MI NW PLEASANT VY
LOCATION: SE & NW 21 26N 04E
PHONE: ( 319 ) 652-6705
BELK QUARRY
2 MI S STOCKTON
LOCATION: SW 24 27N 04E
PHONE: ( 608 ) 325-6819
BANWORTH QUARRY
3 MI N DERINDA CNTER
LOCATION: NW 04 26N 03E
PHONE:
COX QUARRY
.5 MI S APPLE RIVER


















5 MI SE GALENA
LOCATION: SE 04 27N 01E













3 MI SW WARREN
LOCATION: SE 33 29N 04E














LOCATION: SW 24 28N 01W













4 MI E GALENA
LOCATION: NE 13 28N 01E













1.5 MI S SCALE MOUND
LOCATION: NE 02 28N 02E











2.5 MI NE WOODBINE
LOCATION: SE 06 27N 04E













2.5 MI S DERINDA CNT
LOCATION: NE 28 26N 03E











LOCATION: NE 11 28N 01E













1 MI E MENOMINEE
LOCATION: NW 28 29N 01W
PHONE: ( 815 ) 777-2487
COUNTY COMPANY
JO DAVIESS WIENEN, E. G. S, SONS




ROCK UNITS: WISE LAKE
JO DAVIESS WIENEN, E. G. & SONS




ROCK UNITS: WISE LAKE
JO DAVIESS WIENEN, E. G. A SONS





JO DAVIESS WIENEN, E. G. & SONS





JO DAVIESS WIENEN, E. G. & SONS





JOHNSON CHARLES STONE CO.




ROCK UNITS: STE. GENEVIEVE/ST. LOUIS
JOHNSON SOUTHERN ILLINOIS STONE CO





KANE CONCO WESTERN STONE CO.
089 - 201 Ill N. SPAULDING ST.




KANE FOX RIVER STONE
089 - 202 670 S. MCLEAN BLVD.








.5 MI N COUNCIL HILL
LOCATION: SE 30 29N 02E
PHONE: ( 815 ) 777-2487
EUSTICE QUARRY
1 MI W ELIZABETH
LOCATION: NW 23 27N 02E
PHONE: ( 815 ) 777-2487
SCHULTZ QUARRY
1 MI E SCHAPVILLE
LOCATION: NE 28 28N 03E
PHONE: ( 815 ) 777-2487
BERTSCH QUARRY
1.5 MI NW HANOVER
LOCATION: NW 06 26N 02E
PHONE: ( 815 ) 777-2487
BRANNIGAR # 1
3 MI S GUILFORD
LOCATION: SW 33 28N 02E
PHONE: ( 815 ) 777-2487
WHITE HALL QUARRY
3 MI S CYPRESS
LOCATION: SW 05 14S 02E
PHONE:
ROMONA QUARRY
2.5 MI NE BUNCOMBE
LOCATION: NW 11 12S 02E
PHONE:
NORTH AURORA
LOCATION: SW 03 38N 08E
PHONE: ( 312 ) 892-1616
FOX RIVER QUARRY
2 MI SW S ELGIN
LOCATION: SE 03 40N 08E





KANE MEYER MATERIAL CO.
089 - 203 P. 0. BOX 129




KANE VAN ACKER SAND & GRAVEL
089 - 204 40 W. 628 COMPTON HILLS RD




KANKAKEE MANTENO LIMESTONE CO.





KANKAKEE VULCAN MATERIALS CO.
091 - 202 MIDWEST DIV.





ROCK UNITS: RACINE/SUGAR RUN/JOLIET
KANKAKEE VULCAN MATERIALS CO.






KENDALL AVERY GRAVEL CO., INC.






KENDALL CENTRAL LIMESTONE CO.





KNOX ABINGDON ROCK CO.






2 MI SE BIG ROCK
LOCATION: SE 26 38N 06E
PHONE: ( 312 ) 824-4111
1/2 MI SW S. ELGIN
LOCATION: SE 03 40N 08E
PHONE: ( 312 ) 695-3120
2.5 MI S MANTENO
LOCATION: NE 33 32N 12E
PHONE: ( 815 ) 468-8141
LEHIGH PLANT #301
7 MI W KANKAKEE
LOCATION: NW 07 30N 14W
PHONE: ( 815 ) -933-4481
PLANT #302
2 MI E MOMENCE
LOCATION: NE 11 31N 14E
PHONE: ( 815 ) 472-4743
AVERY BROTHERS
1.5 MI E LISBON
LOCATION: S2 29 35N 07E
PHONE: ( 815 ) 436-2041
7.5 MI N MORRIS
LOCATION: SW 28 35N 07E
PHONE: ( 815 ) 736-6341
4 MI. SW ABINGDON
LOCATION: SW 19 09N 01E
PHONE: ( 309 ) 462-3705
COUNTY COMPANY
LA SALLE GARROW, L. S.





LA SALLE TROY GROVE STONE CO.





LA SALLE UTICA STONE CO.
099 - 202 P. 0. BOX 128
111 N. SPAULDING




LEE BUTLER, FRANK CO.
103 - 230 P. 0. BOX 295
FRANKLIN GROVE, IL 61031
PRODUCT: 28
REMARKS: A,B,C,D,H,I,J,K,L,
ROCK UNITS: GRAND DETOUR/PECATONICA
LEE BUTLER, FRANK CO.
103 - 271 P. 0. BOX 295




LEE BUTLER, FRANK CO.
103 - 280 P. 0. BOX 295
FRANKLIN GROVE, IL 61031
PRODUCT: 28
ROCK UNITS: GALENA/PLATTEVILLE
LEE KEHOBE MATERIALS, INC.




LEE KEHOBE MATERIALS, INC.




LEE NELSON SAND & GRAVEL CO.









2 MI SW SHERIDAN
LOCATION: NW 18 35N 05E
PHONE:
.25 MI E TROY GROVE
LOCATION: NE 35 35N 01E
PHONE
.5 MI SW UTICA
LOCATION: S2 17 33N 02E
PHONE: ( 815 ) 667-4690
INLET QUARRY
2 MI E LEE CENTER
LOCATION: NW 09 20N HE
PHONE: ( 815 ) 456-2327
LADD CONST. CO.
E EDGE DIXON
LOCATION: NE 04 21N 09E
PHONE: ( 815 ) 456-2327
MEDUSA QUARRY
1/2 MI NE DIXON
LOCATION: NW 27 22N 09E
PHONE: ( 815 ) 456-2327
ATKINSON QUARRY
2.5 MI SW DIXON




LOCATION: NE 30 22N 08E
PHONE:
D.BENNETT PROPERTY
1 MI N PRAIRIEVILLE






LEE OREGON STONE QUARRIES





LEE OREGON STONE QUARRIES




LEE OREGON STONE QUARRIES





LEE OREGON STONE QUARRIES
















LEE TRI COUNTY QUARRIES
103 - 273 1811 W. 4TH ST.


















2.5 MI S STEWARD
LOCATION: NE 26 39N 01E
PHONE: ( 815 ) 732-2154
R. MC GINNIS
.5 MI W DIXON
LOCATION: SW 01 21N 08E
PHONE: ( 815 ) 732-2154
W. SEITZ
1 MI NW ASHTON
LOCATION: NW 20 22N HE
PHONE: ( 815 ) 732-2154
W. LAW
2.5 MI W DIXON
LOCATION: SE 02 21N 08E
PHONE: ( 815 ) 732-2154
TED LEIDER PROPERTY
1.5 MI SW AMBOY
LOCATION: SW 16 20N 10E
PHONE: ( 815 ) 288-4772
RUSSELL QUARRY
2.5 MI W ELDEN
LOCATION: NE 28 21N 09E
PHONE: ( 815 ) 288-4772
B. PROPHETER QUARRY
4 MI W DIXON
LOCATION: NW 33 22N 08E
PHONE:
VOSS QUARRY
.5 MI NE ASHTON
LOCATION: NW 23 22N HE
PHONE: ( 815 ) 732-2154
GERDES QUARRY
SW DIXON











ARNOLD, H. CONSTRUCTION CO.
P. 0. BOX 140





4 MI NW FAIRBURY
LOCATION: SW 19 27N 06E






ARNOLD, H. CONSTRUCTION CO.
P. 0. BOX 140




3 MI E OCOYA
LOCATION: SE 15 27N 05E













3 MI E OCOYA
LA SALLE
LOCATION: NE 22 27N 05E













3.5 MI NW PONTIAC
LOCATION: NE 01 28N 04E













5 MI. S. PONTIAC
CO. HWY #10
LOCATION: SE 22 27N 05E




















C , H , I , J ,K
LASALLE
3 MI NE CHENOA
LOCATION: NE 30 27N 05E








500 W. PLAINFIELD RD.






2 MI W FAIRBURN
LOCATION: SW 05 26N 06E






105 - 206 MIDWEST DIV.
500 W. PLAINFIELD RD.






105 - 209 MIDWEST DIV.
500 W. PLAINFIELD RD.





LIVINGSTON WAGNER STONE CO.





LOGAN MATERIAL SERVICE CORP.
107 - 205 DIV. GENERAL DYNAMICS CORP





MC DONOUGH COLCHESTER STONE CO.





ROCK UNITS: ST. LOUIS





ROCK UNITS: ST. LOUIS
MACOUPIN MIDSTATE STONE CORP.




ROCK UNITS: SHOAL CREEK
MADISON LOHR, C. M. INC.




ROCK UNITS: ST. LOUIS/SALEM
PLANT #311
1.5 MI N PONTIAC
LOCATION: S2 09 28N 05E
PHONE: ( 815 ) 844-5611
PLANT # 310
3 MI E OCOYA
LOCATION: NW 22 27N 05E
PHONE: ( 815 ) 842-3169
3 MI NE CHENOA
LOCATION: NW 30 27N 05E
PHONE:
YARD #10
4 MI WSW LINCOLN
LOCATION: 05 19N 03W
PHONE: ( 312 ) 372-3600
MC DANIEL QUARRY
1 MI. W. COLCHESTER
LOCATION: NE 11 05N 04W
PHONE: ( 309 ) 762-5541
1.5 MI N TENNESSEE
LOCATION: SW 10 05N 04W
PHONE: ( 309 ) 776-3600
GILLESPIE QUARRY
2 MI NW GILLESPIE
LOCATION: SW 01 08N 07W
PHONE:
LOHR QUARRY
3.5 MI. NE GODFREY
LOCATION: NE 04 06N 10W



















LOCATION: NE 08 05N 09W







P. 0. BOX 434





16TH & ALBY STREETS
LOCATION: 11 05N 10W











2.5 MI SW OMEGA












1.5 MI. NW MERMET
LOCATION: NW 15 14S 03E





IOLA STONE & MATERIALS CO.





2.5 MI NE ATHENS















2.5 MI NE ATHENS
LOCATION: SW 18 18N 05W






MERCER COUNTY STONE & COAL





3 MI NW VIOLA










2 MI NW VIOLA











1/2 MI S MATHERSVILE






MONROE COLUMBIA QUARRY CO.




ROCK UNITS: DUNLEITH (MOREDOCK MEMBER)
MONROE QUALITY STONE CO., INC.
133 - 204 306 N. MARKET
NEW ATHENS, IL 62264
PRODUCT: 28
REMARKS: A,C,D,H,I,J,K
ROCK UNITS: STE. GENEVIEVE/ST. LOUIS
MONTGOMERY CENTRAL ILLINOIS STONE CO.
135 - 201 R. R. 2
P. 0. BOX 39
NOKOMIS, IL 62075
PRODUCT: 28
REMARKS: C » n , I »JjK
ROCK UNITS: MILLERSVILLE
MONTGOMERY LITCHFIELD QUARRY





MONTGOMERY MATERIAL SERVICE CORP.
135 - 202 DIV. GENERAL DYNAMICS CORP.





MONTGOMERY MATERIAL SERVICE CORP.
135 - 204 DIV. GENERAL DYNAMICS CORP.











OGLE BUTLER, FRANK CO.
141 - 241 P. 0. BOX 295, 248 MAPLE ST





1.5 MI. NE VALMEYER
LOCATION: SW 03 03S 11W
PHONE: ( 618 ) 281-7631
QUALITY STONE #2
3 MI E WATERLOO
LOCATION: NE 08 03S 09W
PHONE: ( 618 ) 473-2204
3 MI N NOKOMIS
LOCATION: NW 10 ION 02W
PHONE ( 217 ) 563-2213
1/2 MI E LITCHFIELD
LOCATION: NE 02 08N 05W
PHONE:
YARD #11
2 MI N NOKOMIS
LOCATION: SE 03 ION 02W
PHONE: ( 217 ) 563-2531
HULCHER - YARD #15
2 MI NW NOKOMIS
LOCATION: SE 04 ION 02W
PHONE: ( 217 ) 563-2531
NOKOMIS QUARRY
3 MI N NOKOMIS
LOCATION: NE 03 ION 02W
PHONE: ( 217 ) 563-2011
SANNER QUARRY
5 MI S OREGON
LOCATION: SE 04 22N 10E
PHONE: ( 815 ) 456-2327
COUNTY COMPANY
OGLE BUTLER, FRANK CO.
141 - 272 P. 0. BOX 295, 248 MAPLE ST
FRANKLIN GROVE, IL 61031
PRODUCT: 28
REMARKS: I,J,K,L,V
ROCK UNITS: PLATTEVILLE/ST. PETER
OGLE BYRON MATERIAL SERVICE
141 - 210 DIV. OF BAECO, INC.





OGLE BYRON MATERIAL SERVICE
141 - 221 DIV. OF BAECO, INC.





OGLE BYRON MATERIAL SERVICE
141 - 229 DIV. OF BAECO INC.





OGLE BYRON MATERIAL SERVICE
141 - 232 DIV. OF BAECO INC.





OGLE BYRON MATERIAL SERVICE
141 - 240 DIV. OF BAECO INC.





















5 MI N OREGON
LOCATION: NW 23 24N 10E
PHONE: ( 815 ) 456-2327
FREEZE PROPERTY
2 MI NW LEAF RIVER
LOCATION: NE 23 25N 09E
PHONE: ( 815 ) 234-8044
OREGON CONSTR. QUARRY
1.5 MI NW MT. MORRIS
LOCATION: SE 21 24N 09E
PHONE: ( 815 ) 234-8044
W. JONES QUARRY
2.5 MI E. EGAN
LOCATION: SE 04 25N 10E
PHONE: ( 815 ) 234-8044
ASCHELFORD QUARRY
1/2 MI. NW BYRON
LOCATION: SE 30 25N HE
PHONE: ( 815 ) 234-8044
YOUNG QUARRY
1.5 MI. E BYRON
LOCATION: NE 27 25N HE
PHONE: ( 815 ) 234-8044
SKELLY, A. QUARRY
1 MI S BYRON
LOCATION: NW 05 24N HE
PHONE:
SCHNULLE, ED QUARRY
4 MI SW MT. MORRIS
LOCATION: SE 36 24N 08E


































































2 MI SE FORRESTON
LOCATION: SE 02 24N 08E
PHONE: ( 815 ) 938-2136
HOOVER, A. QUARRY
4 MI N LEAF RIVER
LOCATION: SE 12 25N 09E
PHONE: ( 815 ) 938-2136
RIGHT, A. QUARRY
W LEAF RIVER
LOCATION: SE 35 25N 09E
PHONE: ( 815 ) 938-2136
KUTZ QUARRY
1 MI W FORRESTON
LOCATION: SW 29 25N 08E
PHONE: ( 815 ) 938-2136
COFFMAN, F. QUARRY
2.5 MI NW ADELINE
LOCATION: SE 12 25N 08E
PHONE: ( 815 ) 938-2136
E. MCKNIGHT QUARRY
1 MI N MONROE CENTER
LOCATION: NW 16 42N 02E
PHONE: ( 815 ) 562-4803
MOORE OUARRY
E. STILLMAN VALLEY
LOCATION: NE 18 42N 01E
PHONE: ( 815 ) 562-4803
JOHNSON
1/2 MI S STILLMAN VL
LOCATION: SW 11 24N HE
PHONE: ( 815 ) 562-4803
MACKLIN QUARRY
2 MI E ROCHELLE
LOCATION: NW 20 40N 02E
PHONE: ( 815 ) 562-4803
COUNTY COMPANY
OGLE MACKLIN BROS., INC.





OGLE MOUNT MORRIS STONE CO.
141 - 218 12 ORCHARD LN.




OGLE MOUNT MORRIS STONE CO.
141 - 244 12 ORCHARD LN.




OGLE MOUNT MORRIS STONE CO.
141 - 249 12 ORCHARD LN.














OGLE OREGON STONE QUARRIES





OGLE OREGON STONE QUARRIES





OGLE OREGON STONE QUARRIES








6 MI SE OREGON
LOCATION: NW 05 40N 01E
PHONE: ( 815 ) 562-4803
REID QUARRY
W POLO
LOCATION: NW 17 23N 08E
PHONE:
2 MI W MT. MORRIS
LOCATION: SW 29 24N 09E
PHONE:
MEYERS QUARRY
4 MI SW BYRON
LOCATION: NE 11 24N 10E
PHONE:
S. GILBERT
1.5 MI W POLO
LOCATION: SE 18 23N 08E
PHONE:
ST. CLAIR
1 MI NW OREGON
LOCATION: NE 32 24N 10E
PHONE:
W. SEITZ QUARRY
1 MI NE OREGON
LOCATION: NE 02 23N 10E
PHONE: ( 815 ) 732-2154
F. GRAEHLING
2.5 MI W POLO
LOCATION: SW 07 23N 08E
PHONE: ( 815 ) 732-2154
SCHOONHOVEN QUARRY
1.5 MI E CHANA
LOCATION: NE 14 23N HE





OGLE PINE CREEK ROCK CO.
141 - 208 501 S. FRANKLIN





OGLE ROCHELLE STONE & ASPHALT CO
141 - 219 DIV. GLAZE CONSTRUCTION CO.





OGLE ROCK CUT QUARRIES
141 - 233 P. 0. BOX 130




OGLE RYAN, P. W. & SONS, INC.






141 - 207 R. R. 2






141 - 245 R. R. 2


















4 MI S MT. MORRIS
LOCATION: SW 16 23N 09E
PHONE: ( 815 ) 946-3324
O'NEILL QUARRY
N EDGE ROCHELLE
LOCATION: SE 13 40N 01E
PHONE:
BORNEMAN QUARRY
3 MI W LEAF RIVER
LOCATION: NW 33 25N 09E
PHONE:
RAINWATER QUARRY
5 MI NE ROCHELLE
LOCATION: NW 04 40 N 02E
PHONE: ( 608 ) 752-3633
1 MI NW ADELINE
LOCATION: SE 19 25N 09E
PHONE:
PINES QUARRY
4 MI S MT. MORRIS
LOCATION: NW 16 23N 09E
PHONE:
SWALVE QUARRY
1.5 MI SW FORRESTON
LOCATION: SW 06 24N 08E
PHONE:
MEYERS PROP.
4 MI E BAILEYVILLE









OGLE WOOSUNG QUARRY PROD.





PEORIA LONG ROCK STONE CO.





PEORIA PRINCEVILLE STONE CO.




PIKE CALLENDER, V. H. CONSTRUCT. CO





PIKE CALLENDER, V.H. CONSTRUCTION CO
149 - 201 720 E. WASHINGTON ST.
PITTSFIELD, IL 62363
PRODUCT: 28
REMARKS: L , H , I , J , K
ROCK UNITS: BURLINGTON
PIKE CALLENDER, V.H. CONSTRUCTION CO





PIKE CALLENDER, V.H. CONSTRUCTION CO





PIKE CALLENDER, V.H. CONSTRUCTION CO








2 MI S LEAF RIVER
LOCATION: SE 12 24N 09E
PHONE: ( 608 ) 752-3633
KEMPER QUARRY
SE WOOSUNG
LOCATION: NE 11 22N 08E
PHONE:
3 MI NE PRINCEVILLE
LOCATION: NE 08 UN 07E
PHONE: ( 309 ) 385-4516
3 MI NE PRINCEVILLE
LOCATION: SW 04 UN 07E
PHONE: ( 309 ) 385-4396
2 MI. N PERRY
LOCATION: NW 16 03S 03W
PHONE:
FRED POOR FARM
3 MI SW NEW HARTFORD
LOCATION: SW 02 06S 05W
PHONE:
VALLEY CITY QUARRY
5 MI SW VALLEY CITY
LOCATION: NW 20 04S 02W
PHONE:
N EDGE PEARL
LOCATION: NW 10 07S 02W
PHONE:
MONTEZUMA QUARRY
1 MI N MONTEZUMA






PIKE CALLENDER.V.H. CONSTRUCTION CO




PIKE CALLENDER.V.H. CONSTRUCTION CO




PIKE CALLENDER.V.H. CONSTRUCTION CO





PIKE LACEY & BAUER ROCK QUARRY
149 - 203 R. R. 1
PEARL, IL 62361
PRODUCT: 28
REMARKS: C,H,I , J ,
K
ROCK UNITS: BURLINGTON
PIKE MISSOURI GRAVEL CO.





PIKE MISSOURI GRAVEL CO.





PIKE MISSOURI GRAVEL CO.





PIKE MISSOURI GRAVEL CO.





PIKE MISSOURI GRAVEL CO.





1.5 MI N MONTEZUMA
LOCATION: SW 01 06S 02W
PHONE:
J. SWARTZ
2 MI S FLORENCE
LOCATION: NE 26 05S 02W
PHONE:
INDEPENDENCE NO. 2
4 MI N NEBO
LOCATION: SE 29 06S 03W
PHONE:
HARMAN FARM QUARRY
3 MI W PEARL
LOCATION: SE 07 07S 02W
PHONE: ( 217 ) 829-4474
FLORENCE QUARRY #6
.75 MI N FLORENCE
LOCATION: NW 10 05S 02W
PHONE: ( 309 ) 762-5541
QUARRY #20
1 MI E KINDERHOOK
LOCATION: NE 19 04S 06W
PHONE: ( 309 ) 762-5541
HADLEY QUARRY
4 MI NE BARRY
LOCATION: SE 06 04S 05W
PHONE: ( 309 ) 762-5541
PLANT #24-FESLER FRM
2 MI W BARRY
LOCATION: SW 15 04S 06W
PHONE: ( 309 ) 762-5541
METZ FARM
SW EDGE CHAMBERSBURG
LOCATION: SE 08 03S 02W





PIKE WESTERN ILLINOIS STONE CO.
149 - 240 SUB. OF MOLINE CONSUMERS CO.
P. 0. BOX 9




PULASKI COLUMBIA QUARRY CO.





RANDOLPH CHESTER QUARRY CO.
157 - 201 P. 0. BOX 128
CHESTER, IL 62233
PRODUCT: 28
REMARKS: C ,H , I , J , K
ROCK UNITS: GLEN DEAN
RANDOLPH COLUMBIA QUARRY CO.






157 - 205 R. R. 1




RANDOLPH RANDOLPH QUARRY CO.
157 - 202 P. 0. BOX 175
ELLIS GROVE, IL 62241
PRODUCT: 28
REMARKS:
ROCK UNITS: GLEN DEAN/HANEY-MARIGOLD 00.
ROCK ISLAND ALLIED STONE CO.






ROCK ISLAND COLLINSON STONE CO.




ROCK UNITS: CEDAR VALLEY/WAPSIPINICON
2 MI N EL DARA
LOCATION: NW 05 05S 05W
PHONE: ( 314 ) 655-4302
ULLIN QY. #8
1.5 MI. NW ULLIN
LOCATION: SE 14 14S 01W
PHONE: ( 618 ) 845-3521
CHESTER QUARRY&MINE
3 MI. NW CHESTER
LOCATION: SW 10 07S 07W
PHONE: ( 618 ) 826-3510
SOLVAY OUARRY
2 MI NW PRARIE DU RO
LOCATION: N2 17 05S 09W
PHONE: ( 618 ) 845-3521
STOTZ QUARRY
1.5 MI NW PR DU ROCH
LOCATION: NE 16 05S 09W
PHONE: ( 618 ) 284-3330
SIDNEY COHEN PROP.
1.5 MI NW ROOTS
LOCATION: NE 09 06S 08W
PHONE: ( 618 ) 244-3445
VANDRUFF ISLAND
NE MILAN
LOCATION: SW 13 17N 02W
PHONE: ( 309 ) 762-5541
MILAN QUARRY
1 MI. SE MILAN
LOCATION: NW 25 17N 02W

















1.5 MI N OSBORN















LOCATION: SE 01 19N 01E






ROCK RIVER STONE QUARRY, INC.





1 MI N OSBORN













1 MI NE DUPO
LOCATION: NW 13 01N 10W













2.5 MI. NE COLUMBIA
LOCATION: NE 10 01S 10W













.5 MI SE DUPO
LOCATION: NE 28 01N 10W







DIV. GENERAL DYNAMICS CORP.





EAST ST LOUIS QUARRY
FALLING SPRINGS
LOCATION: SE 14 01N 10W






QUALITY STONE CO., INC.
306 N. MARKET ST.
NEW ATHENS, IL 62264
28
FRAILEYS
1.5 MI NW HECKER
LOCATION: SE 29 02S 08W





SCHUYLER GENERAL PURPOSE ROCK CO.





SCHUYLER HAMMITT, ED C
169 - 201 P. 0. BOX 3
NEW SALEM, IL 62357
PRODUCT: 28
ROCK UNITS: ST. LOUIS
SCHUYLER HAMMITT, ED C.
169 - 227 P. 0. BOX 3
NEW SALEM, IL 62357
PRODUCT: 28
REMARKS: H.I.J.K
ROCK UNITS: ST. LOUIS/SALEM
SCHUYLER MISSOURI GRAVEL CO.




ROCK UNITS: ST. LOUIS
SCOTT CALLENDER.V.H. CONSTRUCTION CO









ROCK UNITS: ST. LOUIS/SALEM
SHELBY S. & V. STONE QUARRY











STEPHENSON CIVIL CONSTRUCTORS, INC.





7 MI S RUSHVILLE
LOCATION: SE 35 01N 02W
PHONE:
LELAND JACOBS FARM
1 MI W FREDERICK
LOCATION: SW 32 02N 01E
PHONE:
LICKEY.W. FRM QUARRY
2 MI E BROOKLYN
LOCATION: SE 22 03N 03W
PHONE:
DAMON QUARRY #11
1.5 MI N DAMON
LOCATION: SW 35 02N 04W
PHONE: ( 309 ) 762-5541
THOMAS QUARRY
3 MI SW GLASGOW
LOCATION: SW 35 13N 13W
PHONE:
3 MI S BLUFFS
LOCATION: SW 34 15N 13W
PHONE:
WINTERS QUARRY
4.5 MI W STEWARDSON
LOCATION: SW 25 ION 04E
PHONE:
ZETTLE, D. PROP.
1 MI SE ROCK CITY
LOCATION: SW 22 28N 09E
PHONE:
ELGIN QUARRY
2 MI S FREEPORT

































1 MI E FREEPORT














5 MI E DAKOTA














1 MI NE FREEPORT














3 MI W PEARL CITY



























1.5 MI N KENT














1/2 MI NE LENA












2 MI W FREEPORT











DILLON, P.L. LIMESTONE CO., INC






1.5 MI W WINSLOW













1/2 MI NW FREEPORT


























3 MI E RIDOTT













INC, J. WAGNER QUARRY
3 MI SW ORANGEVILLE
LOCATION: SW 10 28N 07E













2.5 MI SW ORANGEVILE
LOCATION: SW 01 28N 07E












5 MI W WINSLOW
LOCATION: SE 26 29N 05E











5 MI SW LENA
LOCATION: SE 10 27N 05E











1 MI NW FREEPORT
LOCATION: NW 26 27N 07E















3.5 MI E GERMAN VLY.
LOCATION: NW 36 26N 09E












1.5 MI N LENA
LOCATION: NW 21 28N 06E













1.5 MI NE LENA
LOCATION: NW 22 28N 06E












2.5 MI E ELROY
LOCATION: SW 17 27N 07E











3 MI N DAVIS
LOCATION: NW 01 28N 09E





RYAN, P. W. & SONS, INC.





3.5 MI E. GERMAN VLY
LOCATION: NW 36 26N 09E





RYAN, P. W. & SONS, INC.





5 MI W WINSLOW
LOCATION: SE 26 29N 05E














5 MI SE FREEPORT















3 MI N FREEPORT








































UNION ANNA QUARRIES, INC.




ROCK UNITS: STE. GENEVIEVE/ST. LOUIS
UNION COLUMBIA QUARRY CO.





VERMILION MATERIAL SERVICE CORP.
183 - 201 DIV. GENERAL DYNAMICS CORP






1 MI W FREEPORT
LOCATION: SW 28 27N 07E
PHONE:
TERHARK QUARRY
3 MI N RIDOTT
LOCATION: NE 17 27N 09E
PHONE:
SCHOONHOVEN QUARRY
4 MI N. FREEPORT
LOCATION: SW 09 27N 08E
PHONE:
MILES QUARRY
1.5 MI SW ROCK GROVE
LOCATION: SW 12 28N 08E
PHONE:
HASSELMAN QUARRY
2.5 MI S. PEARL CITY
LOCATION: S2 30 26N 06E
PHONE: ( 608 ) 752-3633
R. GUENTNER QUARRY
4 MI S PEARL CITY




LOCATION: SE 17 12S 01W
PHONE: ( 618 ) 833-5121
JONESBORO QUARRY
5 MI. S JONESBORO
LOCATION: SW 20 13S 01W
PHONE: ( 618 ) 281-7631
FAIRMOUNT QUARRY
2 MI S FAIRMOUNT
LOCATION: NE 21 18N 13W

















2 MI NW ST ST. AUGUST
LOCATION: NE 25 09N 01W







1420 N. MAIN ST.





3.5 MI W MONMOUTH
LOCATION: SE 01 UN 03W












1 MI E COVINGTON












3.5 MI W NASHVILLE








P. 0. BOX J, N. 18TH & WATERWK
MT. VERNON, IL 62864
28
C , H , I >J»K
SHOAL CREEK
PITTS QUARRY
1.5 MI SW RADOM
LOCATION: SW 16 03S 01W














1.5 MI E ALBANY
LOCATION: NW 21 21N 03E














LOCATION: SW 17 21N 05E














LOCATION: NW 19 22N 04E













4.5 MI W COLETA
LOCATION: 01 22N 05E





WHITESIDE ALLIED STONE CO.






WHITESIDE BUTLER, FRANK CO.
195 - 259 P. 0. BOX 295
FRANKLIN GROVE, IL 61031
PRODUCT: 28
REMARKS: A,C,H,I,J,K,L
ROCK UNITS: BLANDNG/TETE DES MORTS/MOSALM
WHITESIDE KEHOBE MATERIALS




ROCK UNITS: FT. ATKINSON OR GALENA
WHITESIDE REIN, SCHULTZ & DAHL





WHITESIDE WOOSUNG QUARRY PRODS.





WILL AVERY GRAVEL CO.





WILL BOUGHTON, W. TRUCKING CO.





WILL ELMHURST CHICAGO STONE




ROCK UNITS: RACINE/SUGAR RUN/JOLIET
MC MATTON QUARRY
3 MI. S ALGANY
LOCATION: NE 11 20N 02E
PHONE: ( 309 ) 762-5541
L. DEETS QUARRY
3 MI NW STERLING
LOCATION: SE 13 21N 06E
PHONE: ( 608 ) 752-3633
N STERLING
LOCATION: NE 20 22N 07E
PHONE:
L. SLAYMAKER
3.5 MI NW ERIE
LOCATION: SE 22 20N 03E
PHONE: ( 608 ) 752-3633
H * H SIER
6 MI E COLETA
LOCATION: NW 16 22N 07E
PHONE: ( 608 ) 752-3633
111TH ST. PLAINFIELD
LOCATION: NW 23 37N 09E
PHONE: ( 815 ) 436-2041
119TH ST. PLAINFIELD
LOCATION: NW 26 37N 09E
PHONE:
BARBERS CORNER
4.5 MI N ROMEOVILLE
LOCATION: SW 03 37N 10E
PHONE: ( 312 ) 832-4000
COUNTY COMPANY
WILL ELMHURST CHICAGO STONE










ROCK UNITS: SUGAR RUN
WILL JOLIET SAND & GRAVEL
197 - 215 7901 5 N. HICKORY




WILL MATERIAL SERVICE CORP.
197 - 202 DIV. GENERAL DYNAMICS CORP.






197 - 213 7601 W. 79TH ST.






197 - 203 MIDWEST DIV.
P. 0. BOX 6




ROCK UNITS: SUGAR RUN THROUGH FT. ATKINSON
WILL VULCAN MATERIALS
197 - 204 MIDWEST DIV.
P. 0. BOX 6














3 MI N PLAINFIELD
LOCATION: SW 36 37N 09E
PHONE: ( 312 ) 832-4000
LOCATION: SE 15 35N 10E
PHONE: ( 815 ) 727-9285
2.5 MI W ROCKDALE
LOCATION: NE 24 35N 09E
PHONE:
ROMEOVILLE QUARRY
1 MI W ROMEOVILLE
LOCATION: NW 10 36N 10E
PHONE: ( 312 ) 372-3600
E & E HAULING QUARRY
3 MI NE PLAINFIELD




LOCATION: NE 21 35N 10E
PHONE: ( 815 ) 726-5285
PLANT # 360
1 MI NE ROMEOVILLE
LOCATION: NE 26 37N 10E
PHONE: ( 312 ) 739-0182
1 MI S CRAB ORCHARD



























DIV. OF BAECO, INC.
P. 0. BOX 236





2 MI SW CHERRY VLLEY














2.5 MI W DURAND














1 MI SE ROCKFORD





























1/2 MI N ROCKFORD







LEE, CHARLES & SONS






2.5 MI SW CHERRY VLY
LOCATION: SE 16 43N 02E












2.5 MI NW ROCKFORD

















2 MI S ROSCOE








P. 0. BOX 291
ROSCOE, IL 61073
28
C ,H ,J ,K
GALENA
PORTER QUARRY
2 MI SE ROSCOE







PORTER, F. M. & SONS
P. 0. BOX 163






1 MI S ROCKTON














1 MI E SHIRLAND







ROCKFORD SAND AND GRAVEL
DIV. ROCKFORD BLACKTOP CONST.
600 BOYLSTON ST.





1 MI E PECATONICA
LOCATION: SW 27 27N 10E






ROCKFORD SAND AND GRAVEL
DIV. ROCKFORD BLACKTOP CONST.
600 BOYLSTON ST.





2 MI S ROCKFORD
LOCATION: NE 19 43N 02E






ROCKFORD SAND AND GRAVEL
DIV. ROCKFORD BLACKTOP CONST.
600 BOYLSTON ST.






LOCATION: NW 30 44N 01E






ROCKFORD SAND AND GRAVEL
DIV. ROCKFORD BLACKTOP CONST.
600 BOYLSTON ST.





2 MI SE MORRISTOWN
LOCATION: NE 36 43N 01E










ROCKFORO SAND AND GRAVEL
DIV. ROCKFORD BLACKTOP CONST.
600 BOYLSTON ST.





2 MI NE LOVES PARK
LOCATION: SE 33 45N 02E






ROCKFORD SAND AND GRAVEL
DIV. ROCKFORD BLACKTOP CONST.
600 BOYLSTON ST.





3 MI SE ROCKFORD
LOCATION: SE 33 44N 02E






ROCKFORD SAND AND GRAVEL
DIV. ROCKFORD BLACKTOP CONST.
600 BOYLSTON ST.





6 MI SE DURAND
LOCATION: SE 36 28N 10E













5 MI S ROCKFORD














.5 MI W ROCKFORD







WILSON & SHIPPLER CO.
2300 SHIRLAND AVE.
R. R. 5





1 MI NW ROCKTON















2.5 MI NE ROSCOE







WINNEBAGO COUNTY HWY. DEPT.




3 MI SW PECATONICA











WINNEBAGO COUNTY HWY. DEPT,














WINNEBAGO COUNTY HWY. DEPT.






2 MI SW ROCKTON







WINNEBAGO COUNTY HWY. DEPT.







2 MI N SHIRLAND






WINNEBAGO COUNTY HWY. DEPT.




4 MI W WEMPLETON







WINNEBAGO COUNTY HWY. DEPT.






2 MI N DURAND







WINNEBAGO COUNTY HWY. DEPT.N






2 MI NW ROCKFORD







WINNEBAGO COUNTY HWY. DEPT.






3 MI E PECATONICA







WINNEBAGO COUNTY HWY. DEPT.






1/2 MI SE SEWARD







WINNEBAGO COUNTY HWY. DEPT.






3 MI NE PECATONICA






WINNEBAGO WINNEBAGO COUNTY HWY. DEPT





WINNEBAGO WINNEBAGO COUNTY HWY. DEPT





WINNEBAGO WINNEBAGO COUNTY HWY. DEPT





WINNEBAGO WINNEBAGO COUNTY HWY. DEPT




WINNEBAGO WINNEBAGO COUNTY HWY. DEPT




WINNEBAGO WINNEBAGO COUNTY HWY. DEPT






WINNEBAGO WINNEBAGO COUNTY HWY. DEPT
201 - 298 424 N. SPRINGFIELD AVE.





CRAWFORD MARATHON OIL CO.









3 MI SW ROCKFORD





1.5 MI SE ROSCOE
LOCATION: NW 10 45N 02E
PHONE:
R. MC GEE
4.5 MI W NEW MILFORD
LOCATION: SE 30 43N 01E
PHONE:
SWANSON QUARRY
3.5 MI SW ROSCOE
LOCATION: NE 12 45N 01E
PHONE:
ROCKFORD TWP. QUARRY
2 MI SW ROCKFORD
LOCATION: SE 07 43N 01E
PHONE:
E. SHARP
4 MI NW ROCKTON
LOCATION: NW 08 46N 01E
PHONE:
MASTRICOLA QUARRY
2 MI S DURAND
LOCATION: SE 21 28N 10E
PHONE:
ROBINSON REFINERY









MADISON SHELL OIL CO.
119 - WOOD RIVER MANUFACTURING CO.
P. 0. BOX 262




WILL MOBIL OIL CORP.





WILL UNION OIL CO. OF CALIFORNIA
197 - DIV. EASTERN REGION CHICAGO REF






ALEXANDER ILLINOIS MINERALS CO.




REMARKS: ABRASIVES & FILLERS
ROCK UNITS: CLEAR CREEK/GRASSY KNOB
ALEXANDER TAMMSCO INC.
003 - OLD ELCO RD.
P. 0. BOX J
TAMMS, IL 62988
PRODUCT: 30
REMARKS: ABRASIVES & FILLERS
ROCK UNITS: CLEAR CREEK/GRASSY KNOB
VERMICULITE, expano
DE KALB STRONG-LITE PRODUCTS CORP. OF ILLINOIS
037 - 1120 OAK ST.




DU PAGE GRACE, W. R. & CO.





MACOUPIN INTERNATIONAL VERMICULITE CO.
117 - 1ST & MOUND STREETS
GIRARD, IL 62640
PRODUCT: 31
REMARKS: INSULATION: CEMENT., BLOCK
ROCK UNITS:
PHONE: ( 618 ) 254-7371
JOLIET REF.
1-55 & ARSENAL RD.




PHONE: ( 618 ) 734-4172
BURK MINE
PHONE: ( 618 ) 747-2327
PHONE: ( 815 ) 756-9525
WEST CHICAGO PLANT
PHONE:




ST CLAIR AMAX ZINC CO.
163 - RT. 3 SOUTH
SAUGET, IL 62201




BUREAU THE NEW JERSEY ZINC CO.
Oil - THIRD ST.
PALMERTON, PA 18071
DEPUE, IL 61322
PRODUCT: 33 PHONE: ( 815 ) 447-2155
REMARKS:
ROCK UNITS:
COOK ILLINOIS SMELTING & REFINING
031 - 3649 SOUTH ALBANY ST.
CHICAGO, IL 60632
PRODUCT: 33 PHONE: ( 312 ) 376-1900
REMARKS:
ROCK UNITS:



